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·PRODUCTION BOOK .· OF· ROBERT ARDREY'S 
tt THUND"ER ROCK" ; 
. presented to 
The Faculty' of School of Fine and APPlied Arts 
Division of· Theatre Arts 
· · Boston Uni~ersity 
In :J3artial "Fulfillment 
of the Requirements for The Degree 
o:f Master of Fine Arts 
by 
ARTURS RUBENIS 
June;rgs6 
·{ 
BOSTON U11TJVRR~ITY 
School of Fine ~n~ Applied Arts 
Division·of 'l'heatre Arts 
-.~ 
A GRADtTAT~ THESIS PRODtTC'l'ION . 
o:f 
Ro"t?ert Ardrey's 
THUNDER ROCK 
· Directed by Arturs · Rubenis 
Cast: 
Streeter ••• ~ •• ~ ••.•• !> ••.••• •~ Don tTl rich 
Inspector li'lanning •••••••• Jonathan qtone 
Charleston ••••• ~ ••••••••• ; Robert Faseltine 
Captain Joshua •••••••••• : ~- Dick Hart 
Briggs·; •• ~·~.- ••••••••••••• ~ Tom VeJ ley 
Dr.Stefan Kurtz.~ ••••••••• Andrey Vonova1chik 
Helanie •••••••••••• ••· •• ~_;,., Jackie P8.l<hrin 
Miss Kirbp •••••••• ~··~··~· Roz ~~her 
Annemarie.~ ••••••• ; ••••••• Ann Olin . 
Cassidy ••••..•••••••••• ~. ~- W8.l ter Anderson 
. The interior room of a lighthouse O.n an 
island on northern LRke ·~1ichigan., called 
·Thunder Rock •. 
Late summer before the S.econd. Tt7orld War: 
S.tage manager ••••••••••• _ .... David 0ravatt:s 
Set by ••••• •· ••.••• ~ ...... • Davin Robertson 
Costum~ consuliant ••.••• ;; Joanne Beck 
Lighting by •• ;. ••••••• • •••• Kim Frana 
Sound effectsby ••••••• ;~ DontTlrich 
Pro-perties.~ •••.•• ~ ••. ~ •••• Tom Velley 
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1. Personal apneal of the· theme anfl.nlot: 
2. A familiar hackgrm.md (refugees :froTf1 TI'urone, fl esnqir, tyrants, 
. and war ) • 
3. Interesting characters (Cantain, nr. Furtz, r-Jnd 0h<::trleston): 
4. A small cast, easier to handle." 
5. Very effec~i ve theatrical .reality to be achieved through very 
simple technical. means ( a couple flats, costumes, lights,and 
props) • 
. AI.tv1S OF THIS PROUFC'riON: 
1. To tell the story. of the play: 
2. To brin~~e message and theme of the nlay, emphasizing· -~'hem 
through varj ous si tnations; 
3. To. establish erist;e:rree of reality and i magin8.tion in tvro 
different planes and to explain them. 
4. To draw the. characters, their relationships, to internret 
their significance to the main nroblem~and to establi!sh 
different levels of the development of the characters. 
5. To draw the flo:v.r of. action through a pattern of kinesthetic 
pictures in the giben space and time: 
6. To bring out the relationship bet\veen nrotagonist ann antB..:.. 
gonist in building up the cl~aticeonflict: 
7. To port:eay the inner. con-flicts through me·=ms of nhysi C8.lly 
less movable, .but innerly· more emoti anal, dynamj c an<'l P.Ver 
changing ch8.racter ·relations~ 
•j 
-;I 
8. To emphasize the dramatic dynamism not throu,gh meloorama.-
tic p};rysical movements and flare-ups 1 but· through auiet mood· 
and inner intensity~ 
THH; BASIS OF INT-r.:RPRWTI~ ' .. AND CRE'ATIVE PROCESS. 
1.· r.7e live in the \vorld of reality :which consists of a nhysi-
cal substance perceivable :with our ~enses; In co~tr~=~.ry th~ 
.world of our imagination has no physical subst9.ncet "for its r. 
concepts eonsist of images derived from our immediate physical 
world. The physical worl(i h~s .movable and moving cri t"'l"eria~ 
while images. exist only in our mirid 1 and only there imaginary 
creatures have powe~ to exe~cize certain actions and emhtions 
as-;· ... realas.the physica~·ao. The·real beings may enter and 
meet the pigments of their imagination: The imaginary neonle, 
however, can not. come out of the \lror1d of thBir holder and to 
aff~ct the real world unl.ess their holders"':\ by th1=dr m1rn -physi-
cal presence ann acti6n \ eXersize thi.S POWer~ T.Tf th ~'m Cl\ 3 COn-
Cept in mind we sen~e thit there are two ~i~~er0nt nl~n .s of 
existenceQ·...,. the. lighthouse and its im8.giriary "ivory tm•.rertt re-
flection in Charleston's rriind. 'T'he im'="A:inary sn!:lce 1R only a 
reflection of reality Hhich the hero himsel 'f. enters 8.s 8.n eaual 
partner and participates in an action ,.,i th his imB~inary cha-
- . . 
ract0rs. Whil:e~created characters can not leave the domain ·o.:r the 
. hero 1 s mind, wherefore they de. not qave povrer w-·o transform or 
change_the:reality to their.hearts desire,.he exercizes the du.;.. 
ality .of. his personality. The technical .device of dif:ferent 
. 
·.:~· 
' 
. 3 
_:._ .. ' . 
lights helpt in thedelineation of . .this difference: Besides 
the imaginary charact~rs never use:d urealn entrances, exits, 
levels, or'props, excep~th~ir.11rea1ityn." .· . · _ · 
·. 2. This play, although it is. 'YJri tten after the pg,ttern o-f a 
melod:EEJ,ma, . acquires· through the. desc-ribed concept severat 
fantastic elements im_portant to ·consider. Melodrama c~n be 
. . . . . 
easJly .,~ , ·,, · misinterpreted by use of· exaggerated ttmelodramatic 
_ acting 11 • ('By 11melodral!latic acting": is mept overdone acting. vii th . 
complete _attentmon to ·the exteriors of movements and actions: .. ') 
Since the fa.ntastic.elements of this'play are oerived from the 
real life, the imaginary characters h!:l.Ve tJ:interpreted throvf.fr 
true and r'eal ac_ting,' ~xcept \vhen these ~re l)sed to def'ine t!rif'f'e-. 
rent planes·· of. the ·existence. 
R'BHEARSAL .· PROGE'TIPR.R~ 
The pro.eess o'f the. -preparation included. follo,.ring :scheme~o:f 
the ·rehearsals: ·· · 
. . 
A.- Preparation.; It· contained the consideration of the. -play 
as a vThole. and. individual work vri th actors:· Pre-paration inclu-
ded: (1) ~h~. readings of the play hy the castJ ( ?.) 11eneral 
discussions of the theme of the play,objectives of the ~.ct:ion, 
outlines of the characters; ( '3. ()) .. ex-ploration of the background 
. . , . . . .· -
of the play in its historical, social ario physical aspects~ 
,· B. Particuaarization: · ( 1 ~- Analysis -of objectives ~nd 
· actions ·of the play'; ( 2) Iprovisations; . ( 3) Individual line 
readings.and a:nalysis; (4).The Blocking~_The pl8.y to be consi-
. dered :from the ~P~o.int of. vie"' of scenes and bits~ 
·. c. Integrations of. sCeries' .. i<Tith attention to nart rela-
tions to parts; (1) character relations to scenes~ ( 2) scene 
' . . . 
relation ~nd~interrelatio~st (3) beginning, Middle, and ehd 
of the play;· (4) .. cris-Es; climax,. the t1unliuugg noint, and the 
solution; (5) rythm,. p8.ce, and mo~d; . 
D. Befinement. included (1) run-throughs and (?)nolishin,g 
of the parts into "''hole nl8:y: · 
In or·der to produce the play, a rehearsal sche~ule ,.,as 
planned .for 13. period of 4-1/2 weeks; Tt::was..,imtiossible to ad-
here to this schedule hec~use of ihe major productions and the 
sno"' conditions. The list of schedules along ,,ri th notes o'f the 
later chan~es and. rehearsal times is added to this production 
book. 
'• 
·';'. 
CHARACTER OUTLINES 
· STRF~TBR, a pilot of the supply plr-me, ··about ~'5, ,;riry, com-
pact; has been a knockout professional flyer for many years: 
He shares his experiences with his fellow men, hut sometimes 
. -
this sharing becomes a bit boastful display of casua},_ c~re* 
. . 
less guy who wbuld never care f'or money or future;. 'Phis nis~ 
play is unconscious, though; Deeply· concerned '"i th thf'! .Prob-
_lems of the world, h~ sees solutiori to the latter in active 
engagement in fighting, but beingashamed of his convi~tions, 
. . . 
he tries to hide these behind his casualness: His objective 
is to persuade-charleston to. come with him to China and to 
- repay his cmilege debts-~ He :foreshadows ·the solution of Char-
leston's problems; 
a ... --
INSP~CTOR FLA~TNING is ;su-perior offieero-f this narticulq.r 
cU visionr of the- J,ighthouse- Service, SS, he8.l thy and essenti-
ally cheerfull:- He ts a man :\..rho. draws all his nl Aasure f'rom -
the humgn contacts. "B'und~me:i:ltally a little lazy,. inacCUT'=lte, 
full of little hvman ineffecianci:es t he is a normal human 
being, on the average with vital jnterE:sts in daily ha.,:..ne-:-
- -
_ nings. To him the .events of th~ -,,Jo_rld are "great, stqrk nra...,_ 
rna".' His objectivelbesides checkipg·oh the lighthouse1is to 
find contact _vii th Charleston. Pis failure in contacting and 
\ - -
--understanding :\~, Charleston causes Flan:nings • decision to dis-
-charge Charleston from ~rvice. -He is<?~re-presentt\tive of the 
normal, htJman vrorld, which is neglected hy ChR.rleston-; 
1 
. ' 
CF!ARL~STON is 35, a short, hands om~ man·. His instincts are 
social, talkative, inquiring., h8:si&f:JJj_nterpreti ve and crea.-
, · · ·. as .a .· .. ·· · . · · fative, and through hl.S yearS· :~:: ne\<7Spaper man 1 these b;ave 
been his manners. But 1disillusiLonate with 'iArorld's events, he 
retires in the. lighthouse service to clarify his confusions~­
In order .to replace too~ real world and.s its disillusions,. 
he tries to build i·n his ·mind an imaginary one; Tn hi'9' imagi-
nary ·vJOrld he sees solution to the problem of preservation of' 
a better '"orHl; From 'a< lost. log of the ship. his ·interpreti ti ve 
·and creative genius creates a group of ·people.- Throu,ght. their 
- · .·· , . · ·_· ··. · · . · tbe . 
presence all his prbblems become alive, one after~her. Pis 
objective is to<find the solution to his problems~ 
. . 
CAPTAIN JOSHUA. STUART~ at first a· strictly romantic character 
' . 
o:f sea. Captain,. an ageless, bluff; cheery Scotchman, .but ·as 
more and more he·. takes place of· Cha,rieston 's conscience, ·he 
. becomes resolute, d~j_ving,._.inenacing .. Ee repesents CharlestoH's · 
conscience' in the process of the creation.and .his objective is: 
constantly to give and guide through allt~ay the insight into. 
. . 
the other side o:f things untl.ll all ·charactr.>rs of the nlay rei~ 
_:fJ.;edlt~ll sides of the-truth: 
. . . . . ' 
BRIGGS is a cockney :working man, about 40, with a forward bent 
knees _and posture, at fi.rst ignor8.nt, impatient; after his re-
conception more human, ~ickly, .beaten, yei; hopefull~< He renre-
sents .the worktimgrmm \vi th . all. the nroblemsb of his time: Fis 
. ' . 
objec_ti ve besides tl)e representation qf .a particular nrob1em, 
is w~:Ltiilgfor the birth o:f his.tenth child, wh~ch creates the 
immediacy upon all .the chara.cters, u.ni ting their personal · 
.-;·. 
• 
'• 
;_; .. 
drives and despairs in one issue. 
DOCTOR KURTZ, the Vi~nnese. floctor, is Rhont St:; •. 1\.t 'first 
. . 
he is befuddled, insignificant, almost funny, ~. conv~ntional 
· professor-type 'fiBUre •. On .second thou~ht, his true di,g;ni ty 
. . . . 
becomes fully e~pressed- iti comnasionat~, undP.;st~=mding,'t·rarm 
personality of mnachieived greatness. He is a man \•Tho ·l~ft 
. . 
behind his work and retreated to .another lan<'l seeking for 
a sanctum:ry. Reflecting Ch8.rleSt011:' s dreams of. becoming :im-
portant, understanding figure, he resigns.the universe to a 
-fate which he can not influence: .At first he moves in s'='d-
. . 
ness; hisobjectiveis.to represent the huTYJan despair at an 
intellectual level, .1~ ter1 as he becomAs Charleston's s:ui de 
. through phj::loso\Jhical inauiries 1 he moves in extreme hone 
. and joy. 
~1BLANI'E is Doctor's daughter, young, lovely, at first t~ni­
pestlh.ous, a pit qua~ls6me as a young fighting roostr-r.' Fer 
objective is to defend her father ar,ainst the injustices done· 
to him by othe.r people. She· fuily. st!=l.nd s .for :vouth ,.,i th its 
dreams and if!ealism and sharply rises ap:ainst :i.njustices; _she 
· also represent~ Charleston's romantic love. !=l.nn ·from her vre 
learn the .message of the -play:. lt(to out, roll U'P Sl~eVeS and 
fight for your ~<'l eals n. 
ANN:ENARIE, Doctor's .French-born ~.,rife, who at first s-e~ms su-
'. 
. 
. 
•· 
perficial, fluttery, and mindless uP-rson, lqter hP-comes a na-
thetic representant· of a gracefui and beautiful i•JOrld: As A. 
woman from a higher social stratum, she is still obliged to 
observe some conventions \vhich make her helnless in the condi-than, those .· · · . 
. tions otherysn:·e~··rs-'"'"born into., She is not talkative hecause o -r 
;l 
her language drifficalties: Her objective is to take care of her 
daughter and husband; In contrast to Kirby)Charleston exploits 
tn;r".for-,:f;hfLrepr.esentation of. the \lromen of 185o:· 
KIRBY is 40, at first a caricature of a suffragette, a soldie:e 
... 
type figure., fighter for an ideal:-- the rights of \1romen~ Later 
she is more huma.n,a thinking creature, .a little ina:ftractive, 
but compensated with an extreme keen mind; She has surrendered 
a life long battle in total de-feat for sake of bein¢'?\:;ol'Tian he-
fore it is.late. She represents the.~enturies lon,g; nroblem of 
equality for ~omen. Her rather incidental coming and going uro~ 
vides her with unexpected possibilities to comment on the main 
problem of the play, vThich becomes her objective: 
' ' 
' . 
CASSIDY, the relief man bro1.rght to take over the lighthousel · ~ 
is a tall, skinny man, a. complete -:Ueflection of C:harleston of·t~ 
first act: He is a man nth extremely dim outlook on the world 
for the same reasons Charleston had: 'He represent.$hPman retreat 
in an tti very. tO\..rer" for a search .for a solution to the nroblems,. 
only \<Ti th an objective to contrast i"i th Charlf"l~ton v.rho ;just 
had found aBBwers to his problems~ 
:; .. 
.~ .'' 
<. 
. LIST .. OF. SC"RNES.: : 
( Divided into scenes ·for convenienc.e ) · 
ACT I.· 
I. Flanning;Streeter .•... . · · · 
· 2. Flarm:irig,s~reetP.r,Charleston 
3. ·charleston, Stre~tAr. · 
· 4. Cha.rleston, StreAter,. 'Fl8,rming 
. 5~ Charleston, ·Streeter 
• 6.; ·.Charleston, Cau.+.ain· 
ACT II 
. . : . . 
L. ·charleston, .Captain, B~ip;gs ,Melenie, Vurtz · 
2. Charles'ton, Captait~; . · 
3. . Charleston, Captain, Briggs 
4. Charleston,Captain, Briggs·, Annemarie,Yirby 
· 5. · Charleston,Melanie · .. · 
6~ Gharleston,Captaih,~e1anie 1 AnneMarie 
· 7. . Charleston,Ce"()tain · 
· 8. Gharr'eston,Brigp;s_; Vurtz,C.aptain 
9. . Charlest.o.n, CaptF,iin . · · .. 
10. Charleston, Briggs, Kirby . ·· 
11. Charleston,· A.nne~arie. · 
12. Charleston,· ~~elanie · 
13. Charle~ton,GAptqin,,Brig,g:s,'Me1e.ni~, Yirby ,Yurtz 
· · and 1\nne~iJ.rie · · 
. 14. same 
15. ···same 
. ACT III 
L.· 
2." 
3. 
4 .. 
< 5.' 
'-·.' 
Capta:ln,Briggs,Melanie ,Annernari e, FTI:rby, Vnrtz. 
. Charleston,F'urtz anq others 
CharlAston.and his imagina.ry people. 
Char1eston,Faam1.ing, . Cqs~idy · 
GO.a.rleston,Fla~n:Lng, Cassidy 
1/ 
~- . 
... 
·'· •·' 
. THE· ANALYSIS OF TH"F: PT1AY. 
THtTNDER ROCK is a TI}elodrama with a rich f'lavor of a -fan-
tasy .. 
. . . : . . 
The message of the play: GO.OPT,:ROLL 
AND FIGHT FOR YOUR ID~ALS; 
. . . 
The play, reduced .. to an .exposition, could be re-phrased 
as follows: TH~ .Nli;WSPAP"l;)R ~AN CB'ARL~9TON I'HVw>~ tTP 'I'H~ R~AL 
_1oJORLD AND TRIBS TO Fil\TD IPFJ:"P. SOLt'TI0N TO 'l'H"F. 1~1A.R PROPL~ H.i 
AN IMAGINARY WORLD AND INFABIT,;:J) 'RY P"P.OPiiF. O"F- HIS ~n,m. 
. . . . . . . . 
TH:!S QUESTIONS. AR~ ~t,Jfl'"RTHl':R W. HILL C.R~!\'I'"F: SUCH AN I!-fMH:!t . 
NARY WORLD AND '•.'HBTH~R '·JILL FIND TBH: SOLUTION. 
Conditions o.f action: Charleston must. leave the island 
against his own· will for a one month·long vacation. rr'hat 
forces him to work more intensely"on the problem. Introdu-
cing the expected birth of the chiill.d, he creat~s immediate 
.. 
cause of ikhtion;· and the characters suddenly take sha-pe of 
· real people with ·.flesh· and blood~·· 
The them~· of the ·play includes th.P: quest for solution to 
the war problem and, its .bY-:-Prooucts: misery of humqni ty, suf-
ferings from the tyrant-rule, anrl slav~ry ·of· conquer~d 
peo-ple. 
In or<'ier ·to prove to himself th~,t the vmrld has becom~ 
vTorse, Charle stori cheeses to comnare ·the past with the -pre-
second world war· period. Hfutho.phe j)eopl.e0ht8 mee+.s in his 
imaginary lighthouse, he hopes to find. the hope and hapi-
ness, but unfortu~ately, chooses . the wrong period and the 
-wrong kind of people.: Each of the. people of 1850 represent 
a problem of his ovm: science- (Dr: Kurtz), itights of' the 
·women and general education (Kirby and Annemarie)
1
and 
labor (Briggs).· 
s:· 
· .. ,"· 
; _ .. 
Each of- the present:ea· characte;s- has his own ~auilibrium •. · 
The lack of one element in thF: eauilihrium crr>ates the lack 
of balance, anCI the charact-~rshavt"l to s.trive fo.r achiF>vement 
of it. There ·cari be obs.~·rv~(1 .th~ 1aqk of fo1l()Hing elements: 
(1) hope }~}reet~r,Charleston, Ku.rt~ ·fa~ily, Kirhy, "RriRgs, 
cas~:i.dy; -~-•-( 2)' se~uri ty·.---,(Ku~t~ f~:Y~d-·1y:: .~:r:tgg~): -· ( ';) love. ( Kir~ 
·by·)-; (4) health.(Brigg~): Since the;f cotnenot· only-from va--
rious ca~ntries (Aus.tria, Fra~ce ,: :and England), and also re~ 
present different strata of society, · eac~ .of them diffe~s in 
his_ social, lj.istorical and physical backgrounds: The emotions 
are their driving force: The sub:jective point of view in -par~ 
ticular situations result in different reactions of t~ir 
·_ egoes·: The relationships by the .cha'rac:ters create the situ-
Nations, although ~ornetimes the _behavior of the characters de-
pend entirely Upon the situation-; 
- . . . ~ . . . . . . . 
In order to .create d;arna vrith tbPLcori:fiict v.rith crises; 
. climax and conclusion, the. hero has to he -involved in )::l,n .a c-
. tion. As· a protagonist he must have· an eq_t)ai antagonist. vrork-
ing ~gainst his driv~s,_ a·esires, and aim$·;· 
1.3 
I! -
The exposition o::f the play is-preSented in Ac.t I; the middle . 
. of the play-,_ containing various crises-in act II, ·and the eli-. 
max, -the recognition scene~ and the end of the play in -Act III~ 
. The exposition'· present~ th-e time ar}d. place o'f action (light-
house, middle. of ~ummer,· and late afternoon)~ establishes the· 
characters (Streeter, Fl~nning, Charleston\, their relation-. 
ships (indifferen-t~ neglk:ecting·or friendly); .and the -fact that ·the· 
'bero becomes- disturbed by monthly inspection~ In~nector "FlaA -
' . •' ·. ' . . . . : . . . '.· "; 
ning does not· tinde~stand · Charlewtons insociable hehav:tor, the 
. . . 
. seclusion, and tre" accuracy and· . P:eecision of Charleston's work. 
(Charleston refuses the radi·o, paper,s and nersonal con.tacts,Act I,l) 
. 
; 
.. 
w. 
.. 
Charleston's neglectiful. attitude towa~:Inspector (I, 2, 3) cau-
ses his later dismissal from the post: Streeter introduces the 
. . 
preceding 1Jlaterial- of their (Charleston's and Strater's) past 
(Charleston has bee:dYhewspaper man) (I, 3) and establishes the 
fact that_ he is leaving lighth·ouse service by next week~ :~· 1 ·-i;-­
Sinceil!lac'Rl;;-o:fk.t~etn;;:t:r:iils jwv'Hrdi:arest the other in different 
solutions concerning :the war problem~this immediately sets the 
main theme: Hence there question arises whether the ht:'lro will. 
solve the problem and how: Thedisclosure of the' list o'f nas-
.·- sengersand of the memorial tablet ex-plains tvTO sources from 
which Charleston is able to adapt about half ~-dozen of cha-
racters for the building of an imagilhary _world that is better 
than the.weal one. As Charleston refuses ~treeter's nrol)osi-
tion to go vlith him to China, the:V part (T ~ 4) ·; Streeter 'leaves 
for war, but Charleston remains to meet his imaginary peonle~­
When Charleston -is alone in his imagination-he sees Captain . 
Joshua Stuart emerging from the top of an imaginary stair"tvay: 
(I,5) All these events a:be the conditions of action. A.lso 
Act II contains the eLements of exposition: the introdnction 
of other imaginary characters (Briggs, Doctor, later T<'irb:.r and 
Annemarie (II,4,5,) and the exnlanation of time of !::lction (II,2) 
~ 
A-f'ter introduction of· cause of action (the hirth o:f- the 
child) the hero sees imaginary neople' emergin~ from his sub-
conscious mind'¥Y~he expansionE: .. of th~ ex-posi tionary materiaL 
·Charleston develops cardboard ).ike ch~rac~er .scetches (II,l,~,4;s;6) 
Captain,. the symbol- of conscience, arises in front of the 
hero in order to defend. each ·character from the onesidedness 
' .. ·-,.. ' . ·.. . . 
of Charleston's imagination (II,2,7) leading to the first 
crisis. (II, 7) when Charleston suddenly. interrupts the flo'.r o-7" 
• 
events and starts th·e "rhole thing frdm beginning~ 
After the reconception,instead of a factual present8tion 
of an expositionary material, each character, by means o:f emo-
- . 
_tional responses1reveals the·concern about the immediacy wor..;. 
king ~pon all of them~ The immediacy .( ,,rai ting for the birth 
of the child) creates general excitement (1I,9-12) of·all the 
character~n£hus'-.-presents the q-uestion· whether the mother ,.rill 
he able to bea~-the .child. (The foreshaCiowin~ J'r'ony about death. 
in the scene bet"reen Captain. and· Brig,g;~ - tt Tll~ child t.rill be 
strong and healthy.'.;") All the characters alon~ t.rith their 
three dimensional .qyalities:E'!merge in complete desuair about 
.. 
the future of- the. world. 
In Act I Streeter, and in the first portion of Act II ~ap­
tain acted as the antagonistic force ·which. interfered tvith 
Charleston 1 s obJ' ecti ves-,,. Later the characters themselves one 
after~her act (II,9-12) as~antagonists,. introducing their · 
different problems -(Briggs: despair ofworking-man; Kirby and 
Annemarie: despair ·about the rights and future of the vJOmen; 
Melanie: despair of ignoranceand terror;:also :for her father's 
despair of the scientific future-: ··This iri.di vidual d~spair 
reaches its vlimax (II 113) · w}leri Brigr.;s1 ".rife dies ~nd Doctor 
along· with Briggs appears on_ the scene nm~rerlees ·and de:fmeted: 
Through the immediacy of the death all char8ct~rs hecome a 
united antagonist force •. Hith this scene the control of their 
actions slides put of Charleston 1 s mind and~ inst.ead of relaxed 
watching .and inquiring, h~ himself becomes involved in the 
actiOn. For the first time, the subje.ct emergesthat ~b~ people 
' . .. . 
of the past.are even more despaired than these of to-day: By 
now it is too laye to escape the consequences of ·a fatal "fault." 
Charleston must :face the destiny :ln f'u11 bitterness 1 . but he re-
fuses to do so~ 
. . . ·-
As the secbnd crisis (11: ,14) culminates at the ·end of 'or: 
. Kurtz's spe~ch (''These are the banne~s. '\•Te leave on the field; tt) 
· Doctor represents t'b.e' antagonist :force b.eing in the lead of · 
action~ At~empt±ng tb convince '·his iliuiginary"·pe~ple hoT/i wrong 
:f:b.e~.~are0about <the. desp8.i:r< pf'. their p~st and future ( nrou 
. c<;>me to; America ·sea~c)1ing for freedom:")-,. once ~:~.gai.rt the -p·ro-
tagonist t:i:-ies to recapture· the .d.orriin_ance·: Fe knows the ideals 
those people foti~ht. :f'or (triu~ph 'of science, . ertli~htment of . 
. . . . ·. . . . . ~ 
education, wquality of_the womenand·men, dignity.of labor) 
and the things -a-chte;eo during 'the.• -o.eriod of ninety years: 
He wants ,_,- - ·:;.-,~ to br.:ing them hope but· th~ .characters flatly 
. . . . . 
refuse to. accept . the· .. encouragement~· ~:fu-~tbev:end~ of' tfi~ sqene 
(II, 14 .- Charleston!~. n All I know and T can pot help;'') Charles-
ton has to recognize his def~at~ This prepares the ~toufud for_· · 
the. f'inal crisis. of' the act, _c'.reates the ciuestion of ~~rhBt is 
gotng to happen next, and also the question. how the hero v.7ill 
.bring the problem. t~ an end-~ A.s the firial scene begins (TI ,15). 
. . . ' 
:frightened characte:t's. { representing fragments of the thoughts · 
.wanqering Wlbtho~t control in the hero's.I!lind) raise-question 
whether they -will f'ind the truth about. themsel v~s ( 11 Are ~,re 
dead?"·). Af'ter ·c~ptain is interferenqe ( ".I v'arn you ~~r. ~h~rles~ 
tont') · Ch-.,;rleston fs fb~ce·d to te::il the truth. As· th~- ti~otagonist 
. .. . . ' . . . . . . . 
has trice presented arg6ment.s ·about the truth ::tnn has hecome ·. 
:flatly ~etused····c···(l). Presentation·of·th~ :fg,cts ~"r<urtz, ·.it hap-
- . - . . . ' 
· .· pened ninety· years ;ago ••• 11) Y?"J?.ich ~~ere re:fused with. an argu-
mentolt Charleston's mental instability; (2(}> Ref-qsal to acce-pt 
. the radio because it happened to bec-transmi tting) hy an coinci~ 
· denceJ a. Viennese· waltz ("Kurtz·, go to that box;;~'-")}, ---the-· ~i- -~ 
pal :prisj.s .O:f.,,th-~-- act·. bu:ild,s V'P·'~'slo'tvli· t{)-,-a;: cli:r!!RCtic. cend;Fi-o~· 
' . . . . '. ~- . ·. 
. . . 
. nally as Ch::trleston. revears the plaque, the re$iStence of the 
c_haracters :_ 
. ~ . 
.. 
' ·- ~ ... 
is crushed ..... they have Iearhed t11e truth; Now there ·is the 
question ho'W the protagcn1ist will get rid• e:;·r these imaginary 
characters. 'As the: characters stay bestoned in their nosi ti-
tions1 Charleston 9u~abie to solve the problem in anf.;emotional · 
brak~ _ dot.~rn,-tries to- escape in the :t·~Wer of. the lia;hthouse.' . 
;j 
The radio announcement. (II tl5)- rel'resents tbat: th(9 lite out-
sid1e the lighthouse take.Sits .natural course~ It also represents· 
that the 9:ction has not reached tfue. :turning point yet; "rhrough 
the· whole act Charl'eston has believe_d- in an imaginary· world. 
·.as an escape from injustices and ca1ami ty ·of real world; rn 
the contrary the imagi-nary people represent the extrerrie d esna1.r 
and .pity. As these two ·opbosi te TJ100ds'. co:nflict each other 1. it 
-marks the change of the dominantmOod: 
As fi~al. act begins (III ,1)' the expoedtin]1Tary de:finition ·of 
time marks .the passage :of seV'eral :na.urs of 'the day, Hhen_ Charles-
ton has to leave f.or t~e mainland:; 'f'he mood- (long, drB.~ng, wai-
ting) sets at once the unsolved question of the Pl8.Y~ The ima._,. 
- . 
ginary peale. try to explore the reasons :for the con-flict last . 
night,· hut. they do not come. to any conclusions ·except of that 
§f Dr: Kurtze's promiee to find ·one soon~- With Chafleston 's 
'' ' ' ·'' 
appearance ,·the· ciimactic afr of· suspense come.Shack at cinct"! •. 
Charleston tr:i.e$ to cheat his peo]ll~ with forced, C8reless, boast~ 
:fu1 behavior~ but immediately becomes set back by Captain's 
a,ccusati ve attack: ("Can It y.ou' understand., Mr:charlestdn; th~t 
·you- can not Tier to us?ti) The crisis .. developm into. the recogni-
tion s~ene as Dr. Ku;tz takes the lead: The scene marks. tht! . 
change of the dominalht : mood; now CharlPston represents the 
despair, bnt the_ char'acters hope~ Once again. the e1rents 
... 
of' the Act II (III, 2)' are reviewe9. ,' but now1 in a logical 
sequence 1to lead the hero through th~ labyrinth of the 
problems and ideas-: Doctor hand1Bs Charleston almost as a 
. blind man, making him ansvrer va.ri.ous questions 1 thns ex-
ploring the root of' the problem and leading the hP-ro Hi th 
J_. 
his experience-to the climax of the pla,y; Sudnenly all the 
fragment-s of' the thoughts have become entL.solid, logical 
sequence of the_ ideas. and the problem can be named (the 'tvar): 
Doctor presents the answer ("Men may loose but mankind never:-
Sooner or later-or in the.thousand years mankind will find 
answer ••• we have only one power. - to_ decide just this: \..rill 
it be sooner or later.;: 11)! _ \vhich Charleston recognizes at 
once in the superb excitement and;joy: Before he is able to 
. . 
grasp the recognition, the turning point has been rFJached '=l.nd 
the imaginary people can. take their leave (III; '3): rr·•-ds marks 
the beginning of the end~ 
In Melanie's farewall speech the message of the nlay-is 
revealed. That answers the :fundamental questions of the nlay 
(the creation of the imaginary characters, the solution of of 
the Far problem), and. the result of action defined.- 11Tow the 
question remains how· Charleston is go_ing to apply the solution 
. . .. · 
to·: the practical life. · 
The .r.ra.dio news of war (III ,4) .prepares the ground i'or 
. -
the hero to apply the solution in life: 'l'he inspectot:h'~~-
arri val- (discharge and replacement) marks the end o-r\l!ife in 
the "ivory tower tt •• The contrasting .b:ehavio· ·rs of 0assidy and 
Charleston turns the play into a cycle: The audience "-rho 1-)as 
exper:B"'nced tb:le cycle of' the transformation with ~1-)ar1eston, 
now realuesthe start of anoth-er one: They are inspireo and 
j~ • 
relieved heCB.USe they~ immediA-tely identify (;qssid,ft'g Cl=lSe 
identical with Charlestonts ahd their own: They do not s;v.m'-
r?athize Cassidy, :beaause the'y know tbe solution, and th~re 
is no conflict arising in .their minds·; To assure audience , 
once ap;a.in, Captain appears on'the top level of an imaginary 
stairway stairway as the li.ghts dim out o~ th~ fin8.le. 
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1!0 Distant waves of lake beqomes.he:a d: interrupted by loud landing 
roar of a sea-plane. The waves braki .. g against tl:E. shore\[H-~-ard, 
then facie~·. out. Lights come: up and at. r:i..ght .·side the interior 
:of the Lighthouse mfi Thunder Rock~ a tiny island :ibn midst . of 
of northernly Lake ~icpigan, good loo miles from Petoskey1Tra-
verse City anO. Escanaba~ appear. we. se~ the roum \•lith massive 
.walls,on the back and. right. A. §tairs \f~th cquplesteps lead on 
a :st'#ight flight right, to v.pper flights.of the light tower. 
The furnishl.ngs.o~ room are. simple ... On the )·!all: :at right we see 
··:a small plaque' against the wall·: left of stairs ~ a dra\ver' on. 
· downright - a. table vi th two· .chciirs~ Its late afternoon of I1idsumner 
·day •. F1anning3 voice heard from behind the scene on right. · 
2~ FLANNIN!:; enters , · right,. crosses above the ch~irto table; 
S'fREETER follO\olS him car;r-yihg portable radio· and a .box iinhth both 
hands, crosses the room above the table to drawer. 
3. Flanning (full position)· puts down ~is br{e~case on table, 
covering with it. the report form. · . . ... · ... 
4. Flanning looks around for ·cha~leston with uneasipe.ss, but eager-
. ly, while .$treater puts on the table (::-;· :1 the radio arid box, then 
turns to S:treetpr.,,·: · ... 
5. streeter,stallfiing full back,waves with.hisright arm unwilling-
ly denotes upstairs. Flann;Lng turns away to table •. 
6 •. Streeter opens up three_ quarters toward F1anning, who opens 
quarter to Streeter~ · 
7. streeter. crosses DC to chairL arid·· sits down without much a tteri.-. 
tion to Flanning' s curiosity about • Charleston •.. 
. -
s. FL. sighs discontently ahd turns away. 
• 
.. 
wall R. 1 inconspicaously pl 1ced, is a bronze memorial · 
tablet . 
.At rise we find the pil , STREETER1 standing facing 
back, looking up the sta' -s. Jre's in his middle thirties, · 
a dark, wiry man. Jre t ears a fleece-tined leather coat, 
banging open·. Jre stimd for a' long whiie looking up the : 
stairs. 1hen he turns lowly, looking about for some-
thing to do. Jre sees, on the wall, tbe memorial tablet .. 
Jre moves toward. it, nd only starts to read it when the 
helper, NONNY1 ente s. NON NY carries a heaV)' case of. 
supplies on his hac . 
STREETER. ,An)T'ivhere. (Jt sees load beginning to slip, steps 
quickly behind NONNY1 bel s him put it down.) 
NONNY, (yratefully.) Urn . (Jre rubs his shoulders.) 
STREETER. Rest of his su lies on shore yet? 
NONNY. Yes1 sir. 
STREETER. Get them u here as fast as you can1 it's late. Leave • 
the gas and kerosene o tside. 
NONNY. Yes1 sir. 
STREETER. Inspector anning come to shore from the plane yet? 
NONNY. Yes1 sir. Co ing up here now1 Mr. Streeter. 
STREETER. Hustle it p 1 Nanny--
NONNY. Mr. Street r 1 how'd it be-he don't care where his sup- • 
plies goes-how' it be I just left 'em down on the shore?. 
(STREETER turns way, ignoring him.) Yes1 sir. (NONNY goes out, : 
passing INSPECT PLANNING in doorway. STREETER doesn't glance) 
XJk h1n· 'J!e mo? ~- back, glancing at titles of books. on bookshelves)( 
PLANNING. !=;hilly. · ~ and £tep:; into +he: .SC,, / 
room a litt'f?"way, stop · again while he blinks his eyes and ac- ~ 
customs himself to coming · from the sun. Jre is about 55,! 
ruddy faced,.square-built. Jre we. · au 'form of the Coast guard, 
. Middle lEt. summer and · 
it's still chill~hat a cli.mate. here' he go~TRiiH<TFJ? ges-: 
t'frres ll~ stairs. FbAHHINC ;1gh~ ~ As usual. 
STREETER. (:J..i;J,dijf~;nmtJy.~ Why not?\§/ 
PLANNING. What's he want done with his supplies?~ 
STREETER. Leave them here. 
PLANNIN~s usuaL ('He ciFe~s his brief ease en <1 e:l>air <1llil' 
WARN SOUN:EJ #l 
HDUSE OUT 
WARN LIGHTS #1 
SOUND # 1 IN & OUT 
LIGHTS # 1 
l.FL. sits down. on chair R table,. in pro;fil,e; sighs again; 
leans far back against the chamr, ·complains in resignation; 
then becomes more belligerent. ST. turns his face away, facing 
full front. · 
2. FL. leans Jfrorward, insulted .• 
3. ST. answers indifferently making no move; FL. leans in chair 
again,. sighs. 
4-'. ST .. makes slight gestUF.·e to table; .turns his face. away. Fl. 
prepares himself for business, gets a kerchief from left side 
pocket,. whipes his glasses, puts them on, puts kerchief away. 
Speaks excitedly, complaining. 
5;.SHOT of rifle. Flanning reacts immediately, while Streeter 
pays no attention. 
6 •. Another . SHOT. 
7. Streeter rising up swings right leg over the chair and turns 
a\-Jay from FL. 1 makes few steps TIC, laughs. 
. ; .. 
7 
lL. · ~)yWell. f-'J.f~as it anel ~ulh aut s~vsr•ll f'Jaels ef effio;iR1 
,.;pgrt !II>Jnl.u,, 'Jhc)q', belligematlJ') Why can't"the man be sociable 
for once? Just for once-- ~'"fREE'fER i~neres kim pr o NNJNo's 
ihellig<wen.:e faele5 inte resignRtien:) Hundreds of normal, family-
loving, sociabl~ ~eepers in the lighthouse service1 and I get. him 
in my distric~ozens of nice1 pleasant young flyers that speak 
when they~e spoken to-I draw you. Haven't I lived· right? · 
STREETER . .jl)on't bother your head about me. +Cooking at a 
~) I stop flying planes for the lighthouse service the end of 
the week. 
PLANNING. I know. (~e easts al9eut fer a mement, embarras>:eoof ~1t 
hal:!in:] bew !ake>t serie!ts-1)'. :!I>BH.) Did he say where he puts his 
reports? • 41' · · · 
STREETER:y<)n the table. (FL'i\'NHIHG §Be:J te !able. A silence,) 
PLANNING. E;aelly.) The best lightheper I ever had. Month after 
month1 ne\;er a mistake1 never an omission, never a single item to 
question-- (5:fe; sl!s clrl!(ifl mii!lspcli.<;lffls 1?is glasses., I don't 
like him. (~ swiNgs ahattt ia e!JaiJ·.) Friend of yours or not, I 
don't .like him! Streeter1 I'm accustomed to a pleasant, human 
inefficiency. Any man that's working under me1 I like him to be 
moderately lazy1 tolerably ·naccurate, and just a little bit dis-
honest. I like men norma _ · G ~ 
blows his nose. 1here is a )t seems quite distant. 
' ) What was that? '\ 
STREETER. What.l\\ras what? 
PLANNING. I heard a shot. di / 
STREETER. Oh. ('<Aaet!Jel s!Jo'(qfo§ 
PLANNING. He's shooting at soilething! 
T 
STREET~R7, nspec~or Flanning.· Ducks fly south along Lake Michi-
gan1 right past here. Charle~ton's trying to shoot a duck (!1-le gcw· . 
8,1.:/1: fg kir book ~ ~ ' · · : 
PLANNING. This isn't October1 it's the first of August. There aren't i 
anv ducks. (Jfi.J ~.ree iJ '' Iiiii . .' · " 'I 
WARN SOUND If 1 & 2 
SOUND # 2 
SOUND # 3 
1. f?treeter turns to Flanriing, theri,crosses slowly above the 
·table, while Flanning busy checking. reports and speaking as 
to .himself~ 
.2 .Puts pen<-"¢il awa~, impatiently. 
3. Now above ·the table; .as Flanning ·shouts in anger, Streeter 
tur:rns away to plague :facing it in profile (from audience). 
4. Appologetic. 
5. Rlanning takes his glasses· off and ·thinks in a lazy hesitation. 
·6. st:eeeter turns left away_from plaque, crosses few steps above 
chair L table, when Flanning ina fast move puts. glasses on,itblrns 
·to work, saying in quick, matter-of fact tone. Streeter moves 
further left thinking of plaque and passangers. 
-~ 
STREETER. That's right~des1 he's using a rifle1 you can't shoot 
ducks with a rifle. E•'Lnothw shot m •lt>Tt:.lTt:.lG" j11mP,s.) . 
FLANNING. I must be getting o,l · :@fe sitths i:lta slJnir ~;.,, tF.IB tabf., i 
and· the reports. Jte t s them listlessly. STREETER replaces ~ 
• book on shelf ._7 iNG polishes his glasses again, muttering b~lf ; 
~hat's the difference to me? He does his work. He i 
wants to shoot imaginary ducks1 let him. He wants to go off and . 
hide the one day in the month he could talk to ~2_ebody-let ; 
him. He does his work. (~h> ~nts 6'11 F.li&_g1a~£"£ QDamn these : 
reports. I know. Not a mistake. Not an omi~i9fl· j 
STREETER. Get to your inspecting1 Inspecton"ft' e\re got to get out i 
of here by sunset. 
PLANNING. €&h qrply ) I'm in charge here. I'll be as slow as I like. ( 
cs'FREE'fER s!Jru(js. FLMil>lH\6 settles IJimself, ir.-Jtc;bly, ta the i'C ' 
~erl=B. STRI<I<UR wan den about, stops in front of hron7e tablet) 
STREETER. f'!eadi<Jg..) "To the memory of the sailing ship Land ! 
o' Lakes, lost in these northerly waters of Lake Michigan, this , 
light is dedicated." (~=j>nll&es, 1i1eelit.~ting. ¥ 1 A MNJt-m mhs his ; 
for+" l:Jri? pencil jq1Ji115 itH b. I , t O'l !~), ! 
FLANNIN~m sorry you're leaving the scrvice1 Streeter. Excuse 
' me for jumping on you. 
1 STREETER. E~ pR)'$ 110 MtentioH, remmes reading) "On the [ 
night of May sixteenth, eighteen hundred and forty-nine, the ' 
packet Land o' Lakes, out of Buffalo bound for Milwaukee, en- f 
countered a northwest gale. Driven east of her course into waters 
at that time uncharted, she fought helplessly with the wind. Eight 
' hundred yards north of this spot, she struck the reef and foun-
dered. All hands were lost, including Captain Joshua Stuart, his 
gallant crew1 and sixty immigrants, passengers on the unfortunate 
vessel." i 
FLANNINR;{ may be transferred myself. The Texas coast, it's 
v.rarm down there. The Gulf of Mexico. ... . 
STREETER. E&till rce~di11,st ) "Turn1 friendly light,. acr9.~s these for-
bidding waters. Guide the mariner on his storm,-~_}Pt way." ...fi;I.e , 
f•1H5@£, his l?)'g£ rise ·~r~il tnnt tl'it/9 the wR11s.v Thunder Rock 1 
Light, A. D. 1901." . I 
PLANNING. Thirty-Hve years on the lakes1 Streeter, it's long;. 
enough, I'm getting old. Cold water, cold winds, even the sun's , 
got ice in it. I'm getting grumpy. I 
STREETER. What a fate. 
1. Streeter turns to Flanning, then.a'yJay .again and makes few 
steps UC .. 
2. Streeter makes rather disturbed look,· turns to Flanning, while . 
he sta:b:bs to check reports; then crosses unwillingly to drawer 
to hook in the radio.. · · 
7 
PLANNINc:t_pon't get me wrong1 I'm not complaining.· 
STREETER)lNot you. The Forty-Niners. Pull up your stakes in the 
comfortable Old World1 sink everything you've got on the Prom-
ised -Land1 come this far1 get this close--then end up on the bot-
tom of the Lake1 in the middle of the night. 
PLANNING: You'll be sorry you left the service. 
STREETER. A hell of a fate. , 
heavy unmanageable load 1bat ncludes a sack of potatoes, a cou-
ple of crates, a tin of gasolin and a cardboard box. Even as be 
comes tbrough the door, the xis slipping.) 
PLANNING. (Rising.) Hey! H 1 hey--
NONNY: Cfrantica11y, juggling the box.) Yes 1 sir. 
PLANNING. Nonny1 watch it! hat's his radio--· 
NONNY. (Pursuing box ar Hnd with his one free band.) Yes1 
sir--
PLANNING. Hey--! (11: dives across room to catch it. 1t fatls 
with a thud on tbe floor. e raises his clenched fists.) Nonny! · 
NONNY. Y es1 sir. (1l:e to down at box reproacbfutly.) 
PLANNING. A hundred-d llar radio. The Government buys the best 
radios on the market an you--
NONNY. I bet you anyt ing it ain't broke1 I bet you anything. 
PLANNING. ('Jurning h x over.) Can't you read? It says fragile. 
NONNY. It said it on e wrong side, · 
STREETER. Gasoline o tside. (1l:e chuckles a little.) 
NONNY. ('Jhankful f r excuse to leave.) Yes/ sir. (Over his shoul-
der.) I bet you an hing it ain't broke. (1l:e goes out. PLANNING 
PLANNING. I'd better get his report finished. 
and test it. ~ tun1~'ard~ table ) 
Hook up the radio 
STREETER. What fortf/ , . 
~~~·~-+~~·~~~~~-~~~~·~~r-~~S*~~~~~~a 
>:TRI<!iTiiR. He won't use it1 . so what's the difference if it won't 
work? ,,., 
back book, takes oft his coat. PLAN-
1. Flanning checking reportscomplains aboutGharlston impatiently;. 
Streeter handlint; radio has· turned· fu+.l. back, then makes a quar- · 
ter move and explains_ i;n ·2.- · .na tter of fact. \~ay very actively. 
2. NeJW Stre'd:Jter turns in profile,. then back again hooking the 
radio. 
3. Pause. Flanning contimhes to check reports, Streeter \vorks 
· 0 n radio .. Flanning suddeihly speaks with a hope and solution in 
mind; Streeter reacts firs.t turning in pro.file, but then .continu-
.. ing. hooking. 
!I_ 
1
NING watches.him. STR TER gets out a bunting knife from a 
pocket in his coat. 1-te gets .) 
: P~ANNING. Haven't I lived rig ? (STREETER takes box to bench 
; b"ack, and cuts box open. 1-te brin out of it a battery type ra4io. 
:. PLANNING sinks into his chair by ta . STREETER proceeds with 
:his job, bringing out batteries from box. e inspects connections. 
, PLANNING picks up his pencil and reports, erlJ!a s them down 
~;J.i#.-'*'I4-~~.44:1-....Q.i.....,..~~~~~~~~'r¥What did you 
' mean1 he won't want a radio? The man sits out here on a haif-acre 
. rock in the middle of Lake Michigan1 all by himself1 fifty miles 
• from the nearest landfall; once a month he sees us1 twenty-nine 
days of the month not even the voice of a dog to listen to --
• STREETER. (.Qni~<tly) Give up1 Flanning1 will you? Take my word 
for it. If Charleston wanted to listen to radios1 he wouldn't have 
' started keeping lighthouses. 
' PLANNING. Eh? 
'STREETER. I don't know what he's up to, any more than you do. 
; So you'll just have to take my >vord for it. 
Fi.ANNING. What he's up to--? 
- STREETER. EJmpatiently) Charleston does things with a purpose. 
'_You've seen enough of him, once a month since he got this ap-
f pointment, you ought to know that much. 
J FLANNING. I've exchanged a hundred words with him since spring! 
: STREETER. All right, all right. What he's doing on a lonesome job 
: like this, I don't know. It's none of my business-and none of 
: yours, either--
:. FLANNING. I'm responsible--
' 
things, and I've run into him plenty, too. I've got a fa-
. tality or so ing for running into Charleston --
.1~ ?/ 
STREETER. Skip it. Inspecto.tq"l can guarantee you, one, he isn't 
; crazy, two, he knows what it's all about, three, you'd better keep 
: your nose in your own soup 1 and four, he doesn't want this radio. 
• (J-fo 59es ~~~ :~ ·~w;) ~ · 
. PLANNING.UI',("H ho~~ Streeter. Maybe he smuggles. 
STREETER. What? 
FLANNING. Smuggles. 
STREETER. Smuggles what? 
F.LANNING. Just smuggles. He could. Boats could bring things here 
1. ·Pause •. Flanning complains whining. 
2 •. Streeter finished .with radio turns ih profile. 
·3. Streeter crosses above .table to Flanning~ 
'· 
4. Flanning rises up, picking Ierise-checking form fro~. the table1 
crosses UR to stairs. As he climbs up Streeter crosses int'8Prigh't 
corner. CHARLESTON having rifle· in right. artn; comes in from R , 
crosses above the table to· dra\ver ,· salutes Streeter with a quiet 
gesture; Streeter responds rising right armx. Flanning on the 
top of stairs turns left. full. front, ·glances with cU:riosi ty at. 
Charleston, who is leaning his· rifle against the wall left of dra-
wer. 
. ,:; 
7· 
at night from Canada-it's a hundred miles, less--:-leave their 
stuff here, boats could com. e ou3_ hyre from Escanaba, Pet()~.key, 
Traverse City, pick the stuff up;L--- {'Jiis eoiee fasks wit!J .his 
190'pGI:i; >:+>H;llnHl. fO'O'/:<,& >If 1JiN1. 1~if/g /itfte GIJ_6H1:§'G gf ~cpr;f.:g'fig'fl.) 
Well-.-? ~HPEEJ'EP goes hack to wqrk pr A 1\TNWG ._gine;> '!P ) 
Hundreds of normal lightkeepers, I get him--. tu"' t11rm +o 
ri!pert.o . .. nn:;J.:Tii'~ ri~es '}To glances "at bjs pnisbod mnx:k 1hen bg 
htf!IS j~,) , · :~ ·' . . . 
STREET'\Y-_She's hooked up. . . ·· c .. • 
PLANNIN:~ell, tum it on. ~ :§'B€5 Bfl !!JBfRiH:§'.y u • •• 
STREETE<vn;nning, when Charlie .f:!!lmes down, would you mind 
clearing. 01Jt for a while? t<'Io.'rmH~.!ft .. :§'1 q11 ses are·md in s!i~I:J.t sHr · 
~ I want to talk to him. · , 
PLANNING. Look. here, you were the one that wanted oto hurry . 
. I've got to finish these things-- .,;.;:~.:. 
. ~1 l' u I Jmd. a f~tal:it .. ). fat ttt:anil'lg i:ata dwdr;ston. 
The · 'ty's played out. · ~'1! . • 
. . . . . . . } . . . 
STREETER. I'm leaving the service 'i:he end of the week. Charles-
ton's my oldest friend. +- sen:'t 6if~i)€t ts H!B: iP-.to Si!R egailo. I 
· hate to cryA b;ffire strangers. 
. . PLANNIN$11., have to . go up and . ~heck th_e light anyway. x .. T'C I 1 
dan music, and it blasts . .At same time NONNY 
two hea r tins of gasoline.) 
NONNY .. She -~orks! 
PLANNING. (Q cing tmeasily upstairs.) I hear. it! I hear it!·. 
NONNY. I knew it n't broke! 
PLANNING. Turn it do will you? 
NONNY. I could tell it wa 't broke, I could tell! Didn't I say so, 
didn't I? 
STREETER. Hey you, Nonny, gaso · e outside! 
NONNY. Yes, sir. Yes, sir--
STREETER. Gasoline, kerosene outside! thing else in here! 
NONNY. (Qoing out.) Yes, sir-- (STREE hears a door slam 
,above. ~e ducks to radio and turns it off.· CHA STON is coming 
downstairs. ~e stops by an upper window, in the ernoon sun-
tight, 1ookinJJ: down ;at them. ~e is a :rugged man abo •STREET-
ER's age. Jie wears. corduroy trousers and a flannel shJ 
carries a light hunting rifle. Over his shoulder are severals c1o 
1. After\o.tPause UJ'lanning gre.ets Charleston, but Ch;. does· not 
·bother himself to look at Flanning, \vhile Stre_eter grinsat Fl. 
2. Flanning steps down "'i th unavoidable desire to communicate 
,.,ith Charleston, but becomes immediately ahd flatly refused. 
. :[{.. 
3. Ch,jrleston crosses DR,· L of the table, turns to Streeter 
\vho gives him rna tch. · 
4. Fianning crosses str01.ight down above the L chair • 
. ·· . . . . . · .. · ~L 
. . . . . . .,'}< --~· /. 
' ·.~· ~~ \ ··. · .. · .. ,_·. · .cc.·-r.// 
"' . - ' 
5. Charleston turns a\AJay left f'rom Flanrting and crosses upright 
to drawer to get liquor and gl~~ses. · 
.·. 
;. 
bad luck----"~S SO early in the year-·-. 
. , .) ., -
.\ 
CHrl >rr.I<La:Oi'I What would I do with ·a duck? Eat it? {He closes 
1ocker',) · 
nAH~Itl€ . (~itf<iB5d)'z) W<lil 
CHARLESTON. I don't like duck. 
FLANNING. ( ~oid'i'!4iJ' Jagiug 1Jig tr;~q~p~r.) Well,. why in· :God's 
name if you don't· like duck aJ3P )here .i-ren't any ducks--? · 
CHARLESTON. I like shooting~oever's selling radios, I don't 
want any. -ECres.sing 'A.) Got a m,.atcq1 Street::.;:?:...;.'"""1-l:l=~~.p.l-i"€ 
out of a pocket in his a .. -, gets match, lights, pipe.) _, 
. · . et1 y·ou shoUld try to 'light a pipe oJf ·that ,. 
kerosene ~.ooj..l ch .upstairs .. I r-lmost ~ii\ged myself· baldheaded. . 
FLANNINd!JCharleston, in certain situations, a radio can be nian'.s 
best friend. (CIIFRT.PSTD'l meditat'i:s.) It's one of the best radios 
on the market. . 
CIIARI:ES'f'OH. (:J-+e )esks ill 19iS pif;>e omd Gf~.) 
~-
FLANNING. 1 feel responsible for you--· 
CHARLESTON. I doriYwant a radio;· EJ-Ir; rsUghts .bis pipe) 
FLANNING. I don't mean line of duty; you're an· exce1lent1 intel-
ligent, respo:p.sible man: What I~n is~'well-· ·_· -· · . . · • 
CHARLESTON. fi@' STRFEI£R,)v. s a pleasure, . wo~kirig for. the 
Govemmerit. · Is it every employee. who has an employer worr:Ying 
about his soul? . 
3/f 
1. Flanning crosses two steps t·o Charleston. 
2~ Charlest.on crosses table R while F.lanning advances to him. 
·. 3. Charlston sits down iritq• le:ft chair, startSlto .open the bottle 
. o:f \vhiskey; Flanning crosses .. DC ;and (in pro:file) turns . to both. 
4. Flanning turns aw13:y insulted.. . . .· .•.... ~'-'® . . '1\ 
··--•--ctl_§t:) ~---1 •. I 
.· ... ·._.· .. ····.-~vi 
5-. Flanning crosses above le:ft cb.ai~, .. tur~s three quarters right. 
6. Charleston rises up having opened the bottle, tu:rr-nsaway 3/4 
Left and crosses to dra\ver UB; having :full back fills in glasses 
· \vi th .liquor; Flanning turhs· left and crosses to stairs to leave the 
room. 
7. Charlston offers the glass of liquor when Flanning~t· sharply, 
shouts angryly and exits. .. 
PLANNING¥. won't let us bring you the newspap~1 you don't 
want any new books--
CHARLESTON: I'm ·saving the· Government's money. 
FLANNING, When did the Government ever want to save money? 
CHARLESTON. (Ue JG~ugJ.s.) I don't want a radi61 Inspector. 
FLANNING. But you're getting out of touch. 
CHARLESTON. If l wanted.to keep in touch1 what would l·be doing : 
here? '1 / · 
PLANNING.~ ·man owes it to himself to keep in touchQ....~....,~.,o;.;;.-
TON looks at him without expressio a moment, 
CHARLESTON.- Oh1 Lord. .. . (S't'REETER ol1n1~~)' ba.- a match . 
reael)'. ;J.Fe strikes it I'!S .. EHJ lUo'll~WH tun1s tP him.) , 
PLANNING. (1-J:u .co11tnllf bir' li'X!l>P•"n:Jtic;m PG!to>rn~<ll)r, kinell)'o) i 
My boy1 listen. I'm old enough to be your father. And I thank ! 
God I;m still alive tb watch and look arid listen in the world today. 
How"s evetything going to come out? ('"H A RI.'Il~TQ~l li>t'i'l'l& ~<tfl?1:1. 
finely bqt mjtkw11t ~<PPariJ~t Yli'actj.g.jl,) Hitll!r, HYsssliRi. The dic-
tators vs. Deniocracy. J;<afeism; Co;;un-.wi~m. Police states and 
terror a:rld refugees. Look at Europe1 look at Asia. What happens 
next? k· it war? Peace? What is it? Well1 whatever's going to , 
happe~1 it's nineteen thirty~nine and it's drama1 my boy1 sheer 
stark drama. How's everything going to come out? , 
CHARLES'l'ON. (AftQr '<>slight P~<H£1i'1 sgfil)'.)" My father was a I 
s:oh:hm~n/ and )Vill~u believe it/ he never touched anything but' 
Insh wh1ske~e g#Bli to R Jockeq· ami get-s out bottle RHel tkree • 
~.)' 
FLANNING. God~'i you1 ChnlestoP 
CHARtESTO·N. My mother .was just as bad. Her biggest problem ' 
. was wax i,n. ly:r right ea.r. ~~e always dissolved it in Irish. . 
! . FLANNINo¢W'ere. you listenip~o me? . · 
CHARLESTON. E;:J.Fe pours ~'m sorry1 Inspector1 I respect your 
curiosity concerning the future1 I just don't happen to share it . 
. Have a drink. (Ji"li' p1!ts a glaor iH n A Wl'HP!C's };Hl!Hi. 7-J"£; gl01q~""' at ' 
hi:! ~i~e tritd he:{a1 e l3e Etrll s~etrl<, STREETER 1i~bts tr !ltr.tte/9.) 
PLANNING. (:1-l"e puts do1llJ:l his tehiskey Hltfetteheel,. ~irko "P 1 is 
~.) Charleston1 I don't.-J&nd telling you--.. ·CUe j11res him 
>''{11aro4:Jr.) Yo:u're a proble~Ue mard:Jes up tl:Je stlrlirs, CHYRb'll~ 
TOH IL'Rtrhss. &Tli"K'IlTlOR h1owr 011 hir >ti11 lighted match pr A 1\T-
3b 
1. Charleston watches with ani~sement Flanning's exit, then takes 
two filled glasses, crosses above the- table: to: streeter, smiles 
and gives· him a glass 1 picked.with right·hand by Streeter. They 
smile'(each:,,to other, .. lirt up the gla·sses. ·. . 
2. Streeter laughs with.certain amu~ement .. 
3. Char~eston does not perceive this amusemeni. 
-4. With·the right hand Street:er puts down the glass (full!), then · 
with the same hand' while talking 1picks out from the i::e:fi trouser '.s 
right pocket a'w.o\\e,-1- · Charleston liwings hands puzzled, moves a feet 
DC. 
5. Now Charleston turns :prof.ile _and :faces St. again, grins at him 
being \·latched with. curios1. ty~ · ·. . · 
6. Charleston crosses 3 steps above the table again, rises up the 
glass and drink.s. Streeter :takes with left hand th.e w~J..let, opens 
it with the right hand and takes a bunch of paper c~ency. 
7. Charleston looks at him,. sees'zt~~oney; moves further DC lim 
defini t.e refusal while Streeter 1.vit(1 a broad '·:··::' ::, pompous 
gesture throws it nn the table. 
8 •. streeter picks up from .. the left vest pgcket a small book, points 
it up on the "record 11 ~ while Charleston U'.5 taken by suprise and 
doub~s .. Streeter ·laughs plea9lim$lY becal?-se this is a trick which 
has 1.mpressed and puzzled Charl1.e, he. thJ..nks:o .· · 
NING clisappe s al !o{J of stairs and lligbt-cbamber door .slams, : 
~hnw) . rc 3 
CHARLESTON\amell. (:Jbe, ~iek tt~ thei:· glaxes.~ Skol. .. " 
· STREETER. Sl}ol. (1/sOI)' H?H'11 tlwir dri1:1k~ ~~e was hoping you 
smuggled. V . . 
: CHARLESTON'¢muggled.what? ·. . . • · . 
. 'STREETER. Just smuggled. He likes men nonnal.'~.(~;rv lU vsmN 
ebufYk1...,.) How much does he know about you? 
CHARLESTON. fRetriel'ing ttee g11lsses, riJ.fo11inB tbeu1:) All he's go-
. ing to know. 
STREETER. Okay, but if you like this job-and I don't know why 
· you should-then pr.etend to Hanning you've got one good nor-
mal solid disreputa:ill~l;vice, something you're thoroughly ashamed ! 
oL €"II 1 "llT.JOI»Q~l :~t,;lRI4!7 thougbtfu1/)C for jwt a pwment, holding : 
llw tH'Q glm·se? thi:WJ9ri11!7) ' 
· CHARLESTOtQ could tell him l.was writing a book. l.' 
STREETER. Aren't you?. -it• ·:·~ 
·CH~lJESTON. No .. Why? 1;~1'REE'fER shnt§s. CIIAilJ5B~TQN ,buck . 
, ~~treet, I'm a social drinker. I get the chance just one day a · 
month to do justice to a bottlei don't let's obstruct justice.-~. 
r"ise their §11lBS~Ii' ,md driNk CH lm lii;TQbT ~hqkes himself, grins I 
'I 
. rBtrieber +be enap+)' glasses) 
STREETER. ~/much money do I owe you? 
CHARLESTOI'-~hat do you want to know for? 
STREETER. fBriHfjing .EI!!F"" l;flqflJ' pur!7B,) Do you 'know how much,, 
, or don't you? (1IIl drops a bemy ahea:foa~~Oil :s :: f l1e.) 
CHARLESTON. Excuse me. That's money, isn't it? We don't use it ' 
out here. 
STREETER. I'm paying off. How much? 
CHARLESTON. What a pretty fix you'd be i 
ously. You'd have to go through with thi , , 
. starts to refill g.lasses again, t "- es STREETER bring up a small' 
· hat's th~t thing? · 
. STREETER .. You don't kfl.O·w' how much so you'll. have to take my· 
figures.-The record. ~{e ?f;'llllS P99lq Twelve hundred and, 
fifty dollars, even. · 
CHARLESTON. What! 
STREETER. Everi. 
'cHARLESTON. Since when? 
STREETER. ?i~':,~ be~nning in 1924. ~ rl:;::;tln thre::qh PQI'P) • 
1.- streeter tries to impress• Charleston with his own carelessness 
secresy. 
· 2. Carleston points at money •. 
3. Streeter pifunts at box oh the arawer. 
t ' '• 
4. Charleston crosses to drawer; Streeter.gets cigarettest~akes one 
and throws almost full package on the _table •. Charleston gets mat-
ches, crosses back again, lights Str·ee-:t;s cigarette arid his ·own 
pipe. ·Streeter goes on 'fith th!3 · record. 
·5. Laughing. 
6. Casually. 
7. Charleston becomes mo:be curious about the reasons to pay back 
the money, then an idea strikes him about_ Streeter- he must have 
made a decision, important one,- pr'obably vJill never see him again. 
8. Very casual remark~ but in very pom~s manner presented. 
·• 
-. 
1924 ~frn not counting anything before- that. Debt_:;- -con- · 
tracted in college ~should be forgo~ten1 along with the higher _ 
learning. :. 9/ 
CHARLESTON. (:J-49 pginls a* 111"1l"J'·~lear this junk off my table 1 
and put that thing away. 
STREETER. January1 1924. You were out on the West coast prowl~ t 
ing into love nests for Mr. Hearst1 I was flying for Standard -Oil: 
in Venezuela--
CHARLESTON. What's the matter with you? . 
STREETER. I socked _the district manager in the snoot1 got fired1 i 
cabled you for dough for my passage home--one hundred dollars1 : 
1924. E#fe t11rm a page) Paris 1928 -- · 
CHARLEST.f>N/ (1ho1'gb~fn11y ~ Match. 
STREETE~ix boxes in the top crat . 1 
himself, gets a claw-hammer from ocker, comes back to crate 
e.H;'~i!-!;~~:al~it+fl,..,._......:4~~· .) Where was I? 1928--
CHARLESTON. Who'd have guessed you kept books? 
STREETER. Who'd have guessed you'd turn hermit?-Paris1 1928. i 
I'd-,b~E;n))ying for Al).Zlo-Persian1 you'd gone over for the Daily 
New!>_:·. B$ stuff1 the boy wonder1 by-lines and everything1 con-i 
gratulations: One hundred bucks1 American. -CHARL~~WortJ:!,it1 I got rid of you. (IJ.4e f}r!t& hiE l~"ker 011! 1 
gf ~T>~hr,~ _ · - . _ · STREET~e hell.~?u did. December1 '28. Still Paris._ Fifty more. ·• 
I enjoyed Pa.rj~ 1 CHARLESTO~hy,.p,ay back this money,? (Jic: religiJl:J !Ji:J ~if!e.) i 
STI}EET.fJl-· 1930. /firee hundred credi~ ii_l October1 getting my: 
plirte 6Ut of hock,,';.the only time in ~Y life I ever hocked my, 
plane-- ·_ - 1 
CHARLESjciN, After all these years/ why pay me back now? Right: 
. :.·~ . s . ~ . .,.., ' . \ 
now when I can't spend it. . - -
STREETEi 1933. Jan,uary1 back in the States1 you were flusher-
than_ ever. The man who made money in 1933 1 the book of the: 
ye~r1 inside the inside of inside something-I thought it stunk but: 
I didn't say so. Reward for reticence1 one hundred-fifty cash. . 
CHARLESTON Are you quitting the service~ · STREETE~lways the smart fella1 aren't you ?-19341 w'here was· 
I--? 
CHARLESTON. You don't expect to see me again. Do you? ~ 
3lig1,t sttifll isea ~~~~tse.) 
1. Hesitates, then with defending laugh. 
2. Being curious now tries to :fin'd out aims and reasons behind 
streeters: behavion, while Streter keeps it back trying to~sustain 
the air.o:f suspence in Charleston for :final nbomb 11 • 
3. Ch. waves hand in acceptan~e .. Streeter throws account .book 
on. the table raises strigh:t. · 
4~ Pause; Charleston moves :four steps DC, turns profile. 
6. Streeter drinks his glass.of.liquor at once. 
•. 
STREETER~l~ (:J-iil 11011~kf r@Qrtly.) . · -
CHARLESTON'l{lDo you?-If you thought you'd, ever see me again, 
·you wouldn't pay back that dough. 
STREETER. Don't jump to conclusions; (.:H:il gfiB£ POlek ta t13e @eek,) 
There's plenty of room here for the 194CYs. They'll be wors~ and 
· niore of it. · · · · · · · . · · .. . · · · : ·· . · :• ··:.. : ~ CHARLESTON. tSFhettffbtfu1ly.ii6kay. I'll take the mon.ey. · · · 
·:STREETER. Good. You can take the accounts to~te tbFBWS eeek 
: en ta1Y1e.:J · 
• CHARLESTON. What are you leaving the service for~ 
: STREETER. (:Ue Firo#.s !IF.;@gttJe 1m~ r~fillr 9l"'sm£) Better job, why 
. else? • · 
CHARLESTON. Where? 
STREETER. China. :;;. 
BIIARL~!iT-Q~- G;biae~? -·~X: 
.' 3'fRE£'fBH. ¥191il liiard me'' 
. CHARLESTON. These days? 
· STil.E.ETER. I've made my peace with -~l:.b:ndard. OH. We've agreed 
to let bygones be bygones. (:Jig l;>~n.G·OhAH'e:o;gTON eis Ari~k.) 
CHARLESTON. What's Stangard '0i1 7~d!.flg exploring in China? 
r There's a war in China:· ·. · · .. _,, L~·-:.i,' · .· ., · · .: . 
STREETER. ~hg~~ always a war irr China:,!l(tue 1·~/ses. ~i:i gf~&&,) 
Standard 01L't:Y' · . ~ · · · 
· · ·· J~lfr (179e)• jwt .4r;wm teeir fflHsseS~-iln> 
STREET (Qrt:Jet1y.) ~irl\~bfl;.dng to Chi~~~~he erid of the week. 
Ten days .a I'in at worl\:. ··What do you· "?,ay we let things stand . 
as stated? (CHA STO}f%Jtcbes him narr9t1Jy.) I'm curious, too1 j 
Charlie. Why shou ~ .· like you be living on a God-fcmaken ', 
rock in the middle of I: '(Michigan? All it's good for is ;a toilet 
;I!ML 
; for gulls. . ;') !lrtl 
CHARLESTON. You aren'(fJ.>?»g fo tandard Oil. . _f.· -~':1~~ . . . ·, 
sTREETER. I'm curious. You're no poe . You're not ev~;a solitayy : 
drinker. You like people. You used to li eople I coulqu't put 
up with--
CHARLESTON. I still do. Why China? 
STREETER. That's why you're living here all by yourse 
people. 
CHARLESTON. In a way. Why China? 
1. Streeter makes a step ·to .upright corner, turns right, then 
in slow movement starts to cross DC; Charleston crosses to him 
above the table. · · 
.>1' . ~:._ . 
1-:..~ r---- 1 · /'' ~\-· \f~···l (~~,., 
2. ·Sharp turn l.eft to Charleston • 
..,a .. -~ 
.3. Noveststep again opening :full front. 
4. Still hiding the aim, admittirigly. 
5. Pause. 
6. Charleston renews \)picking up 1! beams when Streeter turns profile 
facing him. 
7. · Definitely. 
8. With melodramatic, cynic theatricalit! trying to immitate 
Flanning. ------~~- - · _,~b=-------§c-· 
:! 
STREETE . (Softly.) What do you say we let things stand as , 
stated? No q stions asked1 no questions answered. Skol. .:rr{:' 
CHARLESTON. Sk ('Jhey down their drinks.)_ So you're. fly.ing 
against the Japanese. 
STREETER. (Harshly.) 
CHARLESTON. (He sbritgs.) 's a n·ew linef0t'-'you. War flying. 
STREETER. I'm an old dog. New s··come easy. 
CHARLESTON. If you had any sense1 'd start out with a small 
war. Work up in the business gradually. _ 
STREETER. Out with it. The reasons why. no . shouldn't go; to 
China. because because because. (A pause. CHARL ON just looks 
at him.) Go on! There's ten modem Japanese plane or every 
Chin.ese crate in the ,otir. All I'm for is Japanese target p 
·;. 
CHARLEs:~~ ('Re lights his ·pipe.) .so wha~s the point? . 
STREETERI;;?Ukay. Peace or war, a J<Wfs a JOb. J\rnd maybe knock-
ing Japanese bombers out of ·the.:Gflinese sky happens to pay far 
better than delivering groceries on the Great Lakes. 
CHARLESTRN;..,You're not do.!ngrit for money. 
STREETE~.ho says? ;;~•{Y#:. 
CHARLESTON. You're not· doing it for money because you don't 
expect to come back. 
STREET~m taking my chances--
~6:~~~~, ~~~ ~E:~~t:== ('Re forces a laugh.) . 
CHARLESTON. You haven't got one.-.f.4 ~~H£i!,) •· : 
STREE~E~. We~o I haven't. got o~A56THBBTER. B.rr.,e£ slowly te ! 
!49or "'l%i /9eks attt. :A l¢i1t!J Jtlw~e.).I'What do yotrrrpo when you 
get lonesome Charlie, out here all by yourself? ., .. 
CHARLESToN§tfue rises t~it!J " jet·k:.) Sit on the biif!ch. and howl : 
~a~. ·~~ 
STREETER: A Chinaman's chance, eh? SomebodY,'\lk41.,'ear you. 1 
CHARLESTON . .J;ny~heard. Ships take me for. a f(;)ghotn1 I'm an aid : 
to navigatiorl\YSo you know you're going-'-~o- get 'killed? f:He : 
8e6!1!S 1Jis ~i~e iNto 1mcket.) <;lJ;f / · 
STREETER. ( tl p~1\ff]. 1k>im with f9jt eynieism.)~;lft's a privilege1 
my boy, living in the world today. It's a st01:y-book1 sheer stark 
drama. How's everything going to come out? f-.4 silence. S'fREE'f;E~ 
1. Chsrleste.n crosses above table, with teasing ton:e·makes fun of· 
Streeter• 
2;.. Charleston· moves a· step back, opens three quar.ters and with 
a big swileping'gesture denotes runway upstairs in· the light--house. 
3. whirling . 
. 4. ·streeter still with full back to Charleston,. even not looking 
at him, \·lhile C}1arleston Hatches him with full front ·and talks in a way 
triumphantly. 
· .. 
· . O~~fON. ·· 
~n 
.. ·.·· ·c:. 
5, ; ~ tt'ee~~~~~~ in 3/4 sharply. 
'Cl·. 
6. Turns full front again not paying attention to Charleston. 
7~ Charleston looks at Streeter, and%udden idea hits him; he. 
crosses above table and provoking Streeter to explode and re...:. 
cognize his mistaking about ideas just spoken. 
r. 
ds~sn't· turH jrem the eleer.) Shttt ttp, ChatleJ~em. Y ett iettnd 
~~ c;mjcal .. 
CHARLESTON. i'ffi jt+5t thin+.i~hy should a man go halfway 
:round the world just to commit suicide? I didn't know you ~ep 
! that romantic. China-- o-r~ £1'!SfF:s &md fmffs Itt l3t3 ~~~e.yco 
: up i~ th~ light-chamber. There's a runway outside. Drop off. 
! You'll land smack on the rocks. It's clean, quick, efficient. And 
: suiCide's suicide. · ~ / 
; STREETER. P11kir1ii1~ don't call this suicide! 
: CHARLESTON. ~Quietly.? Talk as cynical as you want to, Street, 
' but ideals are _the damnedest things. Bury them, they're like seeds. : 
TheY'll cr~p,;rp; 
STREETER\ifhis has got<itbthing· t~ do with ideals, and don"t gi\i~' 
me those copyrighted gem;,~f wisdom -- ;;. 5 ~ 1 
CHARLESTON. Cut it o~t! (~en e{u{efil;y.) I never told you1 did P { 
When I went to Spain;c4w~0ver the Civil War I nearly enlisted. I ; 
.! told people like you'r_el: tell'ing me, Sure they'll lose; might as well 
fight ·as Watch; \vha~ !l:htt use, why not?-I know what I told • 
myself. U;~ . ' 
STREETER. I'm dying fo"f no causes! I'm going to China for one 
reason. I'm sick of reading the neWspapers. (:Us JqHq19s sksrtly.;J 
I'm sick of problems. 
CHARLEST~ty Who isn't? 
STREETEl\]'All a Chinaman means to me is, did6hy starch my • 
shirt when I told him not. to? Japs, Chinks ~Who's right, 
who's wrong? I don't care. They need flyers; r can fly. (:He HEJIJ!J 
R ri§!Rrettq,'~ 
CHARLESTON. Why don't''You fly for the Japanese? (SXR'MMTt;R : 
1eeks at kim .-karJ3~'·~ou want money? The Japs could use a · 
top-ricitch America'iJ.I1flyer. You'd be worth plenty to the Japanese 
governmen~_x::dl mean plenty. . 
STREETE~ha1:d~are you suggesting? I bomb Chinese vil- . 
!ages--? (~e shlfS skert. J-ie 1ss1<s dewn Glt !Jis eigarette. J-ie :" 
skRk(?S ki;;; kzad, t~wgh: .-hortl)', twn:;- awqy) Ysmr old talents· 
haven't f9rsa~~ you; have they? Okay, you win. . . 
CHARLESTci-.~deals. It's a hell of a pass, isn't it? Get the urg~; 
to do soli1etl¥ing decent, you feel like a moron and you've got to i 
keep it l?R~ · · '. 
STREETE~or Christ's sake! (CHARH!>T9i>l ;;;it& dott>'l beqpil)'. :.' 
gtRl!n;;:;r:n. 1noner +0 1??E'. _ _!.ookr otrf. 4 to·ng Ei1arnr;;g,) The tirrie_{ 
1. Charleston moves for\vard .• 
2. Streeter crosses to stairs,·aschi3;rlest6n crosses below 
tables and chairs,. opens.: three, quarters in~· 
.· . ;;:·· ....... s-r; .· .. 
: : .. ·.·.' -: -":: ' . ' : .. 
. A/)· . 
. ·.. ..~e~,_ 
3. streeter opens to Charleston, INho moves a step to him, 
. w.aving the left ·hand: ·in an exarggerated ·· gestvme. 
4. Hakes sudden turn right; .turning a~tJay from StreetE?r, faces 
· plaque,· comes to it ·closely and stays .. \vi th. b~cld to streeter. 
• • " • • ' v • • 
5. Streeter angryly_moves DG~: looks at Charleston/quarrelsom~. 
· 6. Streeter makes curved cro.ss· to stairs.· · · · 
. /····t~· .·~~\ .···. 
···c?\0:·· 
7. Ghar1es.ton reads plaque.~ evidently by. heart. 
. . . . . . . . 
8. Streeter slowly sits down on 'stairswatching Charleston 
. with· a growing curiosity andd. surprise •. · 
9. Charleston turns left, open$ to Streeter,goes on involved. 
. ~ ... ,ith own problem, then makes: little forward: move to Streeter 
· in that upright corner. · · · · · 
... 
.. ~· 
comes round1 you've got to do something. That's Jn'tl:].er€fis t:q it. 
You can't stand by and watch forever. f:CHARLE~TOH ftf4~kcos NG 
~ Wel11 can you? E:A sile11ee.) You can't just: stand by and 
' watch foreve;"-T · . ,._ 
CHARLESTOJ\r...f'Nobody says you can. I'm a_ professio-nal spec~ i 
tater-- I've spent fifteen years watching-·- I can't, Not ariy 
longer. 
0
:/.1 · :~ 
s:rREETEf\71've got to get Hanning to Escanaba. f.4 J>flt-t&e.) What 
are we arguing about? Nothing-- · .,.,!,,· 
CHARLESTON, Nothing. You think the world's got a Chinam'an's 
chance. I .don't. I saY the world's heli-bent for destruction.·'--lfou 
caii that nothing? E 4 ls1<§} si/QJ1se. STRE'I<TER jingles sm14e ,;gf11'5''iJil 
his pocket, 116t>lu down at hea.P:h.) . · STREETE~ stili say1 ·I can't just stand by and watch. 
CHARLESTON .. (Jtc rises llPfHj?fi)'.) Who says you've got to? Why 
come ;a Jhat conclusion? Y au can't watch1 you've got to get into 1 
it~~~t o t of it1 you fathead! · 
STREETE· ... o that's it. Get out of it. Sit on a rock in t~ ;niddle 
of Lake ichigan. Pick your nose. Examine your n,avel:~1'11 take 
China. (.4 sligl.t paw;O', then 6Ho\RLESTOH tun~s t~lmt~Hy ta brenze 
memori~l tr:lh}fy""' Wr:l1/, R '1-T11 r6aas, iN a hiiP PGic'il) • · ' _ 
CHARLESToN,Z,- On the night of May sixteehth; eighl"e~n hun-
dred and; forty-nine, the packet Land o' Lak~LBu.tf.al-G 
bound for Milwaukee, encountered a northwest gal~-riven east 
of her caurse into waters at that time uncharted1 she fought help- , 
lessly with tlie wind. Eight hundred yards north of this spot, she J 
struck the reef and foundered. Ail hands were lost1...in.clu.ding_~ 
tain Joshua Stuart, his··gailant creW, and sixty immigrants, ~ · 
~s on the unfortUl:}if€i',veS5el." Ok besitctks jt:ts! a mamc11t, 
tfll3ile STREE'fER WGitGI..rs iJIJ.J.:P~su;-i€1u!7l)'. · !Jben he tift5 his e)'C3 te 
·eledieatiGH<~.) "To the :ni'J~oil5{ 1lf the sailing ship Land o' Lakes1 
lost in these northerlyntvatersrrof Lake Michigan --" my life is 
dedicated. ~p.G>~ks''f!lg11 1>~st t!JGH1s llS if !Je there reaelittfi.) 
' STREETER. My !life is.r.__,::.__? ~\fREE'fER sJ>rin!f:S te ta/91et and [9sks ] _ 
~i it >!g+l~ 1t/ "l1.;. 
CHARLESToWEighl:eeh .forty-nine. That was one of our best years. 
Things weren't so good in Europe,·but over here the rush to Cali-
fornia was in fuii swing. Through all the MiddleWest there was 
good farm-land for the asking. You might call it the year of the 
·,.Chinaman's chance. Everybody had~~ne. ,· ·- · ' 
1. Appologetic, then vigorously,· with·rising hope and joy 
to present most important solution of all problems; the in-
tensity of the speechstimulates interest in Streeter •. 
2. Charleston moves to Streeter quickly, as avoid any wrong 
conclusions derived of his behavior. in Streeter's mind. 
3. Quietly, avoiding the· s~bject as unpleasant to remember. 
4. Lightly surprised arid curious .. 
j 
STREETER. 0flumin~ frem tal91et.) Why did you say "My life i~ 
dedicated"? l / · 
. CHARLESTO~\If'm sorry I made it sound pretentious. But let mt 
tell you, Street, it's good to live among hopeful people once_ more: 
STREETER. Y ~U jalk like cr;;~zy. 
CHARLESTONQ{)on't get me wrongr±~~+-,ffi€~-!3'!0eol3oJ,@.""'W-~.G-U 
problems, there's no such animal I mean people with problem~ 
wteft-~flffii-eftg,-~f.J;§.-M!""""~~~ I quit the Daily News when ! 
got back from Spain. I was washed up. I couldn't be objective, ! 
' ' 
pip!l) Street, society's got no worse enemy than a cynic. 1 
took this jop to put myself out of circulation. Take it or leave it, 
but that's why I came here.-Well? 
STREETER. Go on. . 
CHARLESTON. I didn't come here looking for escape, as such. 1 
_jllj( came here. ('He V1017°f sudd@Jy t~ ~QG'P1 {5Bi11tJ BtttDitle.~-­
~here used to be gulls on Thunder Rock. Not many, just a few. 
' But the first week I was here, I shot every one. I don't know why. 
I just did, f. esE:'t liki!o {:.g. l'@l'ai!Hl:fHlHi. I shot every gull on the . 
island. ~we.) 
STREETE o? 
£!IHU.iiSTON s., TPi ant Q<lj' I mAg "!lira I agtjr;;@e tll:at tael@ot.' 
thinking about it later on, the immigrants in particular. I got. 
compan their day and their lives with ours, and it all comes ' 
.down to this. human being is a problem in search of a solution. 
In their day you <ed up the answer in the back of the book. 
No matter what your sr tion was, the answer was always there. 
The ·l~nd~ Expansion. Go young man.-Ninety years pass. 
We expand the world around. Ev hing there is to exploit-we 
exploit it. Come down to our day, Stre look up the answer in 
the back of the book. You know what you A blank page.-
What's to be done? It's the only answer We ever e:w.. Nations 
hock their resources-they destroy their own civlliza~ · their. 
hopes and legitimate dreams, all for the sake of that d: 
.• 
wo n-out answer-expansion! Because now it means conquest. . 
Wa And there at that point, the actual horror begins. Civiliza-
tion . "ps out the window. Truth. Freedom of speech. Human 
dignity. emocracy. Out the window, ignored and forgotten. And · 
they'll n er come back again. (.A slight pause.) It's the writing~ 
.on the wa Even America, Street, our own country. It's the writ- . 
ing on the :wall. (STREETER rises abruptly.) Well? (STREETER 
moves in sile1 protest.) Society itself is a lost cause, but there's : 
still a job.{or a few of its members. 
STREETER; Such 
CHARLESTON. (:He miles just a little.) Keeping lighthouses. 
STREETER, You call at a job? 
CHARLESTON. For a fe of us. . 
STREETE~.· What aqout he people that go off and fight? 
CHARLES}Pf.i;tarbuppose 'ey'll get 'killed. 
STREETE.S) 'M~iJppose:tH 11-geb killed! What about the women 
and childnenr :tl~;;bJd men h6)1Ul die off, you suppose 
CHARLESTON. I h9pe. 
STREETER. YOU hope! 
CHARLES.T.QN. They'll die disease-famine, they'll: 
die off. . 
STREETER. . . . And I went to sc ool with you----,the kid from : 
Spoon River . . . The kid tlfu1hwors ipped Abraham Lincoln. 
CHARLESTON. Shut up; ,'.Mii : 
STREETER::' :The man who liHw people- au hypocrite. 
CHARLEST('JN. Streeter./ shut.upu·:-
STREETER." YOU lying['·lying1 ffylrtg hypocrite (CHARLESTON strikes: 
him futl in the face .. STREETJ:!R staggers and s1 down with a crash.\ 
'Jie sits, stt;ttft.let:i;')ni~;).·. .;.'fl~r! 
CHARLESTON. 1 megr;y,ri.ur parq{)h. ('Jie puts out b band. STREETER 
takes it. CHARLES'I'oN,:.hoists qim to his f~et. STRE ER stands with 
his band ott~ his mouth. CHARLESTON ~$eaks quiet.'.) For all hu- ,· 
manity, I make one wish-let the people die off f t. (:A slight: 
pause,) You;d better put some cold water on your Hp. (sTREETER' 
turns without a word. to c. door:h'uck7)"iBedroom, then he bath-: 
room. :-:~· . 
STREETER. I say things I don't mean. It's how I get. ('He goe out.) ' 
CHARLESTON. If the water isn't cold enough, let it· run a ile .. 
(CHARLESTON turns and sinks into a chair by table. 'He stare at: 
floor. 1ben with an .effort, be rises, and pours out two drinks. 'Wi 
~I 
1. streeter'rises up. 
2.- He crosses streight DC; Charleston moves s~ep left to him. 
g\: 
:C-1~---· 
·c•ca~ 
' ·, ·- . ' . · .. 
3. streeter crosses below the table and chair·; laughs staring in 
a bewilderment, turns 3/4 left to/Charleston~ 
4. Charleston crosses dowh.$tage 
/: 
' ' 
5. Now fully face each othe]:'(:Ln protiles) DR ... 
_,. -. 
6. Charleston' with.· proud joy .to reveal: the. secret •. 
; mood to drink in. 
· drinks.) · .. 
! :STREETER. Damn!. 
STREETER. f.H~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~rk A wbil@ ~g 
ple again. 1 
CHARLEST~tJ~)'hat's right. It is. 
STREETER~_t£)ive here by yoursel£. 
CHARLESTON. ln a way1 yes. 
STREETER. ;In{~ way1 helh; 
CHARLESTON. (!Ue ~l'll'glo-,_) I've rej~cted a world that I can't help. 
I'm buildi!!p!Jone up tha:f_I can. Jt~s -peffectly simple. ·(sTRJ;nu"ij"!l 
;tares 11t ki!i!!H) H a man can't acP,tally be useful1 he can at least 
get all the sensations. .c·: 
STREETER. What kind of ~ world? ' 
CHARLEoWQ* A regular w~rld. With people. 
rageous people, the kind I like. 
STREETER. Where? 
I 
i 
Plain ordinai::>C-~ 
;;~~~~;;:,4~~4:::5~~;;;;.;#1 else? (-'I sliglst .....j ,) I 
STREETE he trouble with Irish wniskey is you wouldn't know .. ' 
you'd b'een drinking until all of a sudden: bang/ there you are1 de- · 
lirious. ( CHAHT::EsTdn 1>~H§Iiu:. STR"I!"GUR's smil~ 'fadiis~' 
own head. · A / · ' 
CHARLESTON. Haven't you ever imagined people~hy1 the best 
remarks.· ever makes1 he makes on his way home. 
STREETE that's what you said1 a world--
CHARLESTO mall world ... I've_ aot half a dozen eo le so 
far-- ·:~-
~ER. What people? .·'.'\" 
CHARLESTON. The Lando' Lakes. 
STREETER. My God. Ghosts? 
1. CHARC..ESTON. No1 ·n·ot at all. Mnre·like.'·characters in an author's 
mind1 while he'~Jwriting a book. ~·kfound the passenger list in an 
old report I've' got their names, ~where they came from, where 
they were bound. That's all. It's enough to work on. 
1. Ironical. 
2. streeter turns away left, facing_ :plaque.· 
' ,. . ,'.,. . . "\ .· . 
3. Streeter crosses betweenR chair a:t:1d table upright not 
looking at Che,.rleston. 
4. Charleston facing rfl'ull :(ront .makesc:big gestu:re left, uncon-
sciop:sly point,ting the imaginary. ]_ight tower' .. 
5. Streeter tlQ.Tns right to face Charle-ston. 
· 6. Streeter le,ans over table, even JIIOr.e . s-eriously. 
7. Charleston moves back laughing.,. 
8. Charlestdn cross~s upstage~ 
'-. 
STREETE~-t. sound like God the d3!,Y )efore Genesis. (CH ~~bi<~ 
TQPT eiJHeklr;;s Rmi slai!hfils his bleael.~alf a dozen. The thing up 
there says sixty immigrants --
CHARLESTON., I'm trying to see them the way they were. Half a 
dozen's a~ J,~an handle1 for a while--
STREETERJ\Xi'pa~ about the others? 
CHARLESTOt--~h-they're out there, somewhere. (2-fr;; t""'Pfil£ • 
t?GI§!ifill)' ~·.Is eu¥si.Ie elaer.) I'll bring them in gradually.. l 
. STREETE~ ou give me gooseflesh. { .4 dt!nne4 pame 'TbetJ • 
. .....Wrup.tJ.,t..) Charlie/ it's all very nne/ it'~ ,all very interestingi you. 
can think about people1 okay1 but that's not living with them! 
CHARLESTON. See them clearly enough1 it is. 
STREETER, It's impossible-- • 
CHARLEST~/Maybe so1 but it works. .· 
STREETER®'ait a while1 wait ·a while~ {:Jte in.liea~e5 1Ji3 be 
wil£4fil1'11HII'It.) Who d se eo le thihk ol.r are? 
CHARE!ESTON. :y:se . e i t ee~ ;:>~. 
STREETER .• When is it, now or then? I•" 
CHARLESTON. 1 hen. 1849. ·;V!.'1 ' 
.. sTREETER. Do they know the'y'redead?;:ttiN' 
CHARLESTON~\'7ell1 Joshua does1-!lilllad to tell him. 
STREETER. Who? . ;'OT2R , 
CHARLES,TQN. Captain Joshua. (::Hfil IP~I;!l1P.:Rt ~latE!.) I'll confess it,' 
I got so confused myself, I had to have.'a'. confidant. I told .Joshua. : 
STREETE)'{.·Yo.u niean there's a man in your own mind, who know.;; • 
he's dead.• .. who knows it's ninety years· later, who knows he',s' 
just an ·ido!r'.in somebody else's head-· -? I 
CHARLJ;i!l-Tfl.N". Right. I 
STREEt~d And you and he sit down and talk things over and. 
that's >vhat you call clearing up confusion? (CIIARU25TOH lil!t§ks: 
C15 STREE'F&R just stilHGS sbaki1~) ' : 
CHARLESTON. The whole thing sounds pretty silly, I suppose, fiom: 
wheff. 7 ou're standing. (!tTP'5iJTU~ :oaks hl61-l'lk,~)' .lilt ~i:ll'IOritll till> ; 
lL't}r challenge anybody to say that my world 1s s1lher, or. more : 
futile, than the world I was born into. 
STREETER. You really; ~ean business. 
CHARLESTON. I do. I want a decent world to live in. If I've got to 
make it myself. 
STREETER. I wish you luck. 
CHARLESTON. Wish yourself luck. Try it. It's the one way out. 
-~-~~ .. --··"- .. 
1. As Charleston talks facing 3/4,_then full front, he moves 
step DC. 
2 .. Moves below :table_R.t;~:c~ .~. 
3. streeter crosses brusquely toHards s:~airs, shouting. 
4. Charleston crosses below 
,·' ' ".· .·· 
.. hr9/') 0 
5.·streeter opens 7/4·~~ . · . 
.. ' @· 
6. Streeter crosses Downstage, picks up the chair,_ turns 
it·facing its back to downstage and·sits in amanner riding 
the horse. 
7. Flanning appears on stairs, climbs down .. 
8. Flanning sighs, crosses DR· between If chair and table; 
Charleston in the same time crosses upstage above.the table, 
laughs. Faanning picks up· his bri.efcase, crosses "mo~e dovm-
stage right, inserts thereport form.in-the-·case, then tries 
to remember something forgotten and wi. th a ·.vigo;rous haste · 
starts to look for abook in the 6ase. 
·f!L 
;:· 
.r 
(STREETER ;Jg,,k,g his ee<'ld slow'l-y.) Go on. You don't" need a', 
lighthouse and a job like this. While you're flying your plane in, 
the daytim,e1/"hile you're going eta sleep at night-think. That's·~ 
all. Thin~hoose any part of~ the past you like1 see it clearly1 ~ 
live in it. I like 1 8491 but there's a lot mo~ years. I like America1 • 
but there's all the world to choose from~nything you want in i, 
your own mind1 Street1 no;Wiliere else. Mankind's got one future-: 
in the past. ;;-1 !J:::~ ~;(Sf?, t/9r?H gTR"M"€T'M'R ttlfli~ brwqneJy W-: 
"lifflrtls th~~; 7f. . . · IHJ 
s:rREETE t<l~n;Mng!Oh1 Flanning! . : ·~,;: · · 
CHARLESTO~treeth ~>,.!; / . : 
STREETER .. I~9' minutes/ Flanning~ix/. char~ie/ !'11- take Chiria. :_ 
(.Abruptly.~et's not argue! I crack up m a nee-field and I never; 
come back no more1 so what! I'll·have plenty of Japanese bombers'. 
for compa~~:rhat's all 1-want. G • . 
TON starts to· speak.) Let's just not: rgue. Y o'u can call me 'stupid1 , 
all right. I can call you a cqv;raud1 a right. It's just I ~elieve one·' 
thing1• you believe something else. I tn k the world's got an out-
side chance1 you believe it hasn't. Tha all. (Jhe tight-chamber, 
door can be beard opening, above. STREETE turns away t CHARLES-: 
TON watcheslllixn. PLANNING comes down 1o stairs, carrying his. 
' brief-case and CHARLESTON's reports. .As he comes downstairs, 
~STREETER tiJartd_ers to memorial .tablet, R.! a~ . tan~s ~befor~; it. f)c;4 
PLANNING. ~si."usual. Everything's as usual. Reports in order1 , 
burner's in order1 carriage in order1 lenses in perfect condi~or: 
Everything's in order1 as usual. What's the use of inspection~s i 
people like you1 Charleston1 that put people like me in the ranks ; 
of the Uilfll)lployed. ~ · · · 1 
Nanny finished wit:h the su ·es? 
STREETER. Think so. (He moves 
thing here --
I had some-. 
~FTFP (1o NO'J~W, l'lllsiols.) Ga aa" li to the piane. 'We'l11e. 
tRHe ia a IHiaate. 
PLANNING .. Lord1 if I've lost it-- ECHAHHST9111 Ji~JgtiJ\3' his ' 
pip£?; CE!.,.H1S f.uwaly te beRr FLAHNIHG.) No. Here. (J.Te glt~11ees e1t i 
CH.\'RbEST9N on£4 1~trgks ~'~P/'P<k'i'<Jq~jpe}y.) I know what you've\ 
said1 you don't want any books,. but I think you might make an: 
~xception -- ('9fce1.), (Lt§s u k~q,k_ on! gf eaJe nml CIIJ~RLES'FO!I.i 
. . . 
i. Flanning gets a book, .puts. the bri:efcase on the R chair, 
· shows the volume to Charl~ston. St~e~t~r an~ Charleston look. 
at it instantly, then look each at other arid· smile. ·· 
·2. Flanning waves the volume in the air, then. thumbs the pages 
finding particular chapters· on particuL.tr countries in the ·book .. 
3. Now hes:tl'ates for a moment, points out last chapters in the 
book, closes the volume and with the left hand.hands it to CR. 
. ' . .· . .. . 
4. Flam'ling moves a step dqwnstage excitedly; Charleston glances 
in the couple .pages slowly, shakes the head, -crosses above to 
Streeter, . thrO\·Js it. with a big gesture .i:h streeter's hands and 
crosses even further left ctbove Streeter. Streeter reads book 
casually. 
. . 
5. Flanning hurt moves quickly to pick up briefcase from R. chair, 
:turns to Streeter and goes. · ·· 
6. Flanning responds on Charleston ·\vi th turn back,. crosses two 
steps, withholding his impatience ·and anger. 
-. 
+ush11ttly r9segnizss it. ~s Aess sTHEETER1 frem !?~reg )'>'Elm.) 
Funny coincidence1 that's all. I ran across it in a drug-store· in 
Stur~eon Bay. FeJ.lo;,r that wrote it's got the sa,me name youJ~~ve. ' 
Dav1d Charlesto'Mee? ·(9k IJalAs ~~~ 19aak.) •· .. · : 
CHARLESTON. Very funny. · i "~· ~f. . 
FLANNING. That's what I thought; the name hit me in the eye1 : 
that's how I noticed it. Well1 I thought1 what's thirty-nine cents? 
CHARLESTON. Thirty-nine cents. ,,.., 
FLANNING. You vwuldn't expect it to be much good at thaf. price1 : 
but it is. I read i~ tk had his nerve1 your namesake. He~wrote • 
this book in 193~e'd done quite a job reporting the preceding. 
ten years in Europe-so he took a crack at the next ten. It's ani.az-
ing1 he called every tum1 it's simply amazing. Germany1 Italy1 : 
Russia1 England1 every tum-- : 
CHARLEST~~.Every tum?:>c ! 
FLANNIN<yVV ell1 no.-The last few chapters-the last year and a \ 
half1 I suppose you'd say: his optimism got the better of him. : 
Ah1 it's a minor fault. fJfeSf4#Jes, 1se1Gis eut 1.a>'1<.) Gci on. One • 
book1 it won't hurt you ~t says better than I can ever say1 
what a fascinating worli:l'iwe live in. ~ARLESTOH tskes 19aek.) · 
CHARLESTON.- .. •~. :. . 
pleased. Su 'ilenly CHARLESTON slams book closed and turns to 
~w.s::u.;f14.· Halfway to Escanaba {'J+e makes a metiaa sf · 
throwing book over si ane, and thrusts it into STREETER's : 
band. 'Jn t e motion be turns to the thunderstruck FLAN- i 
'm sorry, Inspector. I know how you meant it. I appreciate ( 
it, how you brought the thing-- (44.A~Nl~IG t11r11& witbo11t a : 
ttoa1 c1 ta i#s)rief ctlse t~:ud stuffs re~+U~:'Nh'l!f...p«~rs :·nt~ :·t.) i FLANNIN~eady to go, Streeter? (.q.w ~ bis09rief cCISe.) Five ; 
minutes to sunset, we've_g_?t no time to l?se. 
CHARLESTON. Planning~ 
PLANNING. Well? 
GH,..,HHSTQH. Nsthing. 
l'LAlifHIHG. Right (!He 1Jetlt4s fer t4ser.) 
CHARLESTON. You're not forgetting the radio? f~THEETEH 111Sf:Jes 
' tocolff'ci.J r~talo.) 
FLANNING. Le:~n e ie here. (STREETER ste~s, 1sek-s jicmt SHE' te tho: • 
a.1r1.w:.+ 1\tlr. Charleston. I'rri getting old. I'm getting cranky. 
Thirty-five years on the Lakes1 cold water1 cold winds, it's too , 
long. I'm hoping for a transfer to the Texas coast. tfiT" .ti.ker .r -: 
1. Flanning move to Charletton. 
' . . ' 
2. Flanning moves two steps downstage. · 
3. In forced obidience, turns out left. 
4. Flanning turns 3/4 in •. 
5. Charleston moves to Flanning in roalarmed S\;lrprisE};scene. 
becomes more intense, raising vp ·in raL:e .artd volume. 
6. Flanning dl:rops down volume, suddenly "very quiet, to which 
Charleston responds the same ·manl?:er, turning away l~ft from him •. 
:~.~·. ' :~ 
...... ~·-· 
· 7. Flanning ·looks at Streeter, then' at C'flal.!J:~~tQJ:lr turns right 
and exits. 
8. Streeter r:iffies up the book wi'th.left hand in.the air, looks 
·smiling to Charleston, nodqs the head, throws·book on the table. 
9. Charleston crosses upstage to the drti_wer 1 picks up bottle 
and glasses and comes back crossing ab~veto ·chair R. 
lo. Charleston pours the, liquor, passes the glass to Streeter, 
then crosses above.R chair downstage .. 
11. They drink. 
:· ... 
: .<:.tep, +auzards cHART FSTON ~ I haven't been transferred yet. 
; I'm still on the Lakes, I'm still cranh:y, and I'm still in charge.i;of 
this district. X_ojll keep th. e radioV · : 
CHARLESToyery well, I accept it._ Li/ : 
FLANNING. Well. A reasonable man~en I'll see you a month 
, from today on my next tour of inspection. I'll bring your relief: 
man at that time. · 
CHARLESTON, What relief man~ . ' 
FLANNING. I told you the last time I was here. Your leave begins. 
the first of n.ext month. · 
CJiARLESTON. I ~91\1 you I don't want it . 
. I'I,ANNING. Th~;(;pvernmE!nt grants everykeeper in-the-service a• 
twenty-six d;a.:1)leave,·with pay--
CHARLESTON. I'm happy to save. the Government's money. 
FLANNING. I told you! The Government isn't interested in saving 
money! .. c·!'!l 
CHARLESTON; I'm not interested in a leave. 
FLANNINQ. ,•The leave is compulsory. (e-nARLES'FBH tttf'ttj 3l~t~t.y 
~.) It',s:-~nfortunately true that. a man can suffer no greater 
handicap .,l!Ua!J. being too good for h~s job. It seems to. be true of' 
you. (o ,_ 1 
.,:j:j:jj~;U--U~-~;~~"':11 see you a month from today. I'll be coming' 
··early in the .morningi it's the end~of the summer season and r: 
expect to be busy, so if· you could be ready soon .after sunrise,! 
I'd appre<;i.ate it., -,. 
CHAR. LEST.~l'[. ·, ('Very .quietly.) Okay~ 7 / FLANNXNG.;> (Q's g'JRFETER ) Coming·v 
STREETE~. Be dQWn in a minute. . ·; .. 
FLANNING~ (:Ja EIIARI.l<~T9~J1 tafteniug.) Good>luck. e~ 
ut . .A silence. CHARLESTON goes to table,. picks u. the almost' Sc~. £:. 
, 'd h · 'd f · 'd th' D'd h !· WARN STREETE s1 e t e ms1 e o ms1 e some mg. 1 you ave to 
give it a burial at sea, with a twenty-one gun salute? (CHARLES 
TON gipes him a 4tdck, pained glance.) Sure. (1Ue si§IJs, <!Htlleeks 
do:r~lwak,. ~n W.o: baud.) One mJn's hopes. The bottom of the lah:::;6'k ~;:kes~];51}!M<a, tJ.~ni j;'11ts book HH~cr bi,. £4rm.) We 
·might as well kill that bottle. .'i n/ . 
CHARLESTON, (1-J:c t111CPrk& l:zotf;)r; and j;'OIIf8.~Y folks used to, 
say, t~ nothing so bad for bottles and men as a 'lingering: 
death. · · " 
- .-., I 
~I 
SOUND # !} & 9 
1. Charleston sits on chair R table. 
2. pause. 
3. Charleston pou.rs drinks again. 
4. pause. 
5. Flanning' s · voice from the,beach: Streeter! 
.6 .. pause. 
~. Jokingly • 
. 8. pause~ 
9 .. Flanning's shout! STREETER! 
10. Streeter rises up, turns chair in the right position 1 crosses 
above table, stops, looks at Cparleston. Pause •• They look at 
each other with sad esignation. Each of th:em:ha§_bwn thought and 
image of times spent together. This is parting~ · 
11. streeter laughs unwillin-gly,·· ch-uckles, can not· find words. 
Takes himself together, pleads~ · · 
12. :Hakes gesture :i.nvplnugh~hole lighthouse~ 
13. Leans more to Charles'ton, wno hov1ev~r: does not resportlff. 
14. Almost pleading. 
15. Charleston rises up. 
16._Char~:ihston crosses below the-table to stairs stubbornly. 
Streeter turns back hurt. Makes a.move to Charleston. 
' 
"li.t. · · · f lk· ?/f I' •w !' H J · STREETEJ~Tm gou1g to miSS your 0 S\(;7\~'aetJC:, IS) U j. \ 
You know, I'd alw~ys hoped we'd get another chance, some time,! 
to make an honest effort. Half a case of Irish and half a barrel! 
of beer. Layer it down. Put a m~ssage ,in a bottle, we wqn't qe~ 
home until :13f;;ping -- (.:J{e pirk£ !If 19is eaat.) · . . . . ~. . .. . ' 
CHARLESTOIVWe've got a bottle .. euft t~eighs it iit !;is J,aaels. 
S'l'REE'fER laahs at it tiJeu§IJtfully, t/;en s1sAh:e5 lsi£ lseRd.) 
STREETER. We aren't drunk and we haven't got a message. 
CHARLESTON. We could think one up.-You could. drop it in the, 
lake~ pause.) Oh, tcxthell with it. The trouble wijus is, we're· 
a couple of guys without enough message to put i batt . •. ' 
puts it down. Jl:!ey chuckle sourly, while STREET. s on his, 
coat. :There is a distant shout from the shore. · ey both fa11 si-
CHARLESTON. aybe you're invulnerable.' You'll become' 
a legend in the F~r )3ast. · ' 
s:REETER. Sure~ f3R~I&E'.)~:ll. (~[~~~~:~' ~o:b::l·lil~ b~nd~~r It's been: 
· mce. _Thanks for the hquo ~ £==:.- ;~~ ~-1::· ~f~·~ . 
J3arymg, you flathead. ('T Ill- - · __ .., , -c -~ -+--·< 
~stop, look ouq White beach. Remember that beach at Nice?' 
-Who-'was that kid we picked up? · ; 
' CHARLEs'li:'~~· Jokey. , 
STREET~~ow-Pokey. She had a figure. ~e e!Jttekb jtts! a; 
Httk ±1?# ±wvs direct1y=lc\PT *STQN.) Give it up. This ivory! 
tower smff, it won't war · ild the God damn thing out of stone,: 
stick a 1Ight on it, put it out in the middle of a hundred miles of: 
fresh~.water, in the mi~d~~ America, it's still an ivory towe. r, 
and it still won't w6r~H5T8H give& ne o-ig,...) Come on • 
along. We've got till Samrday. I'll tell Flanning, he'll se!ld out a: 
replacement Saturday. He'd be glad to get rid of you.J'~ nyed a. 
gunner. There's no worse gunners than Chinamen. ~·Save: 
me from a .~h~e gunner, Charlie! : 
CHARLESTOv~nset. ~G t«<:li R :f.g. ~19, tHfl<£' ..Jew~y RH!l. 
~ .. up llt &tlliH' ll11A.UJ& .risi.ng r~me I was mmmg on: 
the light. . : 
STREETER. It won't work. ·;! 
' CHARLESTON. It's got to be tried. 
STREETER. Try China. 
SOUND # 4 
SOUND # 5 
WARN 
WARM 
LIGHTS # 2 & 3 
SOUNDS # 6 
1. Charleston on stairs turns 3/4 in~ 
2. Streeter puts gloves on, t11rns leftaway, ,.,aves rightt arm as 
he goes; Charleston responds the.same manner.·streeter eEits. 
3. Ai Str~ete~ e£its 1 dharleston 9rosses above the table, ~ours 
a drink and drinks, plD.ts glass on tabl~.~s he crosses DC to .. 
. bench, the lights start fade· in stage ri'ght El,rea-eicept bench, 
v1here it turns from pinky to bluish. On upstage left ar1 imagi-
nary stair\oJay of levels appear ·visible· in the same bluish twigh~ 
light. The music heard becoming louder and rising. ~­
DC Charleston leans on his l:eft leg o~~;--tte:""-=fhinks of his 
. imaginary world. On highest level Capt.ain Joshua Stuart appears 
as light hits his face. EmploYed with·himself Charleston faces 
full front. · 
4. No\;r Charleston turning left sees Captain and in excitement 
greets him. Captain nodds his head greeting Charleston. 
5. Music, which through the speeches gre\v weaker, culminates 
and suddenly fades out. Lights out. ·-4 --"'"'"-'~ 
].. 
, I .· I 
. CHARLESTO~hina's beeii: tried. ·~s'l :;;ligl<Jl ~etwse,. !/,w oilec tlguill 1 
1 tl.i ~tWllt jroJ4q the shore STRE'inR)? 'ptjts on bi)BJ:we. s,) 
STREETER. One of usjs . rong. I hope it's you.,.Y 
. CHARLESTON. So do .2/ . 
: without a word, STRE TER is gone:)cHARLES:rON leans against 
· door-casing and watch . :There is a Icing silence, and finally roar LIGHTS 
-------~·-· ~of~p~la~n~e;·s;m~ot~o~~~·~C~H~~L~EIST~O~N~~e~ts~h~i~s~;~i~~~~~~~~~~·~.------~~~DE;-~ ., . on o 1 t it. 1he roar br~cfks louder. as plane starts '! SOUNDS # 
: its take-off. 'Jhe sun sets. All lights in f.~m change. 'Jhe hori- i 
: zontal beams of sun ght that cross~~ · . om rom [ 
' high upper windoi(?s ad~ goldlffl• light that had per- I 
-··- =- i=v .. ded lower spaGes; ims .. Cool, pale, remotdight, brightens from I 
. above. 1he room ch nges, in the instant of sunset. Jt had been the i 
:, base of a 1ighihous , now it becomes the shadowy silvery interior 1 
, of a mystic topless tower: .CHARLESTON has not moved. J-Us eyes / 
• have followed the lane in . .its take-off. ~ow the sound of motors I 
• fades rqpidly . .An then, suddenly, sound is gone. CHARLEs:roN: 
strainS\};! little, sta ing at .the place in the sky where STREETER had i 
i been. ~.'Jhere is silenc(?j, 1hen high above, you can bear the : 
: scraping sound 'f the ·.JMht-chamber door. CHARLESTON doesn't ! 
turn. :There are low, her.trY, descending steps on the stairs above, ' 
deep in the ne shadows. 1hen a man's heavy bulk takes shape, 
as be passes th upper windows. :He reaches the bottom stef{s at 
Capt<J-itJ. Joshua. ~!i·H~i<3-eHr&f-ffl.ot'1'H1't11'H/;'t" 
· door . . ;<:;AP"I:AIN JOSHUt,steps down the floor and comes for- , 
---·- ~3.rd, )nto · .. the bright!fS light . .A ruddy 1r he is, with a broad j 
and wrinkled face. R1t·opens his greatcoat, hes back his bat- : 
tered cap, and his silu~ry hair shines forth. :His t gleams t.«itb ' 
; . 0 "f.. • • • 
Captain [ 
· Joshua. _ , ; 
CAPTAIN JOSHUA. Ay, man. E~E! smiles 611'1J tl'lk"s 61 IJitG-1. 6lt hi.- 1 
··~ ... ~t~ . AL . . . 'i ·cHARLESTO~ood evening. , ,... / , .. . j 
• CAPTAIN. A good evening to you~HAH·M;E>'fBH4iO' iHrning4BuJti!nls .1 
- l '¥J~TA IN; as) . ) 
THE CURTAIN FALLS 
SOUNDS 
LIGHTS 
2 
6 
OUT 
# 3 
1. Night, a month less a ~ay iater. The rlSln?:' sound of Cap-
tain's appearance in first act introduces the B.ct. ·An j mB.,c;inar:v 
stairway \·'i th levels becorriPS visible l?.t. left. 0.horleston is sit-
ting on the bench nc, nm.r facin.o: th.e st8.±r,·.ray. A.s thr-i soPnC! · 
gradua:l1y fades ont, Captain -=l'f\pea~ on levPl ~. l0aks qt Charles-
ton and remarks observingly; f!harleston· nodns h:i s bean in an 
agreement. Captain goes on searcbing his pockE>ts ~rhile Chqrleston 
keeps him '··'a tching for 8. s-plit moment '·'i th p,;reP.t :n1f')asure, then 
makes the gesture to\Araril. chair· on _left :"n0 l!:lt1.0:hs contPnt. 
2~ Captain cro.sses DL bench,:;::.:picksc·tr~ pPck of. r.igarettes, on ens 
as Charleston goes on "ratching him in _f1Jll sat:i sfqct:i on.: 
3.0n level 5 appears Briggs,. comes em level4, ), '(;'fith an air of 
hurry and anxiety. Charleston no"' looks at him, a.s Prigp;s chucklPs 
responding on his 11 \,Jell Priggs ri • Ch8.rlAston v'i th a gesturP- sho\vS 
UC exit right :from the level 3. to adjoining im8-g:i r8.ry auarters 
behind the centre ,_;rail, \vhere Friggs disapnears for a moflle.nt 
calling for doctor. 
· 4. Charleston looks g,t f!aptain who 1b?R·.-bel?n vratching, "Pr:i.,c;P:s. 
5. From r'CR appear Doctor anfl "Rri,q;rr,s,la.st is TIUshjng f'irst. ~0"111 
·elevation levels 7;' :?. 0vP.r his .left arm noctor Yurtz h!:!.S an _0VPr-
coat, hut \·'ith the-right hPnd he_tries to·eorrect the SUSTitmfl~rs 
as he stops .on level 2. He Pppears to hP · ri f!:i culous nr0f'f'~=>sor t.ynP. 
IhA.n full of' pedantic ignor!:l.nce. Prig,c;s · cros!='leS flo~·'n too on moe-
tor's l;:>:ft ~ d c ntinue::- rith,grov·ng impatience pnrl ip;n(\rance .. 
. . • 6$ .. 
. 0 ~ . . 
. ..,... .... 
. --"""' ·.' .. 
-~~A.1 •';t~~·:•e<:'""··~.' 
ft ·-· 
-- ~ 
.......... - .. 
.t 
1 
feeling in his 1 
n the bench. , 
up a package of cigarette ancL comes forward to a lamp as he 1 
takes ottt'':i:!, .cigarette. J-te Jandle-s) it-"both.,;awkwardly and daintily. ! 
.A cigarelt§Jdb JOSHU ·is stilt an':fnnovation that he has. not yet: 
mastered. :He lights over chimney of a kerosene lamp, puffs:, 
with violenae, the .. e~serves his work critica11y. :There is a door I 
on the landing o Jhe::stairs c. back above, halfway up the spiral. • 
1t fiings open w and BRIGGS ptunges out. :He runs noisily down- , 
stairs. BRIGG is an i:S.~y1ish workingman from the .7vlidlands. Jiis 1 
face, and 1:1rticu1ad!f.lrbis mustache, might have been drawn in\ 
·~ (.9QI'-
BRIGG¥1r. Charlestorlli·Where's Dr. Kurtz? 
CHARLESTON. Well, B~iggs? 
BRIGGS. ~tkmek:ling, ri;I'I?Ping !.is 1J>~m4"") Eh, and well it is--
CHARLESTON.·He's back in the house, somewhere--. 
BRIGGS. ;·ffl~~£1 ejf t/91~~: ~B:r ::::' :!§:i Dr. Kurtz! 
EO#;"P~~~Dr. Kurtz. _he __ s- C---'<--9t~- --· , , 
and BRJ'GQ_~f!'etnerges, foJlowe R. STEFAN KURTZ. KURTZ is 
ta11, betl.rded, a man about sixty. he wears his formal, 
' frayed f;ock coat he has great dignity and ap t strength. But 
at thi2:;ma!rnent he carries his coat, his suspenders trail o 
f\IARN SOtTN.DS }). 7 
ROt.TSF.LIGHTS 
WARN LIGHTS lj- 4 
SOt.TND ~7 in and out 
LIGHTS .11: 4 
CAPTAI , holy show you're making of yourself, Dr. Kuttz. Is ·< 
, it the fashion in Vienna, trailing your safeties like the wake of a 
1 
· ship? (rmR'FZ e1ttfe1Ja ~t Jtt3~eJtde, s, bits, mutleJiny, touk$ about 
.. jG'r !l pJ"Gii! te .Jgpefit hif €&i!f. BRIGGS tdkeJ it.),.· 
BRIGGS. Eh, now, be· calm, will you? Get yourself pinned together. 
- .. ··-· -- - . -~-. ·. ---~- .... 
''.: 
. 1. Briggs turns to Charle stoh ·9.nCI 8apt.ain, · tl, en to Doctor HP:8i n, 
very close to him • 
. 2. Doctor looks around ani1 mt1tters •. 
3.· Briggs flar~s impB,tiently, ,o:rqhs and tyUfilhes i1octor levels 7i,4,5 
to top ~xi t on UL. Doctor Fithout Any rPsistr:mce edmi tts hj_mself' 
to be pushed, '·'hile Charlet;tcm con~inves be 8mvsed •. 0ant~=dn trro,.gh 
\rhole scene were stg,n ding .a. hit ,.puzzle(! and U"Deasy. 
4.0n elevation apnears Melanie, comes 'down l~vel 3. · 
. 5. She waves her hands helplessly, turns left sun~t=mly ann rvns · 
upstairs to level 5, exits left/, 
:: ::::::: ;:::.:·:::r:r::::r:u:0:h:p::::a~e of ;treeter•S ci-
garettes, th~n exhihits it to Ch~.rleston ,.,ith ~=;ood Sfl!is~lbtion 
and joy. Charleston.nodds, smil~s ~n aui€t excitement~ 
. . 
8. Captain agrees joyfull, moves DC next to Charleston. 
9. Captain suddemly becomes ouiet, looks at Gh.Prleston \•1i th an air . 
of distrust and suspicion ~nd suddenly the e~citement within Charles-· 
ton strikes him clearly. He looks at Gharl~~ton very closely and 
there ho sign of previous laughter and content left in him as the 
realisation of reasons behind Charleston's. behavior strikes him in 
its.fullness. 
lO.Charleston, laughing on Captains contentment, stil1 keens ,o::nnCI 
.mood after he sees the change in Cantajn. Fe feels hanny.to·sh8re 
the outcome of own imagination "r:i.th r.~pt8.in. 
-~ 
, 
(KURTZ struggles with /Jis SliS ers. BRIGGs, holding his coat and · 
.~oW,~J,:j;UJI.,.-':#UQ~-te-t.Hl'lF:MN.y~· t7Bh; these doctors .. It's them that has·, 
the babies, d'you know what I mean? Give me a midwife, any ·. 
time. +wrrnz, his suspenders fastened, hack.- iJ#o /Ji.- coat.) Just' 
be taking it calm and easy, my fine doctor. My Millie's calm, ain't' 
she? Sure. She's had nine, sA~an ·ha:ve ten. · • 
KURTZ. (.£oak/;(§ arou11c/.~ brush-a brush-- (:Re wmhes if' 
nmticn;;si:hllshingi.?i<: cocft.) . . 
BRIGG~hat for? To make yourself pretty? (~c bu§bs tmcl HJ'§/(i!;, 
'I'WRTZ to stRir-s.) Do I care how you look? Go on! ~z · 
Rf?I?Sil't gc<t '!.Is brfJJk, 'H<il ga11~ 11p the ~tairs, li'RiCC~ urging him on 1 
from pel;ind :Jbey !}0 Ollt C, door aPOtJP, CHARIFSTQM cbwkles · 
sits baffi1) ., 
1 CAPTAIN. Mr. · Charleston, while yo:ii:'re inJtenting doctors with· 
their safeties trailing, could yo~/otdnvent a·:·manner of childbirth ; 
that creates less disturbance'?i(CMEf:MHE K>-Hl:rz, tRII Jikg br?r fa- ' 
thcr, Mond, ~vitl9 1'1 strm<g jace, e~ti>H c 1 bach t?oisw.) A good: 
evening, Miss Melanie. . 
1Vl.ELANIE. Mother told me· about :Mrs. Briggs. fS/Jc i5 leaH t!f tt~ ' 
llt /(;11Hii1<!1.) He hasn't any instruments. (~lac §'oc5 lot~ewtb 5t~il 5.) : 
CHARLESTON. There's no hurry, Melanie. . 
MELANIE. (§sing upo:4tif~ I was the stupi.d'one. I carry his in-: 
struments al the wa~fnom Vienna-theu'j1 in the wreck-one · 
. -s -
Xwave . , . · f7~ ") , CAPTAI o on. Inventlthe poor man a setl;of tools. ;~~ ~~ 
CHARLESTON. I can't. Where would he tbink;:they came from? 
CAPTAIN. Ay. ('He #cu•ms, pouqerr, wlonchlss.) For a fact, fve a: 
great advantage on them,,-:,ktrC)fl'~g I'm dead when they do: 
not-· - I can enjoy a mii:rocl~~e chuckles and brings out his: 
package of cigarettes.) No~ tliis packet of udd little smokies your i 
· friend Mr. Streeter left behind him. I've bet;n smoking them nigh' 
on a month. And would you observe--,· ~~Ic exhibit:! paekltEfe.) : 
Still full. A··.miracle. ·~ .... 
CHARLESlP~~;~You're an inexpensive guest, Captain Joshua. 
CAPTAI~!Y.~Tfhat I am. (':p:e settles h1Gk, PB!lJning with eem 
~ I'm;;Ji.n.' imaginary man that's brimming like a cup with 
i~~ginary'.'Rtl~ economical ·satisf~~ns. Who could have con-
ceived of me··.but a Scotchman?V(tfiARLE£TOH l•w§Jhs.) There's 
something I'irfi~e to ask 
CHARLESTO~o ahead . 
• ..-::¥'""""~ 
. . ~· 
1. Captain rn.lzzled se8.rchP.s iri .Ch~r1estoT1' s face ~ cJ ue -Por his 
behavior, \•rhile CharJ,.eston keeps 'hack thP secret of his exoi te-
. ment, making thr-> issue inore exqi.ting and imoort8rit •. 
. . . 
2 .. Charleston explodes in rev;eaXj_n~~ th0 secr~t; he CloPs i't ,.Ji th 
complete excitement as hP- looks :to ·cantaih'sr,ho ·~t thQt inst .. :mt 
turns his face. aviay •. 
" ,·. \ • ·.·c 
· 3.Now Captain turns sloely right, fa:cirig·_cri8.rle~toh.o. 
-·~~ :/ 
4.Extreme excitement .. · 
5.Instant reply,. pause. 
-6. Captain goes_on:.:cr~ss-exainini!'l.g Charleston,' s"Peeks (mietly, 
trying not to exp~_ode. FTis. speech }s questions ap.d_ gns,.,rers in a 
form of' statement. Gharieston feels a ;hit :<1is~urbe'(l~ - . · 
.7. Cana tina moves now two steps ri,ght to h~nch ric, .+hen tvo ·" 
more as becomeing more aggresive 1still vri th. controled voice. 
8,. Pause •. 
9. Captain turns left. out and \.;alks- to DL. hench a·s· Frir:gs anpear·s 
on top .levei, visibly. el!lbi ttered e.bout. somethirtg.~· 
10. Briggs ·crosses down .the levels slowly to .. R bench belo\<r them· 
onDL,· sits. 
- .i 
1 
CAPTAI~r(rs:_gleased :w.iclLyourself tonigb+ And';wby2_ 
CHARLESTON. Why not? 
C~PTAIN. It's a rapid change. (€IL'dH<ES'Fb'N o=hmgs ~ For many a 
day you've been gloomy._ Your peoP-le lacked the substance you 
desired, little better than shadow:~ we were. You told me yourself 
you were frightened of failure. 
CHARLESTON. I'm not bothered any more. 
CAPTAIN. Only this morning, you were still frightened. Tomorrow 
you must leave for a spell on the mainland, and you feared you'd 
forget us before u returned. 
CHARLESTON e bab Ca tain oshua. The bab was a reat 
idea. It didn't occur to me till this evening. As soon as they found 
out about Mrs. Briggs, they all came to life. It's something about 
having babies, it gets under the skin. Even me. Would you .be-
lieve it, I'm worried about Mrs. Briggs myself! .; .. 
CAPTAIN. A baby. Bah. 
CHARLESTON. That's what I mean. It's even brought something out 
~::~:;N'~n ~~e're sti-~h flesh and blood of a sudden, that. we'll 
not disappear li e a mist in the morning? 
CHARLESTO . ell saitl, Joshua. . C: / 
CAPT AI ell said? (wort of disgust, 111 d lao ritm;.)Y'I dislike 
your compliments, s'vl:r. Charleston. I speak well? It's your words 
I'm speaking! You compliment Y?pyelf! (CHARLESTON laughs. 
CA.PTAIN speaks with sudden quiet.Vf warn you, man, I'm serious. 
To smoke your .friend Mr. Streeter's odd little cigarettes, to watch 
and listen to your people about us-it's one thing, I'm content. 
But remind me that I'm a man that's dead, and ninety years ago-
1 speak no WOliCL • I make no move, but it's at your beck-remind 
me that I'm a ma:tt.:that sailed fresh water, and saw with my own 
two eyes the SUJJ.''rise from the Michigan sand, and set in the hills 
of Wisconsin -- I'm a man, ./vir. Charleston, with a stormy and 
responsible past, and a calm and irresponsible future-remind me 
'of these things, I'm discontent. 8 / CHARLESJ,_O!:J" I'm sorry, Captain. \;V 
CAPTAI~e'll say no more of it. {A slight ~ause, t!Jen 1" d;uek 
),(1".- a~ a taker i< hitck at kk _paHtg.~ Let's get on with the baby. ~c J 3 
! ~~~~stJbo,· c!b~~~:ltct::':t:~;:r: '%:!1,::r~~~P::;:: ;uriey . 
· won't have me around. How do you like that? 
. ~- ~. .. -- .... 
1/ 
l. Captain lo~ks at Charlston, accusingly. 
2. Brige;s looks.here· 8nC!. there.nervovsly. 
- . . . . 
~·- ...... 
- __.o: ·, _.... ·-
3. Does not understands the ouestion, then -p~rcei:ves the meaning, 
smiles, abi t proud. Ca-ptain crosses DL.' . 
4 •. Arrogantly, but ,,,i th'out human comn~ ssi on~~-
5. ~iss Kirbv vralks · , :1 from i;he imap;inqry :a11arters hehino the tTC 
wall do\Am level "3 as Friggs rises sudrlenly frightened. Vi rhy is 
going for ger eveningt s stroll •. 
6~ On Captains greeting she responds a hit ~~rmly •. · 
7. Briggs makes sudden cross below the level 1 to run aunst'3.irs 
as Kirby steps down level 2 ::p.nd blocks his .v.1ay up,.- Yirby full of 
fightinl§ energy. 
7 
; 
CAPT AI~ father in ~abor, 1i!'s.-a pitiful s;ght. . ?../ . ;' , · 
BRIGGS. (R~ &it& £4oH?J:l vaw;J. C: :;lis ehnvs J.is IHIS~.)~nce a year, 1 
it comes to my mind, I'm a beast on four legs and my Millie's a : 
wonderful woman. (R~ wip~£ ki& J:lQ&~1afod1)') 
CAPTAI~.llow long have you been making thi: annu.al pligrimage? i 
BRIGG~Eh?-Ten years. All boys. (:lib:: wtbes 15t5 nose.) The ; 
ones that's lived I'm referring to.-There's three that's living with) 
their uncle in Trent-that's my Millie's only brother~and there's i 
, two-- •(J.fs lsE!Sitatoa·} 1 
. CAPT AI~. /}Y, Mr. Briggs? ~ 
BRIGGS.~09>~14t1)q It's· a workingman's lot! If you can't sup- j 
port them, there's good: homes aplenty--! E~s risE?&:) Eh. I'm,· 
·a rich man.-.. soon. California. (:He Sf!M§/ffers ahmt.) No riwre 1 
working for"Bfre, not for me. I'll be spitting out gold like the pits; 
of cherries. Back to Birmingham I'll go,.and them's that's sweated i 
me and done me in for but a few shillings come Saturday night, i 
I'll spit in their faces----"'gold nuggets~I'll spit in their face, and I'll] 
say, Hal Spit back? You'll not. I'm rich. I'm rich. Would you look..· 
My Millie's traveling about ili·a carriage-- EMI5S IHRB'l' mtff57; 
, at c. door below. She's fortif years old, t she acts older. 1ier: 
i lathes are. una.ttractive. Sh\ carries ,a ·· mbreJia. Even as she en-Sc ~ lj 
: ,,vuss KIRB r. Briggs. f&R-!ccs frsseE!S. J.fe §!lam:es 13e1~1ess1)'-'11-t) 
~:I~~:r~d e~ening, lvtt;~·Kirby. . 
i, ~.::~~ ~;~~\~;o~qoeJti~~·n (:;:,~::i::~::::s::c::~. 
· Briggs. You're contemptible. (!HHCO; st~rtB to fi~>E? up&il'li~ 
Don't go up there!-Your wife's seen enough of you for 'the pres~. 
ent1 and too much, I'll add. I call a spade a spade. 
BRIGGS. Lord! Miss Kirby, you've a filthy tongue. 
CAPTAIN. Calm yourself, woman. 
MISS KIRBY. Ah! All of you! You're contemptible. (9'be umbJF:m' 
~t YRI€C5 tl§JeJoi.!.l.) The Doctor's wife told me. Nine already and:-
four of them dead and five you can't support--
BRIGGS. She~s a ;meddling fool! 
MISS KIRBY. 1f the~~; a med~i~g fool'hereabout, it's myself. 1 
BRIGGS. And an envtous old ma~d, __ ;vou're that too! Keep a modest; 
and ladylike tongue in your ·head, you might have a husband 
yourself by now--
-CL-· L 
. '. 
1 •. Dovm level 1 • 
2. Down on the fawor. 
3. Amidst of two men~ · 
4 •. Crosses and exits left as C~ptain follows her~ 
5. Brigp;s turns to Charleston_as ~e18.ni~ apnear~ on 
; ~ ' . ' " 
.level 5. and steps do\t.rri on 4.th. 
6. Briggs crosses to DC bench_ as Melanie ,.,alks.level 4, 3; 
She is looking at Briggs with burning·anger. 
1~ Briggs crosses to stairs and exits: 
8. Melanie crosses quietly DC •. 
9. Now turns in to Charleston, a.ccusingly· flares up • 
... ·. ' 
MISS KIRBY. I wight, God forbid--
~-"'-
BRIGGS, And a 5',.bJ yourself, a husband to give you a baby-- ! 
MISS KIRBY. AhV1fou contemptible males! That's how you enslave . 
us, with babies and homes and cares in the kitchen-- Babies! : 
Fah! 
.. " I 
BRIGGS. You're a disgrace to womanhood! America'll have no more : 
of you than London town itself:.·c~pouting forth about Women's -:-· 
Rights and such tomfoolery--
~ys KIRBY. ($ke hranrli>l:es lm: pukrelh gt EPWSS1 whs sfinger.) • 
~ere's a place whet;f._> womalJ: has. a higher calling than merely i 
chasing a husband!-..Jrhere's a place where women have better ; 
things to do than merely producing babies! ;p~ere it is, the Good · 
Lord knows, but wherever it is, I'll find it~e tums orne! storlks \ 
· tatMrds etttside Rr;>er, rai$ing her l'11lhretla She gaef Ol't) 
CAPTAIN. Now there's a vicious woman. (§.:fe •.rrangc& himself, 
. ~ . 
BRIGG . .1. she's got .respect for neither man, God, nor devil--. 
tleiEL.'dHE ... eemes eut en )llJJI4ing frgm c. £4ggr Park,. qpe!Je.~ · . · . 
MELANIE. Mr. Briggs. The Doctor says come up fa;·.· a little while, 
he will ?J.Jg;..r it. ([;/?<;? wait£ 011 l011ding.) · 
BRIGGS~e'll allow it. How do you like that? Eh, these doctors, 
taking the bread right out of the mouths of honest midwives. Lazy ': 
good-for-nothings, doing a woman's work, long words, long faces·. : 
Stuffed potatoes, that's all they are. No A,i~ent from me or you, ' 
Mr. Charleston, more stuffing, that's all~ tums te stait'5.) Eh, 
my poor Millie, what she's going through! fJle !fees uj>st~f~& ~· r-
~~ e '"#·'? . · · :vc t .:J 
/i ):HARLESTON:_..Melanie. ~S'hc C011H'i q11ict1y £49Hl·11S:tilir&o) ) 
, 1vlELANic{VWish he had his instruments. (.£'he s~eahs t~>ith t1 r:Jer) 
' s/i§J/:<4' l'leCBIJ.j!;1: 
CHARLESTON:' He won't need them. Don't worry. 
MELANIE. That man. 
. ·"'' i CHARLEST~yBriggs? . ' 
MELANIE\(David, I think if I were Papa, many and many times i 
I'd put on my coat and I'd put on my hat, and I'd say to the ! 
sick one, Go ahead and die, and I'd say to the smart one, Your i 
time will come too, and when it comes don't call on me. And I : 
would go home. ' 
CHARLESTON. What brought this on? 
MELANIE. Papa}v:as w~shing his hands, and little Mr. -~ri?gs says, · 
1. Charleston waltiches her Pl€la8ed;. M~],8ni~ t!3.lks. ,,rith p;ro¥ring 
· intensmty ~ 
2. She bursts out, 0uickly tt?rn·s e.v..ray· 1.?1t· 8-nd :crosses i;o the 
bench ])L. 
3. ·charleston laughs, rises up from thebench:nCand :movesastep 
to Melanie. 
- . .. ' - . 
4. Melanie. speaks in lO\•' voice, l"fu()king_ a:t:· som~ .n.istant: point.-
5• 1Rurns right in and faces -Che.r1estori ,;,ii;h a critical ~ye, an-
- S\..rers a bit sarcE1.stic, on "rhaf Charles:to:p ~oes on exnl8ining ~·rith 
good enthusiasm.- -- - - : .. --
.•-, 
6. Nelani.e interrupts ·him at onee. ·A, at1e·s~ibn of --tv.ro nersonal re-
lations dra'\<rs_ Ch!1.rl'"'stcin 'Qack; as. ~elan;e moves. nearer to him. 
','.-,.· 
. :•. 
-~ 
~-
You doctors, what do you care about my poor dear Millie? All ' 
you care is, How do I look in the looki~ _}lass?-While Papa is 
washing his hands, before he touches he6V · 
CHARLESTON. What did your father say? 
MELANIE. He said nothing. He continued to wash his hands. ~ 
s#s-~ Always he says nothing. . ! 
CHARLESTON. Don't let Briggs bother· you .. The world's still full of · 
men like him. Laugh at them. 
MELANIE. The· ~£r.ld is so full of Mr. Briggs it has no room for 
Papa: I ·laugh at nobody. David, all I can remember since I'm five 
year; old, it's Mr. Briggs! Sometimes he's a spinn~r and he lives 
in -~· cottage in Gumpe~dor( or he has a candleshop on St: ~­
Stephan's Place, ·or perhaps even Mr. Brigg_s is a doct.Q.Lgimsefu..h~ ... : 
· lives in· our own Vienna, he is President of the Society ~\he 1 
-eile8es 9erse1f.) · Stupid, prejudiced, ignorant little amn : 
Mr. Briggs! . ·CffARLESTON.~h! Don't let y<;mr mother he~r you use bad lan- · 
guage1 she'll say you learned it from me. ' 
MELANIE. (~Je &j?el'lhs Jgw ~me day Papa strikes back-per- ' 
haps. When that day comes I shall sit down on the grass beneath 
a little tree, I'll have a little glass of wine, I'll fan myself with a 
little white fan, I'll smile. It will be very nice. 
CHARLESJ:ON. He won't have to strike back, Melanie. E~l9e lgp)e;; 
Hj? l'lt _f.J~er1y.~ People in Wisconsin won't be like Mr. Briggs. ' 
MELANIE\t.(ou're so like a little bird, David, you make such cheer-
ful noises. 
CHARLESTON. I know America better than you do. Wisconsin's a 
new country. People aren't educated, but it's different from the 
Old World. They live far apart1 and when they need a doctor they 
need him bad1 and when he arrives, they know what it is to have 
the doctorc:Je.-Believe me. <€·4 j?L'ltr&e, £h,...ri&Q&,) 
MELANIE~itqtjnel~) You like me. It is true? 
CHARLESTON. I do. I like you. 
MELANIE. I'm a cross-patch. Why do you like me? 
CHARLESTON. You're young .. 
JvlELANIE. I don't feel so young. 
CHARLESTON. I like your guts. 
MELANIE. My what? 
CHARLESTON. @"fc Jattgb:S.- £be 1ee1cs at him llHUtitbltifJe/y. ~'"' 
7'1 
. . .. 
1. There is a moment of silence. Sharl.eston 1aughs a bit um.ril-
lingly, ashamed to talk a"hout own liking and flisliking. Fe sud-
denly realises the reality and this phantom relation and :vet he 
can not interrupt the flow of images. The scene develontng ~mtises 
him. 
2. _As convers~tion goes ·on _0.harleston laughs at sP-riousn:ess of' 
. girl; that insults girl, she t8,l¥-s ,.,a:rning],y on Fh8t 0.harleston 
laughs aloud. Infuriated about this ~1e18,nie :tot.ns left, nicks 
the boock from the chair· on· DL an~ thro¥TS it Pt him; In ver::r. mo-
ment Annemarie appears on- elev~.tion +'rom jmB,o;inary ronms trc. Me-
lanie runs upstairs and disappears where mother entered :Prom~ 
· 3. Annemarie crosses down and sits on bench belo"' 1Pvels.· Chqr~ 
leston picks up the boock, c rosses. uc and puts the ~olume on the 
drawer, then comes back. · 
. . ' . 
4. Captain enters from outside DL, hardly looks at them ~.no cro-
sses to the stairway •.. He is disturbed and· displ.easec about· some-
thing very definitely. H~s v.ray is interrupted by AnnemP.rie' s gree-
ting on the second level. He turns right', ans,vers the greeting po-
litely, then ouittly moves left.on lPvel 2 anpearm:ntly nervons. ue. 
stays ,,atching the 0.ialogu'9' between f:harleston ctno Annem8.ri e; 
5. HnlP.nie appears on. elevation ,.ri th her mouth full as sh~=> talks. 
Mother. instantly rises up turning ri.q:ht to stop V.el·=mi e hehqving 
the way she floes. -~~elanj.e· swalO\•'S th ..... h:ite r.:.n<'l comes down love]. ~,2,1. 
Her '·'av of talking is .aggressive :W('ich ·mothE'r tri0s- to CP] T!l do1,rn. 
takes a ste[J tetf!aro1s 19er AH£4 sl9e ri'lio:~>s /;Jgr Rl'lml. 1-IE< ;.tops..~u 
don't like me. 
MELANIE. Sometime!;> no. 
CHARLESTON. Why not? 
MELANIE.· You are too what you call it, God-damned .cheerful. 
~CHARI FSTDI>T laughs She lookf at hi-m £oberly) · 
GHARLESTON. Can't .you even laT,Tgh at that? 
MELANIE. At what? 
CHARLESTON. Yourself. 
MELANIE. I think, David, ifzo 
haps throws a stone at yo ';IT:Jo+e--E+.!-H-eR:i-e'S-:-*5iH*f-<~'-5-f~+ri+Oe>s-tt-~ 
book off shelf and throws · at him. She turns to c. door back, just 
, as her mother, ANNE RIE, enters, and as book crashes to floor X 
1 
b 
¥AN;E MARIE; Oh! · ~.4Hb\HIJO go,.o; out ~viously, I intrude. 
CHARLESTON. ·~o~::exactly, Mrs.' Kurtz. (CIIARHSTOH, [Jfeks !tf'J-
book.) ··; o•' · 
ANNE MARIE .. :'Forgive her, please. Melanie continually' throws 
' books at peopl~.it~ . 
CHARLESTON. She missed me. @{e-J~CCS hoek 011 shelf.) 
not me, anywayi I was just .wydy. It's Briggs. 
ANNE MARIE. Poor Melani~~ ·. t 
them. :He crosses to a. tamp an varms his hands around tamp 
..,._~~1'-r--~~~~@B-~*""''l.@.!..,..ffl~-Good evening, Captain. 
CAPTAIN. Good evening. ETfe ti[Js his hat jets! a 1it!le, and tm lis · 
' !l>ack to la:n[J .~ .. 
ANNE MARIE<:· (1e €HA'Rb£6TQN.) Why is~·Mela:t).ie so serious? • 
\X'hy is Stefan so serious? When he was young, and I was a girl, : 
and we met in Paris-we were so gay. 
CHARLESTON. There'll be gay times again, Anne Ma-rie. MELANIE~rtcrs jrem c. deer bAsk, eAtin§! heAd Ami @nttsr ) 
If I stay with Papa tonight-. -. 
ANNE MARIE. Please. Not with your mouth full. 
MELANIE. (&13-e swa11ews.) If I stay with Papa tonight, Mr. Brlggs . 
must come down here. 
ANNE MARIE. Your.Papa needs you--
MELANIE. Papa doesn't need Mr. Briggs--
ANNE MARIE. Melanie! 
MELANIE. He'll just insult Papa, and I'll get angry--
ANNE MARIE. Melanie, be charitable! Smile! ,See tge .jipod thing~ 
1. Aperantly Melanie does.not like mothertal1rin~ like thRt; she 
turns out to go upstairs 1 gives mothe:r 1'?9;ri-ng of' her tPeth, 
runs upstairs. Anne ~-~arie shakes her head· an0 f.oll m·rs. A.s· they 
exit level 5, Charleston crosses LC; Captain has been watching 
the scene. 
2. Captain flares up as Charleston. suprised looks at him :for first 
time not understan-ding-discouragement of.old man~ 
3. Attacking, quietly; Charleston still ~oes.not get him. 
4. Despairing. 
5. Becomes silent at. once, looks i.ntf'lnsely at Char} P.ston,. TTioves rip;l'>t on 
level 2 toward .. laii.m ~vW'i tij a slJ.ghtly irivestig!3,tin.g threB.t. 
6. Charleston . tu~ns right away, touchinP; ,.ri th the ri ~ht hand 
his hail;'·, limnormously sup:t:i'sed. 
1. They .attack and contraatt~ck each other; Ca-ptain w~iks down on the 
level 1, then from left to right, t.urn:s to Charleston, answers, "''8.lks 
UC (on level 1), turns full turn right·. and thres paces dovm, stons 
and at:J.swers. · 
s. Pause. Captain paces up and Q.6wn 'aS:' that becomes a nerve braking. 
im:p:erie nee to Charleston v1ho ~lames up. Captain resp~nds very auietly 
and as demonstrating \<Talks orfce .aga:in t-shape figure~ 
. 9. Charleston quiets dow, admi ttipgly·'.::. . . .. ~ 
· in the world. Nothing matters1 Melanie, only that· you're pretty, 
. you're young, and the. world is so lovely to live in. Now, give me 
one smile1 one little smile I'll go up with you. (Mt<1:MHE 
IJ#l'<'!5--ee.~I-Q.~IUJ--O+-W-Q...4~iil-r-o'\.#~-MM<.J.-e-;~O£.) I'm cheated. 
(She ttrges MELA!HE ta ,tbe stairs, tbf!y ife up >~Nd off CHA pr FSTieN 
~1neelde5, HtMsd ~~H[~elf.) 
/0:APTAIW. { .ftxgrily }V/'6u've made them silly and shallow~ 
sliylJt, sttr~riseel ~aHse.) 
CHARLE~STON Well-what's got into you? 
CAPTAIN. ese people weren't this way. 
CHARLE ON, What way? . 
CAPTAIN. You,wanted them true. 
CHARLESTON.-';! wanted them so when I go back to the mainland 
tomorro~ :l;h.ey'll stick in my min~ )'m getting what I want. 
CAPTAIN~ ou w:anted them true.~r perhaps you're as afraid to 
face my people ·and my times as you are to face your· own. · 
CHARLESTON. What's that~sl:Jrtr~ f-'ettm. 9tt 1crugh!l.J This is 
fantastic. A man in my own mind steps up and tells me off. · 
CAPTAIN. 1Yir. Charleston7these shallow skimpy bickering shadows were not my passengers\V · · 
CHARLESTON. (QttietJ,·.) I'm the judge here, not you. 
CAPTAIN. I'll not deny it. 
CHAfrJPTON. Whether or not you're satisfied with these people, I 
am.r 
CAPTAIN. That you're not. (:Ayctia 11 sliflbt mtr~riseel ~rtttse. 9aftly.) 
If you're so satisfied. with your handiwork, why do I speak what I 
do?- make o move I s eak no word that comes not to our 
CHARLESTON. If you've got to walk up and down like that, will 
you for God's sake walk a straight line! 
CAPTAIN. I had no space. 
I--CHARLESTON. You had no space where? · 
CAPTAIN. The Land o' Lakes. My bridge, I walked it so. €£bn1y, 
, oOJii' be ~tHif!S.) Four paces, and turn-and three-and back, and it's 
' all the space I had --
CHARLESTON~ sits elewn, fonggl;ing I:Jig pip!? nernomly) Joshu;:t. 
CAPTAIN. Ay? . . 
CHARLESTON. Why do you say I haven't the courage to face your 
. times? 
' ·CAPTAIN. You say these were my ~assengers1 with their puny and 
·1 •• Pa:_tterri of Cap ain' s walk through his .. long sueech. 
J 
2. Captain is about to go, as Charleston steps j n his YT.8_y, touches 
him with both arms rnd shakes turning him ·left in .full. front, who 
stays still for ~ moment • 
. 3. Very quiet, hardly audible.· 
4. Sighs. · 
5. crosses levels 1,2, from his left lo?~ing at Charleston, ~~o 
on the same spot where scene gegun~ 
6. Makes g~sture. on 1uding 8.11 . the place, t nrns to left and step . 
on level 3. C.. L-
'~.-
. ~ ways? I say they we~;e not .. Mis~,;Ylelanie-perhaps. She.: 
. -h''Ps young and a Bghter.: But the othersPfue older ones-- Ha. 
)fier mother, Anne Marie, I knew her well. You've made her a silly 
simple~? Did she. understand so little? She >y"as wiser than you 
know ;/illld Miss Kirby--· (~o4i~ht pcwse.) ..!viiss Kirby. Oft-· 
times shE; came up to ri:J.y bridge of an evening, and she talked ofl 
London and .swans on the Thames. Ay, she was a rebel, but a· 
lonely rebel she ~ lonely and despairing-- (2-fi' brings G>llt; 
4m 1Jandker:ei?ief3 'you see this kerchief?. Alone by my side, on: 
my own bridge whilst we sailed across Hu~D))- water-she accepted.'; 
the loan of my kerchief. tHe !JeJi!erfeJ.))'Ninety years. The salt! 
of her tears, they yet remain. · ·n: 
his band again, slowly s1Ja s ·his..pJ;ead, folds handkerchief an£ 
· · · Briggsfi ou do the man injustic<1. Ay. i 
Uneducated, superstitious, prejudiced he was, Paltry in a way,: 
too, ·and puny, and who's to wonder, for he,d gone to work at the' 
age of seven, in th~~potteries at Bir~gham. Man, his face, I'llnot: 
forget his face. White it was,~ and ~hin glaze, like the china cups 
themselves. A bit of a cough he had, like so many that came from 
the potteries. And across his face from cheek to cheek-a word .. 
You ,co)Jl.d read it .. Doom. ·.P !7Ugbt p:HI&rt.) Briggs. I loved the. 
man. )KY, dreams~e had, sweet dreams of riches, and California.! 
But he'd seen his own face in. the mirror, whilst he shaved himself 
in the morning. (A lellff ,.iii'IHf>E'.) · 
CHARLESTON. Dr. Kurtz. (.Q,\,P-.:r\:IN /orilo!c ~1?ffl11t1y M-4/JE' e:l?ali4etl'<id 
~ St~~ Kurtz? J · 
CAPTAIN.jr ou're a man of e~traordinary talent, Mr. Charle_ston. 
My very presence here, standmg before your eyesitand me nmety 
years lost on the Lakes-let it bear full witp~~~~our vision--
CHARLESj?J· I asked about Kurtz. ..;(')t'~ .1':ldr ' 
CAPTAIN)fiad you continued to liv,sjP plw; world you were born.· 
to, what might you have achieved!yr '!(~:· • 
CHARLE:~· Joshua! ).~ · 
CAPTAINVJr. Ku~. (9fe !teras c!tii}f<t; t's the tragedy o~ gre<;J.t-· 
ness unachieved. . . 'i 
watches him intent! . CHARLESTONl=.stops· before memorial 'tablet.: 
~ Mr. Charleston, you've made mistakes to-. 
night. ~you to go back and correct those mistakes. It's in y;our .. 
power. is little world belongs to you, the tick of the clockbe-
longs to you!..]llillyou turn back the clock! fcrrARLBST9H, lll'l#l?r; 
f3 
.• 
1. Captain looks. ·on top of stairv.ray anCl ,.mi. kes an illustrating 
gesture. of Briggs scitte:bing doenstairs~ · 
2e. Oapttain turns in as in the samf' instant on top level Briggs 
appear, in extreme hurry and urgency~- There is a complete change 
in. his b~havion although the· scene are repeti tionx of first Briggs 
entrance~ He runs downstairs almost in the same manner 8.nd yet a 
. his face reflect comR~ete helplessness and t'lesnair; •· his face looks 
.white as a· .china cup.. · · · 
.. 
3. Briggs crosses level 5,4, 3 
4., Briggs crosses. ~evel 3 and diss1:3.-pear UC shouticrig :for doct<r" in the 
imaginary quarters, on right side behind UC '"all. 
5. Capatin crosses left on lever 2: . 
. . 
6 ~ Np\v Doctor Kurtz ~ppears ·from UC imaginary quarters-~ Brigrss fol-
lows him immediately. They rush down on level 2 •. ])o'ctor is .looking 
for brush as Briggs, who has c-r_oss~d l,~ft beside~s .Doctor,. interrppts 
him, before he is. ahle to get· or1e •. Ca;pt:a1.n: in •·the same insant has 
been. making a e;esture toward ~ravrer, a.s "Pr],~s: moves .even more close 
. to doctor complaining .. noctor .no\'' has hecorri'e Vflry' niginifi ed. ann 
.Briggs do not dare to touch .him and push i1nsta:irs as he r~fd it first 
tim:B. Doctor ansvrer very nuietly, · .· · · · 
. . .. 
7. B:riggs burst into unl)atien·t corttnJ ains as noctor turn right and 
exits upstairs nuick, lea.ving Briggs alone on ·levei ·2 in ind.ecision 
to follow him. 
8. Charleston rises up t turns to Captain, crosses· tlR a no. Cl{ssanear. 
Briggs comes down on :tToor and sits on bei-16~ hP.lov1l,evel z; 
9. Captain \'Talks left on levE;Jl· 2 as B.r:L'ggs talks, nervously t'·ristin~ 
his beret. 
·10. Cantain turn in left and Jlri:loks c'!ireetly to Briggs~ Briggs -perceives 
it.at.once and turn away his face in a nervous jumny manner. 'T'rice 
he catches. Captain's loks, always he does turn avray and finally "bursts 
out. ·· 
I 
standing, u rupt1y as he looks up. at the tanding at the door · 
· ~) y passenger, Mr. Briggs! Hi! :came skitt ·ng down the 
stairs turning heaven an ...:d~e~a~rt~h~fo~r~th~e;_jD~oct;t;o~r~! ~u~rn~zrba:cillk[lljth~et 
' clock to that instant! c~ -.. , 
~~~g:~; ;~~~' 'f;~in~ and.' downs · . JC J/ 
BRIGGS. here's Dr. Kurtz! 
CHARLESTON; Back of the house. . A.L. 
. BRIGGS. ('Re r.!IH& te c. deer bw:k and 9"e& "ff•:NI-Jr_,...Kurtz!~ 
. Dr. Kurtzb Eg:ff, tlistnnt.) Dr. Kurtz! Dr. Kurtz! 
1 
CAPTAIN1~ ~ow he'was, as pale and white as a china cup--
. CHARLESTON. What am I in for? . 
• CAPTAIN. The truth. (J<RIGGS cll1d KURTZ reme iift!iE:k1y t1Jre!l§!J tJ.e 
·• c doq,._;z}is time vrwyz is= ft~11J drassf?d and H'tfllkc wit!J di:~nity.) 
. KURTZ~rush -- ·. · . · ,i ,,_ 
. CAPTAIN. On the shelf. . . ·:.:; 
. BRIGGs. ( 1& In;nn:.: reh<r it ~nd 1>nrrbsc I:Jim&,il{.) The devil 
· clawing at ni'y.•'Millie's bowels, and you stop to make yourself 
pretty-- ._·lc · .. 
KURT~iru:si hi clean. .. ·. 
: BRIGGS~1eari\l~Cleali! You'rec:a Duke in a palace, perhaps--?. 
KURTZ. Be' qUiet. · · · 
BRIGGs sctctries-.·ahe 
CHARLESTON. idii.ight. l'v,e got to check the light; ::rake over, 
. Captain Joshua. CI~ un.J<nQ~J rnm• IIP>"tairc, illtg theH I:JigiJ .-bad-
, otvs, disappears, o ens 1i~ht-chamber door. Rays of 1i~ht, refracted 
downward from th turning prisms, fling out across upper walls. 
, 'His shadow appears in the turnfn~ li~ht for an instant as he 
, enters 1i~ht-chambe1'. ; ow the door is clea·r;'· and the rays on the 
: watls turn free. ·CAPTAI gets out a cigarette. 'Holding it in his 
dainty yet clumsy way, ·moves tO a:~lan'llttlohim1iey to tight it. 
'He returns to pacing his -shaped path. :Bmabs comes out on 
landing. Quietly. he closes d r, and< whlle he stands silent for a 
.-
~o:nent,. t1,e turning rays fran: t~e 1i~ht a~ove pass over his cha1k-
BRIGG I Captain. ene sits d9Wll 9/1 Pf<ndJ, Pl'l>ik, ami si:'flJ-5, 
-l/-F~-iT-1-1++-Ie.) Eh, Captain, I'm the old m~n that lived in the shoei 
I've got so many children, I don't knm~1 ~~hy to do. ~'Rc rttbs 1Ji, : ~af' ar armd bb f.J~n4, Job en tqke~ it -ejf.-~st don't_be loo}<ing af" 
l.After nervous, heret t\•risting talk he looks once 8P.;ain !:t.t r.~ntr:dn, 
becoming more aggresive. ~hen pquse. 
2.He is twisting his beret, sighs·, looks ~imlessly here 8.no the:re; th~n to 
beginn a conversation he turns to captain. Can:tadn still watches him. 
3. Soothingly, to comfo:bt the .man, but su.dderily in the mid of speech 
realises the truth, turns right 'in suddenms1.-ling being sorry for the 
phrase he Just said not thinking· of particular qonditions of this man, 
~. ,. . -- - . . -- . 
4. Briggs reacts immediately\., laughs corrmensated,. hlht sunnenly ner-
se:irves the error what made Captain in awk\·Jard position,. zaxgk~. 
Makes an excuse, trying to ease Captain about his. saying; 
. . . 
. . . 
5. Coughs. Rises up to share a big secret about ltmg 'fever. ann ,.rith 
real hope on what Captain resnond affirmatively. 
6. Dreamy, with a rising hone. 
7. ~1ood comes to culmination as he ,.rants incluoe his vTife in his 
dreams too, but suddenly it .hecome.s interrunted hy lj tt1 e thou,g;ht of 
her momentarylJ-' ~X1KXHS: condi tiong arid nO\•.T he brakes dovm in c'liSn!:lir: 
At this instant Charleston ~ppe~r from UR, ·crosses dbwn to.his bench 
DC. 
8. Captain comes down to benhh belo\., levels to Briggs in order to 
quiet him down as from behimff of wall UC imaginary cwarters f-Jl'iss 
Kirby comes if. She \·Jalks on level 3, 2· as "Priggs jumps up i.n a reneti-
tious movement fulfl scene ·befo.re. Kirby sounds real harsh~ 
':! 
-. 
me, I'm no young rooster strutting. Man's waiting ·his first-hom, 
d'you see1 he's wanting notice and God be praised1• who'd of 
knowed he had it in him! Man's waiting his tent cbom1 he ain't : 
'.so cocky. ~ · st don't be , 
' looking at me! (eAF'fli:IH 1 85HH!C5 bit~ j<>~Ging, 
CAPTAlN. Ay. 
BRIGGS. Eh, Captain! (JTe I t5C5, f!IYiS*iH§! 8Wi<)', twi.-ting bi~ cap, -irt 
a Jn/ff~ ~pr~hensio11~ . · 
CAPTAIN\;ffiiggsi man-- :J!x~ babell be bom as strong and ·• 
healthy-he'll be the spitting image-- (!He Jjesitates.) ; 
BRIGGS. The spitting image of me?~e l>~t~gh~ il Utile, Ei§!k&,~ i 
Would you guess it1 I 1vas a stout young-'un! Three a,.nd a half 
. ~Jne I weighed. And me the age of s_t;v.· en .. f]Tn::ettghs r~nd sitfl~) . 
~ve heard tell of them that went to California with fever in the 
•. 1lung1 and lo and behold, they was cured. You're a wise and edu-
. cated man. Is it true? 
CAPTAIN, That it is. 
BRIGGS. Rich they got, and cured too? 
CAPTAIN. It's God's facts. "6/ 
BRIGGS .. Eh. ~A 5/gw &111ili¥fhen maybe rich I'll get, and strong . 
too, All the young-'uns back in England, I'll send for 'em; I'll buy : 
'em back. Do you know what I'll do, d'you know? I'll send 'em to • 
school. To school, d'yoq _hear? I'll be tl}at rich. They'll grow up · 
no ignorant men lib: me, no, sir_ They'll be wise and educated · 
men. Eh. !. ·tr. . 
CAPTAIN. And they wilL ~ke 1ig'!.t r13ameer sleer eleses, t13e : 
upper walls go back to shado . CHARLESTON comes down, BRIGGS : 
wat~hes. CHAR-LESTON. goe~ off: ain, through door. at the landing, · .. 
'~ t/J" rJg~~~- . ·. : 
, B_RIGGS. Millie --'yi'(Df»€.ge=pis;t¥£ ll§!fliil, Jegk:iN!f at the a pen dear. : 
'1'1Jel! /;e tHm5 eH CAPTAIH.) Eh, the young-'un a sucking habet=-' 
and all them deserts and mountains 'twixt here and Californ}a --·· ! / 
What'll :~ what'll I do--.? 
CAPTAIN\Z";''an, man-- -f!9l. lilta~-et~l/%,,...-E~~..,.;;~H361-o:-4~!-
p ared on landing. :The door opens, c. 
1. \Yi th deep cormassion and_ hnm~n ni ty; · chr.tr!:lcter has snr'l~enly 
become h11man aort 3-D. Inste::;~.11 of suonen hurry i.msta:i rs 'Pri,c;o-s 1ooks · · 
at her with gratitude,._ i:Tosses unstairs ancl P.;oes a'•'8.Y, 8:fl J<"j rhy 
. comes down 1r:>vel one •. Ch!:!rleston vatchin~ ·-from· bench nc.-
2. Captain smiles ann crosses extreme DJJ •. 
3. More t6 herself. 
4. Now she comes down on thB :floor: Her sn-e.ech ·full· o:f concern an0 
_idealism• About at "Promised tand" she's playing_in the midole of 
floor between Captain and ·charieston. Fer ~~es cath~e~ an instant 
point 1n distance. Finally she becomes very veryouiet; 
5. Pause. 
6. Very quietly. 
7. From uc· 
C~tES"ro~ 
\ 
\ 
t 
---
I 
rooms Anne ~1arie comes· in~ 
.. 
off 
stood. CHARLESTON is watching 
~'1+-'i;+.J.e.~~~~~~~.;;;...~~~'*· Is the baby born yet? I'm 
praying it's not a girL2~ ' · 
CAPTAIN. (JTe~ smilee.Jvrd suspect God's listening. The good Mrs. 
Briggs has a tendency towards boys. .3/ 
MISS KIRBY. (?:b1 ecptl, s!Je §!rips k11r flmhre11a:.)\1You smug and 
patronizing males! 
CAPTAIN. Damn it1 woman1 what did I say? . (J/!1'j:J'e-~:!i+l5-t;;H~f-OHJ 
her umbre11a: in her hand for just an ins.t a short". ! 
CHARLESTON. Miss Kirby1 you told me. once that when you 
reached a new country where there aren't many .women and you 
worked shoulder to shoulder with men1 they'd ·come to respect ' 
you and liste.n to what you sai41YEAHHE lMxR'IE e11ter8, c. 8elew.) 
You've given that :;p1 haven't you? 
• J 
1. As Kirby· turns right to ~nne111arie, shP. · cross.es 0. o"'rn le1rels ~.no 
sit dm •. rn ·on the bench Prip;gR sat before: J<irhy moves lj ttle to ri ~ht 
and turns to Chi=lrleRton.· In her speech .somev.1h8t bitter,. hut not the 
selfpity. The scene is played to all'three charar.ters.with snecial 
amphasys. on communication between ·tt-Io women. They represent the 
feminine despair in their times, representing it from t,.,o di f-Pe-
rent levels of society. This is a 'recoghitiqn scene and she tries to 
show reasons for her coming to this cotmtry. This scene is continu-
ation of many previous in quest for thet~ 11\,rhy" .coming to America: 
2. She turns left and leaves in sudden h'prry left as 0.!3.ntain follm·'S 
her immediately but Charleston· crosses to Annemarie to convince her 
about possible good solution. Annemarie reduse:s it cornnletely. 
d 
.·. y.Cpf: 
ANNE MARIE. Do 1 intrude? · . 
MISS KIRBY. No.y{ doesn't matter1 cit's common gossip. (~ 
CIIAHhESTSlJ el!fain.~ Will you see me, please, as a woman who 
once pad a home? An unfriendly home it was, in an unfriendly 
land, but the home and the land· were· mine. ('NNE "opm sits 
A own wftly) If I still had the heart for fighting, I'd be fighting 
at home, where I belong.-Why am .I here where I don't belong? :' 
Because I'"m forty years old and I'm ugly. I'm ugly! Look at my · 
face, look at my scars! C* olr€'~8 !ll'i~Pn<llCJ as slJe tsttehes 19sr : 
-'~) I've spent ni.y life fighting for the dignity of women and : 
! I've made of myself an undignified old battle-ax in the process! \ 
Who wants me? Who wants a scarred old warrior? Ha--! i 
(gfer latt!f!J is 1Jsarse and tt!fl) as !Je:r face.) I've fought a fight that 
i ·can't .be won. Women! We're useful fools and that's. all, And the 
harder we' struggle against our fate, the more usel.~ss ~n"c;l foolish 
: we become. I understand now, when I'm forty yea_rs old, a!]._d I've i 
'·wasted my life, and it's almost too late·-- (~r eye;r ge ttf! ts ' 
cl+mtling ilPQvg, ilNd ~"r voico:ifall!' away, aud tb .. n; i!' il !'ilW'«!ce.) 
CHARLESTON. ~ What are you g~ing to do? . 
MISS KIRBY. (S~e Jssks eit hit!+· fer jHst_ a II,IB!HBflt, ttinl JJer. ear II : 
p€>.1'HH' n;tJrnH· £/Js pkk£ +!~ mnbrell<~.J There's a colony in your) 
western wilderness. You may, perhaps, know the name. Deseret. 1 
By a great salt lake. (-6~ .-ink.- inte Gl -ehair;-stG!res <~t flgor. : 
: . ~IJs leeks at kim G!l9sent~.) Where else ha~ a woman like me to ; 
go?-I'll find a husband, in Deseret-and perhaps-before it's too : 
late-a child-a boy-I hope-- ('lilitl? do>o>p, • diNi'P jss1i1~g.) I: 
like the terms-no better than you, but I'm gratefui, I'm wateful ' 
-a man of the Mor!llon religion-'-'Who . has prettier fat~s ~o look ! 
' upon-will forgive my ugliness-- (.£too> ~tnrgglo>~~t1f, / 
·while CAP'FMH btmRs kis 1Je~.) My hair-it hasn't turned grey' 
-it's sti rather attractive-- I'm sure it's still rather attrac- : 
. . 
~~~+B-01'*-*~;....M:,~.) 
CHARLESTON. Go out and talk to·her! 
ANNE" MARIE. I? 
CHARLESTON. You're a woman, you can reason with her--· 
11 
>1. Pause. Anriemarie di'ssmisses the S)Jbj ect ~t~rttn,g another: • 
2.,. On level 5 Velanie appears in hurry, as she ·crosses .dO\·m on 
level 4 above the mother's seat .... 
., 
3. Charleston interrupjs her as Melanie .are re!?.dy to leave upstairs. 
Charle$ton moves back1.-1ard more to right before Annem~rie rises up~· 
. . 
4. Walks right crossing· level 4, 3,. Charles.ton g;oes on \o!i th his 
questions,. At nits time to saycheerf1.Jl thingsn, she steps slowly 
. on floor and tvrns next to. An:riemarie.. . 
5 .. ·· Healnie. crosses diagonally to nT, he low hench on lef't in q suflnen 
move. She is·full of protest against injustice cione to her father: 
Charleston plays gradually DC .. 
.! 
ANNE lv!ARIE. What could I tell her? 
CHARLESTON. Ann·e Mane She'll be a fourth wife-a fifth 
wife. 
ANNE MARIE. Of course.· 
• CHARLESTON. You simply accept it? . _ l / 
.ANNE lviARIE. (-~ -sligi:Jt fJO!t!SB, tiJBII ssft1y,)\1Can't we talk about 
Paris?-Always, when things are so complicated, I like to think 
about Paris, and when I ·was a girl and gay, and when we didn't 
understand and we didn't trouble to try.~Can't we think about 
~_/aris, Mr. Charleston? f,4 fumse. CHAR·bE. t;;TQ,H 1e.<Yhs §/€>-w1)'-frr;l+);! 
~HIE MARIJO fg E:SI.:' Wii j- :_ 2 
: CHARLESTON. Why did you come to America?~ 
MELANIE. Mama-Mrs. Briggs is not dojng very well-.-
"CHARLESTON.~ait, please. Did you come to America because 
your father was looking for opportunity, or was it like Miss Kirby, 
you're ruJ:tning away? . • "•t_. · •• · • 
MELANI~ ou ask such s:lld~£le questi?ns, they require such subtle 
answers-- .i . '('':;• 
CHARLESTON. Why did ~.oJ:cieave Vienna?~·· 
MELANIE. Because people bum,down our house. 
CHARLESTON. Why do people_.·1mm down· yqur house?. 
MELANIE. Because people don'f,like Papa. . . 
CHARLESTON. Why don't othey Jike your father? 
MELANIE. Because Papa e->.periments with :animals in the bas~!llent, 
and the people say sometimes :he kidnaps children. 
CHARLESTON. Why do they say that? 
MELANIE. David, it is time for you to ·:ay cheerful' things, 1i~-ha! 
CHARLESTON,: Why do they ~ay' your fa the;- kidnaps chil4r~n? ~ 
MELANIE; Bec;ause the people .. are afraid of Papa. Be makes iri 
Ae basement a little liq:r!~1 you ~mell it--::::-_so~you;-re asfeep. You · 
feel no pain. The people are afraid Papa will put' them to sleep, 
he will cut: off their legs, he'll cut off their eQ.rs, he'll steal their 
money and kidnap their children. So the people bum down our 
house. 
CHARLESTON. This isn't the Middk Ages, You've got ·police in 
Vienna. ,•.h~n ,:• 
MELANIE. The Medical Society tells (the :police, the people must 
have their fun. The President of t1ie Medical Society does not 
like Papa~ sliqW ~11<94'.) Wh~ do you_ ask me these things? · 
. CHARLESTON; What Wlll you do 1U A,menc<J.? 
93 
l. Facing fSll front. 
2. Turns R to chair~-
.· 
3. Turns back L. 
4. Now in a sud<'len turn R a·gain, crossing TTC left to her mother~-
5. ouietly. 
6. to mother. 
7. Charl~ston mov~s more DC_ · 
. , .. 
8. Laughing hurt. At the end of s_p~eoh, ~he 1oose:s control over her- -
self and burs~s and turns .away left: > 
9. Little embarassed, laughingly. 
lO.Now turns a\..ray R and- crosses _down to. b_emh DC . with his hands 
letting through his hairs~ 
11 •. From outside DL Kirby and Captain enter; they're ,.,et. 
12 •. Terrible scream heard from upstairs _follo,.red by :Priggs 11rnilie "; Vir by 
instantly crosses right to right corner of level· 2 t•ri th a ·exaggerated · 
curve, followed by Annemarie and ~elanie S\\d._ftly: ·· 
·.! 
MELANIE.¥apa has an old friend, he Js, a docto~ in the country 
in Wisconsin. The friend will share. his practice with Papa. 
CHA. RLEST,&~· What'll happen to his work on anesthetics?. 
MELANI~n what? . . .. ·.. . · . ;:i 
CHARLEST-21}· On putti.'ng people to sleep. 
MELAN!E:\jle will forget it, 
CHARL-ESTON. Forget it? 
~LANIE. People prefer to shriek in pain. _ 
CHARLESTON. That's not truel,A/ 
MELANIE. ~- &ll>iBf!N e!11§'t't'.)~nd now you, at last, are going to i 
' be optimistic! .~JI Americans! You are silly little boys, you know 
noth~· at all !WOme day it will be different,. people will learn --
Ah! sudden quiet.) Papa-when he was a student-he was 
gay, e was happy. Now, when he is old,· perhaps he will be 
happy again .• '(!;/. . · 
CHARLESTOm,;Melanie, if your father'd keep on with his work, in 
only a few years -- · 
MELANIEl~ten, Mama! David will now say optimistic things! 
(£1>., Jq11~arply1 th"n &p.,,.ks &ejtly.) You are a nice man and 
a pleasant companion, but you know so little, so very little, and 
sometimes you give me a yE;ry big pain in the neck.. (MHMHE 
Uma· i<~d o~ b'Uf the G. sa,~r".~, 
CHARLESTO~o you believe as she believes? e~z sliffl't ~tttt3C.J 
ANNE MARI.S ~e!haps, as my daugh_ter sa:ys/you kno. w very little. 
CHARLESTO~ghteen hundred and fort:Yr;Jline1 all that lies ahead 
and you refuse ~E e13>llik& }Jim&~>Jj, QHtli'r aoQr opl>~&, 1f ~ 
MISS ICIH>lY, C.,l,P:F.\0~1 folliQ.1P& ) ' . 
CAPTAIN. It's a wet wind. ('J-f8 de&(M' R»tir.) . . 
WARN SOtTNDS # 8 
'.f.! ~p MARIE, (SJ.g triil& to !>mfh•.).tii;-I hope it was a nice walk. SOITND :It 8 
/'~IGGS. (Off, 11beue, 11 sere<m+.) Mil !! · · · $'c, /3 
. MISS KIRBY. Mrs. ,Briggs!. . \:I • 
ANNE MARIE. We must go. up. c~ comes in, c hack ) 
' MISS, KIRBY. I know very litt;j~1)mt if J cap help --~R-+Jet'e-1~ 
general movement among the women t9pqrds the airs. CHARLE~- -
TON watches them intently. CAPTAIN is' 1i{f • g another cigarette· 
at a lamp chimney. 7he door above o . s and BRIGGS comes out. i 
7hey a11 stop still. 'He seems not see them. 'He stands fixed just 
, _a moment, then s1ow1y co downstairs, cr-osses to outer door, : 
and goes out, leaving ur open behind him. 7be wind, the ·surf. ' 
T .• . . .. ,· . - I 
1. From top of the stairway at .. extreme UL ap:pears BrigP.:s; he crosses 
down levels .and leaves room DL: · 
2. Kirby immediately follows him, hut -r.aptain cr:osses her way nrJ 
and blocks the exit." She stop R of.· the. DL bench., 
3. On to-p level appears Doctor.: From first glance there comn1ete 
t:Ielplessness evident. Annemarie steps· on·leyel 2 
4. Melanie. crosses left above .her mother-to meet :father, \olhO has 
slowly reached level·· 2. He- emhrace his daugh:ter: 
5. Fast 1 in extreme ra~e. 
6. Dr. lifts his _glance at both surp_rised.-
1. Annemarie says quietly, then auicker as she advances t,.rtb steps 
DC, first no looking at anyone at all; .then 8:t Char1e"ton." · 
8. Kirby attacks.-
9. Turns to Kirbv. 
11. Looks at ~~e1anie and Doctor, turns away; ,~lso noctor ,,rho catches 
wife's glance turns left his face in extremedesp8ir:; th~y ~~ree. 
12. Appology •. 
·;(r 
ANNE MARIE. hathas happehed? (~e £St11E!~ 51att;1) elatt:!I!Biai!B. 
J+e ds~s M foot of stairs~ Stefan. · i' · 
KURTZ. It is a .pity. (1\HHE l¢IARIE e1 a:5scs 1,c1 Jtry' UHd si1tks back 
hoto l;ir;rr chair) . 
MISS KIRBl, Th~ baby too! .. 
MELANIE~apa-both? f.Yhe 1 tms cte,·aJs 'Bt:lilf to his side ancf- : 
-yra5fl3 1Ji3 ann.~ 
KURTZ~· IUs a great pity. 
MELANIE. So quickly! 
KURTZ. She had no strength. . 
CAPTAI~l{y do you do this to them, Mr. Charlest.on! 
CHARLl:'~jlN. Be quiet! . 
KURTZ~hyi~do you bl;Jme Mr. CharlestoQD,;'J~~;F"F*'!tHITft!'3-!*1'tl;r 
moves to .IJI:fck of room. '){ · own heavily on bench. 
~~~~~lY-t''lle woman lived her days in poverty, in over-
work, in eternal childbirth. Blame no one in this room, when she 
dies. Not myself, Captain, and hardly Mr. · Charleston.-It is 
merely a pitY. . ' 
ANNE MARI~uletl,..) It's a blessing, I say. She is dead and the 
little one too, and it is a blessing. · 
CHARLESTON. ('He steps abmptl]r toward..: heto) Is that what you 
believe? 
ANNE l'vlARIE. I say the mother and child are dead; it is a bless-
.. ing, I believ~. 
MISS KIRByVio?W can you! You're cruel! · 
ANNE MARIE~'hen I was a girl I could have a child and be 
'happy, and I could be happ,y for all the other women in all the 
world, ~~w.e th~>: .. ~ad children, and that was reason enough. 
But now~~st constder. 
CHARLEST~WQ~s~r what? 
ANNE MARI~ill the child be happy? (MELAti!lB fa1 ItS UWUJ • 
... J£ MA~·s IJer laetH!.:J 
,-,;11ss KIRB¥alled you cruel. Forgive me. (£fw turns away and 
~i_fS .4BWIJ..) . 
CHARLESTON. Do yoq call it a blessing, too? 
1 •. Very quietly and deep. 
. . ' . ' 
. 2. Melanie. quickly cross.es to 'Kirby; that is ra:pidly moving fliq_-
logue at '·'hich Virby o.ra'·'S herself out. d~fi'ed hut dignj fj ed~~ As 
she does speech' she turns a\<7ay l~ft .-~· . . . 
4. Now turns to father ~nd th8 scene goes up hetweP.n f'~.ther ~nd 
daughter even "~>Ji th more energy .than before.: 
5. Very matter in fact but impatient; 
6. Very quietlyj :Paus:e •.. 
. ~-----....'-;.; K'VItf~: . 
~___.... ~il~'$ 
1vliSS KIRBY~-It might have been a girl. 
MELANI~~'~la foolish old maid-- ·i. 
ANNE MARIE. M'eianiel ~kl yg~r tg-ag-a~l 4 
MELANIE. Even with a mcitlier and baby lying dead upstairs, she 
can think only of freedom for W<Jrilen -- 'lnh .. 
MISS KIRBY. When you grow older, Melanie, aritleyou have no 
husband, and you see yourse!fl~nd other women not as slaves to 
rrien but as slaves to their own 'loneliness-then perhaps you will 
understand. Why it is-- ~SIJe eanae! J~iitle: ftti t1Je1 .? 
CHARLESTON, Say it. I've got to hear. 
MISS KIRBY. I've told you! I'm glad; . '. ,. 
CHARLESTON. Melanie, you don't agree with herr¥1"' s13e htrH:'t 
OJHlOJJ') Don't turn away] 
MELANIE: Yes] Yes, I too am gladl Because,now there are two 
les~~eople in the world. 
~~~:~;~~~;-You look ·~:;·:e ·_repro':inz. Do- I not say what 
you believe, ,a:nd you're afraid to say? Do I not? 
KURTZ. You ,do!not. . ... 
MELANIE. Then I say morel Two ignorant people lie dead, and 
there is that -n;qcrah· less ignorance in ·the world tonight--
KURTZ. Be still!:-£. . ' , 
! -MELANIE. The same ignorance, Papa, that ros·e ,up at night in 
Vienna, Papa, and burned our house C\nd ended your work--
KURTZ. I say be still! · 
MELA,NIE;nl[ Wtll not! And if all the ignorant lleople in all the 
world might· only die -t~Jhen th~s;iidX.h.e.._;m__E:IJd to--all_ ig=_ 
2~::~=~;;~~ey don't -;t~~d to die! :'f·~~.r~:- t11nt£ :1!!!":1'.) One· 
word: Edticit:ton. · .1 s t: 
MELANIE.<Bdhcation! The 'r.h:hc.are few. · ·' 
CHARLEST('llmYBut a time will come whefi- people won't need to be 
rich. ·· 'n!ln, .:h,: 
MELANIE. Th:~ :will payx fnr their sch6·6ling with cabbages, per-
haps_? Cabbageg; and btim:lles of wood?l ~ li siletzce -en u:.JJ;.ll>:T9.'1 
!'tilHAS J90'1p1~~.)1. ' 91-t 
CHA,RLESTONJ 1:A- woman ~nd her baby are dead. Isn't there any-
body here that's sorry? ·· · - .r:::,/· - -
l'vlEL:,NIE. (GH.efl)' tP CHARI FSTnNkk Briggs is the sorr~ 0117, 
go find Mr. Bnggs. (:The octlci daa:: a~ell5. BFHGGS 5tnH.4s tl'ltfl hiP 
1. From DL outside entrance ·Briggs ·comes in atiietly.· Pe crosse.s 
to the midnle of the lit area and sudnenly he becomes encircle('! 
by other characters in a circle.- Fe's: muttering to himself.' 
2. Turbs to him. 
3 Trying to convinve. 
4.Annemarie. turns left, in full hack, as PrigP;s looks· at· her try- . 
ing her convin~e, t"l-ten DP.Xt he .gl8.nces B.t TTirhy; Fho the S8.m~=> ~·''::>..y 
turns left a~,o.ray. As Brir;~s looks to ,others, +hP S8me thin~ .rrning 
on, then suddenly he pleads Oh~rleston. Fe f.ee1s hAing ca.ur;h't in 
a circle and looses. his. control over senses .• As he bursts in sohs. 
"we prayed "'e'd ·d~e", Doctor crosses flown on floort t8.1<es him by 
his right arm, l1elanie joins fathf'r taking t.his man at his right 
and a~ end. of his spe0~h they ~;i ~_him do'~'n e~ a he:hch •. Doctor ,,r!,ln+s 
to quJ.et h1m1 then becomes moreJ.nvolved bYpJ.mselfin subject.· 
I '1'21 
. ' ,. 
, back to 
1:· 
Y.fe- glances diml)q then feels 
. . t r~i~. I'm Wet. 
ANNE MARI~ A little whiskey1 Mr. Briggs--
BRIGGS. No, no-- I'm no drinking man--
. ANNE ;~:lRIE. But you'll catch your death of cold. 
BRIGGsV\Xfel11 it's God's will. ('N~< slsi!i'ers 11 liitle, eett~1xJ, ~ 
· ~ Millie. She's waiting on me1 you know1 and the young-
_'un. too. Beaven, d'you. know. (~ go>>'tllres PP9HfiD' tG>H>i!nd.o 
~-) She's an impat~!Jt woman, Millie is. She'd not want me 
'ke~ping her waiting long..;I\At>TNF H':UIJ! tllrns RHJil)' in te111~.) Ah, 
:now, Mrs. Kurtz, and there's nothing sad. We prayed for this, we 
· did. First that Millie'd be taken and the young-'un, and then, later 
' on, myself. It's the only way/ y'know .. ~m;g KIRBY rises fram he; 
1 
d"ur near him and goes off to baCk gf fQQHl.) Miss Kirby--! 
(ffe tggks 6lt 6lH gf thBm 19Btptes&l,r.) Me Charleston, tell them_it's 
; nothing sad.· Please, will you tell them--? 
:KURTZ. ~) Yqu'd best try to get some sleep. ;. 
; BRIGGs. (A jrigbtened 11191'!1eHt'1') Br. Kurtz, tell me 'W:e wasn't sin-
! ful--l We prayed·we'd die but it was God we prayed to, and 
: merciful Jesus--
: KURTZ. You did no wrong. 
: BRIGGS. Ah! Millie! Millie! You're in heaven, ain't ·you? You're 
' safe, ain't you, and happy and smiling and waiting--
KURTZ. (7o BRISGS.? Mr. Briggs! If we understand, th~n certainly 
God does too. (:;.q sli§lot /3mtse. BRIGGS Jegk,s 11p dQHPfjH11)'; so>ek-
in!J jHrtlsBr ii>"Wftl1Ke.) We 'lhre ih:a :.troubled world. Be assured, 
God. is no less troubled than we. He created mankind for His own 
'.divine purposes, enlightenment and justice; .these were His goals. 
1
·and ours. Now the world grows dark. Enlightenment and justice ; 
shrinklike little rivers when there is no rain. God looks down; and 
He sees His people. You, Mr. Briggs, and all the· workingmen in 
: England, and Vienna, and ~ranee. He sees you working from 
: dawn till night, underpaid, underfed, conceiving children you wish 
1 might never be born, powerless to help yourselves. He sees you 
fleeing across oceans and continents, hoping even for death.-
, Mr. Briggs, God understands. 0!!!1 sligblt PRH!"B, . ~~~,-;;1, 1w Ill. K!IRX,Z 
1. Speaks looking at a distant p6int: 
2. Dialogue becomes fater. 
3. Turns to Annemarie, then to Kurtz: 
: sf;ee!hs net se ll111CP tg llPTCC~ as 'a himse1Me· undeF~OO.nds, at1d 
, I think He forgives. He sees us deserting our fatherlands, and all 
our deepest dreams. The triumph of science, the enlightenment of 
. ' 
education. the dignity of labor, the equality of women and men. .i 
These are the banners we leave on the field. He sees us now, grop- ' 
b 1 d 1 .._1 , ing a out in an alien an for all the seObrtd prizes, wea th, peace 
1 of mind-- ''lt. · \ · ' . 
: CHARLESTON. ~) You come to A~Hca searching for 1Tt!e-
i dam. That's no secon¢1 prize. ?.Id , '· · 
KuiiTZ. We are fugitiVes seeking sanctuR;J, nothing inore. 
CHARLESTON. I want one thing, To gjye ~U" ho12-e. ~(Ktnni £1.rike~ 
~-) This is eighteen forty-nine, lio\\r can you. give .,'{P ~o 
soon? 
KURTZ. It is one thousand eight hundred and forty-nine years 
since hope was at its highest. Is that so soon? 
CHARLESTON. You speak of God, that He's given up: Hoy,r_ can you 
know??/ . 
KURTVJt is evident. 
CHARLESTON. In what way? 
KURTZ, A genius is a mortal man possessed of the divine.spark. 
Shakespeare and Rembrandt, Dante, ·Harvey, Voltaiie, Goethe, 
I·~ ~··· • 
. Beethoven-all the many le<1ders dowii. ·thiough thf ages, they 
, bear the touch of God. H o:Ught' j:>>Hr>=r<~ The last g{~ius is dea~. 
Twenty years, and no man rises to t;;t.~et~eethove11:s pla~e.--God 
: has given up the struggle. ~ .- 'V 
CHARLESTON. (Jn Jttddcn CJtclteti!Cttt.) Stefan Kurtz! In your own·· 
city, in your own Vienna, a young man plays the organ tonight. 
· His name is Johannes Brahms. 
KURTZ. In Vienna? 
CHARLESTON. Brahms. • ..... :-· 
KURTZ. He must be yery young.' · <: 
CHARLI;§TON. In Engiand, tonight, there's a ~w.'J..nOt so young, he's 
working in his study, you should know of him, his name i? 
Darwin. Charles Danvin. 
KURTZ. A kinsman of Erasmus Darwin? 
CHARLESTON. A gran~Ojl. A biologist! (KrrRn >=1.r:rke>: bi>= bed) 
In Paris tonight----->J{Ur< i1<1dw:le,. ANN« H 6 PIJ;i r:r.<: b>' .<:j:>~r:rlzs) 
In. your own Paris, Anne Marie--working in your own profession, 
Kurtz-Louis Pasteur. 
1. To T'irby. 
2. To Yurtz, gr8.bing his right 8.rm. 
· 3. Kurtz fries himself 
4. Novl moves almost in the middle· of c.ircle irn full back, becomes 
as incircled thrmugh his invol~ement. 
-. '· .. 
5 .. Laughs 
6. Extreme irony, ther;t brakes· to move left beiween F'irby 8.nd ~apt!:! in, 
crosses, turns right in as.pullsand contolls himself. 
C~l--. 
KURTZ. (:%ale:ias' 13is /Jaciel.) These are the Jesser peopl!l:;;---1 speak 
of genius! . . .· .. \··' 
; CHARLESToMJMiss Kirby! In London:, right in London, a young 
i woman, her name is Florence Nightingale-- (She J/JakeJ J,e, 
~~) If only you'cl stayed there a few more years--
1 MISS KIRBY, I have never heard the name. 
' CHARLESTON. Oh, my friends! In my own country, in Illinois, 
: where I was born-tonight in his office~. a few hundred _miles from 
• here-a young lawyer, his name is Abraham Lincol~q ~ewse. 
: J.:fe hrms te IEURTZ.) Continue the work you gave up when you 
:left v~~J.:! 
; KURT~ hat do you know of this? 
CHARLESTON. Continue it! 
KURTZ. My work I leave behind! 
j CHARLESTON. Stick to your guns, for God's sake, stick to your 
'guns! Men live among you. today who will be the leaders you 
. despair of finding J 
~ KURTZ. You are most optimistic! 
. CHARLESTON. But I know! 
'KURTZ. I a· so ew-w en a 
o' 
) 
, . 
. .... 
CHARL~ ave the vision to look ahead, Kurtz! See a ··world 
: 'vhere science' is a new religion! See America, your adopted.land, 
: whereothe oar o to school with the rich! See women sittin in 
the House o Commons, and in the Senate of the United' States} 
See laborers working but dgh:Lbours a day· 
·MELANIE. You~re mad!-He's mad, Papa! 
KURTZ. Mr. Charleston is not mad, because he speaks in prophecy. 
' He is merely wrong. ' , · 
' CHARLESTON. No, no! Listen to me! I'm not wrong and I'm not 
, crazy! I say that in less than a century every single ·thing you 
. despair of will have been accomplished! ~ 
KURTZ. (Jk sfl!ile:5 §imti)'.) For thousands',;1:i'f years men struggle 
for these things. Now you ask us to be1ieve ··t1\iit in less than a cen-
,. 
jl) s' 
r>"•t'·. 
1. Very quietly. 
2. Now turns DC to bAnch, . t"l-)en \vi th fu11 knovrl.edge of his n A.e 
fience, hopeless si t·s down~· 
3. Suddenly, listening, then moves to Yirby-~ 
4. 1'-fela.nie crosses Dt lelfit per fqther 
crosses right of her.hvsband at DL; 
c c t \ I 
6. Kirby steps back~.o1ard DL 
7. Briggs comes do-vm 1 to Kirby. 
ih feared hurry, ~s .Annemarie 
8. Captain, who has been ruthless through the seem~ crosses DC 
to Charleston, v1arningly. · 
9.Turns sharply UC and crosses to level 1;2; 
10. Very slovJ1y. 
11. Hoves even further UC. 
12. Rises up, heavily. 
13. All character move backvJards instantly~-
1 
lighthouse in the middle of the Ame.:I_:rj_cc!la i,:wilder:ne.ss, ask us to 
deny the experience of our lifetime -Y €'V€r)' quigt/3'.) You ask 
too much. (GHkiUJ;;STI!H &it& olP!!A~ gJgwJy, 1aelj91eS-5l)', itt the ftt1l 
.k . 
11 I know! An I can't help you!_..... ) 
~IARN 
y are you so ,sure? yr 'r ;· r-
l'$tffi5-~H'=~~P'#l-~j;...@.j"-+114:~..:J..Jil.~~~·~;;.~· .;;)C., J 
e r,ises suddenly.) Eh, would you belt eve it, 'and I 
thought heard a· dog barking-'a dog barkingj there's no dog 
on the isfan<} -- . 
MELANI~i~btfi'I111R.) Papa! I'm frightened! 
KURTZ. Be still! , . , 
BRIGGS. Eh! Millie! They's a cold, wind-·- (9Tc looks. ·;ibout ! 
qt~io;~ig1atsHii'iii.) . . . - · ( 
KURTtjCharleston! These things you tell us-what makes you so ·-: 
sure? · 
BRIGGS. (1JL QIIARHSTI!H iH su'.Jden -/>>Htiskoett elll§'er.) Will you 
please not J;o bother us! .Y ou've::your light to ten.cj< w,e~ye. journeys 
to make, will you please just to leave us be! (e>HRio;I>TOH rtavds 
bejarc MISS IEHtBY1 5fc!r{14# ftt her.) 
MISS KlRBY ~ Must· you· look at me as if I were dea.d',l.t.f-:~~~'1-
in her. old defiance. CBARLESTON just stan mg at her" and i 
. tlaere i!i:,n .. , j96l!,t;Se. 1+Br defi>!rJse fsil . r. Kurtz-- Please-"-
speak ~ ~1:1:. Charleston !-He looks at me-- .; . · 
BRIGGmh! IYD. hearing it .again-- D'you hear it, d'you hear 
it, don't-you, they's a dog barking and whining-- The devil's 
.abroad-- The,devil's abroad-- ~., pJ.HJ..g'e-5 ta aet!eJ ·door.) CAPTAI~r. Charleston! Careful! 
CHARLE~(59j·) d-ismiss you ~11! · 
CAPTAI¥c:p:A':_anted the truth! , 
· CBARLESTO~nd I have it. I'm as helpless in a world of my . 
own ch'it_CJ.l,.as I was in the world I was born into. And that is : 
the trut11V 
CAPTAIN. I warn you, Mr. Charleston:, you may .discover a truth. 
far more unJ?l~a;ant yet! . . · · 
CI-iARLESTOl\V's at least a world that's mine to dispose of.~ j 
~p.pened njnety_}(ears ago Your sbi~.th-a-Hll-~--
hands. You e ··st in m mind in m mind onl_. __ 
LIGHTS 
# 5,5A,5B 
l.All almost ibs 
2.Doctor takes his pulse. 
3.To Charleston first, the.n others,.-
4.Charlestori crosses tTC to Joshua at· the right co.rne-r of stairway • 
. 5.Turns away.-
6.Turns R out, \vith gesture to the raoio, which _sudo!".nly hq,o 'hecome 
visible. · .. .- · · 
... :· 
7. v/arni ngly. 
8~Moves step to Kurtz. No one moves, they-all stand still~- Sud.:... 
denly Charleston brakes himself' to the UC dra\orer and .turns u-p 
the radio and moves ti!&ay from it. It is a slow sweeni:rig Vienese 
waltz. 
· · 9·.Pause; they all listen attentively. 
$~~e are dead? · · · . . · NE MARIE. Mother Mary-- f~hc cre5:5C:5 bcl':';clf.) LANIE. Sto~~hat! He's insane! 
. CHARLESTO~am not insane .... What are you doing? 
KURTZ. Look! I take my 'own pulse! My heart {s beating. 
CHARl.ESTON. Because I think it beats. 
u allow us to close that door? 
KURTZ. My heart beats. It is more than your thinking. YeM per 
sJ£t iH~i!"tiOlJ? 
BRIGGs~h1 Mr:Charleston! And you give me a smacking fright. 
But I'm not so a-feared of a crazy man as you might believe. One 
of my own ~lw:iS'·,was not so fair in the head--
CHARLJ¥~:0!>1~"\}jos~ua! Tell them. what I say is true! · 
CAPTA~m tellthg them nothmg-- I've· warned you--
MELANIE. Go to bed ... J~avid1 get some rest! · 
WAR~' S0t.TND :1/: 9 
KURTZ. Delusions a-iQ.MfjUJ.ucinationsi rest well for a few days--
CHARLESTON. Kurtz~~!. to that little box. We call it a radio. IJIGFT 
Turn the knob o~th~.'right. If you ask for proof that ninety{yea~r:_s_:... =-------
have passed -A!/. . · ....::=:;;::> 
Jt 5 
BRIGGs. Wha~ magic! (!t-HRTZ cr·e!fflcJ to 11tdill.) Dr. Ku.rit1 • 
have a care! (~TZ b<sitatcs.) ' 
CHARLESTON. Tum the knob! Voices will speak. You'll hear about 
statesmen whose names ou don't know1 and war of·~ kind you 
KURTZ. Vienna! 
·MELANIE; Papa! Herr Straus-s-"-· -. . 
CHARLESTON. Wait-! (:::::i::;~>ltlld, ';./'" !fittsic §~en:) 
: --KURTZ:· (J.:!"e turns te 43HAFiu:&'i'DN. hear nothing strarige>How 
does the music-box ·wark1 I cannot understand; but the music--
CAPTAIN. It's a weir:d American device/ and that's all. You'll reca11 
Mr. Charleston explaining the bathtub? It resembles:the bathtub1 
it's a weird American device. : 
SOUND :If 9 
le Now moves from dra,.;er.left, t.o t;aptain on -level 3 and "rith a 
. gesture to the plaque which becomE?s visible on right vJall;All. 
completely_involved in the action. 
2. Turns away. 
3. Melariie looks at her father. 
4• Melanie crosses upstage t9 t.he right corne:r> of stairway and 
steps on level 1, r·eads slovTly .. 
5. Turns head to ::eather; 
6. She twns ·slovJly right, her eyes rising blankly to the imagin-=-·ry 
. stairway. .: ... ·.· 
7. Now crosses DC_to bench. They all stand still; 
· B. Pause; . Charleston turns to indmviduais :·but no one makes a move o~ 
obidfertc~~ · 
9~ Silence. 
,', 
lO.He bursts out. 
11. Captain from a.distan?e, as a voice of:conaeiende: . 
. ·' 
....... 
i 
i. 
i 
Ill 
CHARLEST . aptain Joshua. (:.II.I11 #iHfiE' E'E'Htinll~<s, seftl:y.) Over LIGHTS jh 5A 
on the wal, Captain os ua-on t~l.~------------.:.­
tablet. (.c.~PT.'.IH jggh ~OW/Jr tg tPa111 :L 1 ana k.P0111f /J!i' jo; aone 
6IIARHST9tf !i'P~<>~ks low, to them a11.) I've never let you see it, 
because the tablet is dedicated to you, Read it to them, Joshua. 
CAPTAIN. I'll not. 
CHARLESTO~ead it. (J&.'iiiUA lttllf3 tlttltlj'.) Melanie. eslet!9l)', 
~t1Ptft1lly, she mopes R toward table!)··· ·i 
CAPTAIN. Miss f-.,4eJanie, refuse him~ 
KURTZ. Read it~S~ leeks tt~ rt! taelet, t1 B1iEJ!Jt ~at!Be.) 
,MELANIE. (~eeJRiliEJ, IL'Wilf! 11111&is PI>~)'& ggftl)' f.rgm >JC1'00:!i' the, 
~ "On the night of May sixteenth,· eighteen hundred and i 
forty-nine, the packet Land o' Lakes, driven east of her 
course-- ( r r e 
who are stand it sink slowly into their ·seats, first CAPTAIN then 
ANNE MARIE, eros 'ng herself, then MISS KIRBY, loosening her bold 
on her umbrella, th BRIGGS, shaking his bead, twisting his cap, 
relapsing at last like e others into frozen, immobile silence . ..At 
last onl)' KURTZ remain tanding, and as be comes to understand 
...I#J~~..._-Oiolo~-.,i:i=41"Jm:.1 Eight hundred yards north. . . . 
Struck the reef and foundered. . . . All hands were lost (She i 
.Umgst stgps, Pllt mi'IJH<91)& t"' g"' "'11:) including Captain Joshua 
Stuart, his gallant {~.1i and sixty immigrants, passengers on the 
unfortunate vessel.''\ijWapa! . · 
KURTZ. Go on. (:Uis f!)'f!S are €!1! CIL\Hl:'£6T9H_.) 
MELANIE. "To the memory of the sailing ship, Land o' 
light is dedicated. Thunder. Rock Light, A.' D. 1901.' ·~;.J.,......;.;,.'I"!'I'<,...,-
Ku~z! (A Bilcuce.) Why don't yo~~Vv1e1arrle! Briggs! I'm ask-) 
ing you, go~ gifeHsg.) Damn it-1¢1Ycommand you! Get out of. 
my mind! ) 
.""' CAPT AIR (~~c , iB~J, Jf5ectk:s_ Jojt1y.~u wa~ted us true, Mr.~ 
RGHTST . /! 5B 
T.•.TARN LJGfiTS ll-6 .i ?6A 
'liJARN SOPJ'.TDS If 9A 
1. Turns a\<Tay. 
2. On level 4 "'i th even more melodic voice. 
3. Brakes to the stairway; 
4. From level 4 with a sw:eepy gesture to Charleston.-
5. ~harle.ston brakes and runs UG to stairs in the lighthm,se, as 
lights slowly dim out, makingcharacters invisible in. centre and 
left stage areas. Onlt the spot.on radion makes to pay attention 
to it. There's distant waltz audible, whicP. suddenly becomes interfJ 
rupted with ratehr si;rained radio ro8dcast. As it through;music 
resumes and lights go sloely out. G t-. 
c 
s 
·, 
Charleston-you have us: I warned you as best I could. You 
can no more dismiss us from. your -mind than you. can tear from 
the history book; a. single pagt!---'and ~ay it never happened, 
You'_ll no more escape.-'(is, Mr.: Charleston, than escape yourself. 
(£Ih'dlk'~<.kTQ~T m4hv1y_Pt.:811h for. thq ~tairs) .Mr. Charleston-.-CHARLESTON~e SFBf% 8!~ stltHzs:) I'm spending the night in the 
light-cha~9er. Go or stay, as you please-· - · · ·. -_ 
CAPTAI~y. Lubricate the turnings of your mechanism. Polish 
the lenses if they're not excessive hot. _Keep us in the back of your 
mind for the night, but come down in ·the morning, and we'll be 
here. 
CHARLESTON. I'm leaving f\lr the mainland in the mon1ing. 
CAPTAIN. And follow along we will, like gulls to the stt'!rn of ·a 
ship. \.~L . · -. 
CHARLESTOf'l\.tWhat do you want of me? _ · · 
CAPTAI.hat do you want of yourself? How should we knpw, 
so soon? Mani they've just ·discovered they're dead. That's a 
shocking discovery, I know from experience. It takes a bit of ad-
justin ever fear, man. We'll know what we 
RADIO VOICE. We interrupt this broadcast to. :bring you a special 
bulletin from Trans-Radio News. London, Engl\).nq, August 31st, 
1939. While th~ appeals for pea~e, from Pr<Jsident.Roosevelt imd 
Pope Pius XIIi:~eem definitely to have faileq, hope was still ex-
pressed·in semi--official quarters here tonight-that the door remains 
open for further direct negotiations betwee11 London and Berlin.-
For further details' consult; .. our mornin news a er . .Xka mm:ic 
.~s.) 
~ Citf'I'Mlif. ~'ingitt~ eut kis· gat;kag'i of 
~, l'rill you"'+2ste the fruj+s of pra~eSs" 
?.9<· 
THE CliRIAIN FALLS 
,· 
.~ ' 
I· · <_{ ?.i•' 
. ~ _:~·:a.l\1: 
:tt .• ·,,, t;. 
_- .......... 
J/3 
LIGRTS ~ 6 
SOFNDS f!. 9A 
6A 
·-·--------
1 •. T,li tO. a tune rises dim early n10rning1s 1tp;ht. '!"he p;roup 
of characters on stage 1 ann c '8.re F8;i ti np; for' CharlPston 's 
a:ppearanc·e. Vurtz e.nti Felanie.sit 'on '),·ench:'n0, Annerri~rie ~mo 
Kirby on che,irs . DL, RrigP:s slee'ps on the left. side of second 
level while Captain on levP-:t:.~ (in nr'61tiile) ,.~atchPS entrance 
UG •. The night have heen hec0 irig enc.n'.Pss . · · · · 
· C L tivf.t- s· 
, •·c· (f)n 
~ . · .. 
2.All 
3. Doctor bec.omes more exci tefl and thus. faster as he p;18.nces 
at Captain. 
4. Captain turns full .:front. 
~··. 
-=-~·-
ACT III 
ENE: JY{orning; :The sun"'is ~ot c{~ite up. 1he sky, still 
gr , takes on a shade of pink. :The pale light from the 
uppe un"tidows fails yet to illuminate the lower room. 
:The ou · door stands open. :The wind bas gone down, i 
the rain i ver. :The [ake is still. :The oil in the lamps 
.. is running, lo and they cast a feeble light. BRIGGS lies 
·· ·an the bench a be rear, ·asleep. He snores very lightly. 
KURTZ is at the o ter door with his eyes on the water. 
: MELANIE cmd ANNE RIE sit at table L., playing casino. 
/ ·. \ 7-Jow and then ANNE M_ IE yawns D!Jer her cards. CAP-
. ~' ,TAIN, smo.king one of REETER's eternal ·cigarettes, 
, · paces slowly the path of · bridge. Slowly the sk)' 
··· b,righten~ to rose. )f is very stil . 
... _ '• X . .1 .; .. ~ ... .;, . 
. ~~nss KihMunristt:·'~ sile1i'ee.) The night's bee 
· CAPTAIN. He'~. stil{ above. G~>€¥--lifl~:: ~'rik--+e-.folr.-4-et'-+!:i+.ffi.~'f't-1'01+.s, 
his voice at 'dawn? '~il:ss Ki 
She fuinbles''ik her b·~g and brin ut a mirror.) 
MISS KIRBY. I look a-fright. (She p es at her hair. :They hear 
from· above the sou11d•of the 1ight-cha · r door. :They all look 
up. MELANn;: rises.) / 
'ANN:P· .• MARIE,:Try to be polite. Please.'Thw•poo an won't have 
h-at¢'·his brea!<;fa:~t,. __ ; 0MELANIE makes·" dk 'impa · t gesture. 
: cn/i~'bE!:!GH2djq~ '1'/ot'-.rjil~llltr, M'llL\l:>HE 1H~ .) /i MISS KIRBY-y( don\ see w1:ry we stay here at all. We make a 
nuisance of ourselves: ·· 
KURTZ. We stay. -·~ 
MELANIE. Good, Papa! f. •·-
~~s:T~~R~~:~i;t? bring~ :~s here?-~ ii~~H:H Wh; .did he. 
create us?, Qr re-create us WURTZ ~ ~; :::.;-Lmr, tll!cl OkP-
'FAIH ;slaake:t"hi£ ke~) Do you know? . 
CAPTAIN. ·For his amusement. 
KURTZ. That is not true. 
))~ 
WARN 
la!ARN 
S0t1l\TD fL 10 
r.rn.H(T1S !!: 7 
FOP~~ C'FT 
SOtTND .IJ. 10 
LIGFTS 1L 7 
SC'F'I"D .Jt LO 0FT 
1. Captain moves from level ~ to 2, more concP.rnen. 
2. Dodtor picks up ~ace, all dialooue b~co~es dui6k~r, 
more excited, yet they do.not mol7e~ 
3. Mwlanie embraces father. 
4. Captain makes big ge$ture toward stairs., At same moment 
Charleston appears. Fe carries a casP. anr report f'6rm in Y>is 
hands. He comes do\-m, puts the case right o:f the 0ra,t-rer,crossE>s 
·to table DR,·. puts the report term on thP. ta.ble nR, t~ crosses 
slowly dmmcentre bet,.reen Cap~ain and noctor. ~\. 
. ~ 
'..::· .. 
CAPTAIN. Ay, and it's not~n insttlllt.) I have ofttimes wondered 
upon this, and I do not know. Was it for his ease that he made 
·us? To ease some very great hurt that was inside him? Are we 
his shelter from all his fears, and his c:omfort in disappointment? 
KURTZ. He is not so soft a man. 
CAPTAIN. Ay. I'm in agreement . 
. KURT~e brought us here that we might help him.-And I can-
not leave until I do. . 
MISS KIRBY. But why would he need us? 
KURTZ~ I do not know. 
: MISS KIRBY .. It's. so . silly! We're sh~des, we're bones, we're 
ahosts·-- . . .. 
" KURTZ. We are thoughts forgotten. .. 
1v1ISS KIRBY. Whatever 1ve are! W~re nothing. We were little 
wandering fx:agments of a despairing time, and now that time is 
· gone, and ti:!,E( are gone. . 
KURTZ. Nothing is ever gone. 
' MISS KIRBY. But it is true, Doctor! He is of another time. Why 
' should he need us? We know nothing of his world except what 
· he told us. Oh! What times! f.Hcr eyes 1i§bt.) Women sitting in 
the House of Commons. It is what he said! Did you hear him? 
Children going to school, poor and rich alike--. 
: KURTZ. If his times are so excellent, then why did he say they 
· were no different from ours?· ~MI66 rnimY i'ohe"'") You and I, 
Miss Kirby, know nothing at ·all. It is as·you say. But of this I am 
: sure: he needs us, or we would not be here. EA t1nm§1Jtfet1 in 
~ Once, in Vienna, I ran. I deserted. I failed. Now· here I 
· stand in the mind of another, and I am reborn. God has been 
exceedingly good to me, for:. He has given me a second chance. 
And this time I shall not tun. I shall not desert. And if I am 
• needed, I shall not fail. ~3/ 
MELANIE. (&IJe is in f8qrs.}(Oh, Papa! E~@o @lllbr.-H;@s /aim.) 
· MISS KIRBY. I have been stupid, sir. You shall speak for me. 
• ANNE MA,R.IE. And for me, Stefan. 
: CAPTAINrfiff I coyld be as proud of himi my passengers, as I am 
proud of you! · ' 
kerchief. :They h . his steps above, and they rise or turn, ana 
for an instant they a like statues, or a fleeting memory, or 
• frozen figures in a dream. the steps. 
;/{ 
I· 
0 
0 
1. c;A]!'rleston is -p8le. Fe hg.:s not s1f!nt. Pe cqntro1s himself 
"'i th difficulty. 
2. To I<urtz. 
3. To everybody, as he moves to Captain. 
4. Comes back DC as furtz· .takes :::tn abrti.Pt sten to him.· 
i 
I X 11e ;, pol~. H~ b" ":'' ,;,p;, 111, ~Y" ""'"/' '10 
CHARLESTON. ood morning.-My superior- officer, Inspector 
Flanning, will be coni.i'ng to take me to the mainland shortly. I 
have to get my things together. GHA!'!LESTOH jaes aff e. b~ek:. 
1he frozen moment_ pqs:ses with_ t e inst_ant of his ex_it. CAPT~lN 
resumes pacing his £-shaped path. MELANIE and ANNE MARIE sil 
again at the table and pick up thei1 cards . .And KURTZ again tHrns 
to the door and looks out at the . oater that glows with the ap- 1 
proaching sunrise. MISS KIRBY sta ds near him, looking at the 
doo1:-· where CHARLESTON went out. 'When CHARLESTON re-enters, 
MISS KIRBY'S eyes follow him tv 'le the other;c continue with 
their Preceding actions. CHARLESTO carries an armful of dirty 
. clothes, and a large, empty suitca . He opens the bag on the 
floor, and sorting the clothes only a tittle,, puts them, in. C.A~TAIN 
tights his eternal cigarette at a lamp, nd ceases his pacing. KURTZ 
turns from the door and watches HARLESTON, who now rises • 
from the suitcase and glances abou . for·, ,belonging~. !-[e speaks ' 
carelessly as be gets down books frat the booksbelves(glances at 
t' , · · .) It's beel). an {rnfortunate : 
incident. I apologize to you all. I apologize particularly for my : 
behavior last night. It was ungraCious. It was me:lodramatic. It , 
was absurd. 
· KURTZ. It was not. r-./ . 
· ·. CHARLESTON. It ~vas-&1 can't explain ~vhy I acted as I did. Per- ! 
· haps I cared too much. I believe that's been my curse all along- ' 
· · that I cared more than I knew. Even when I came here to Thunder 
Rock, when I took this job and I thought I. cared not at all-I : 
. was wrong. I cared a great deaL 
KURTZ. About what? 
CHARLESTON. That's hard to say, Dr. Kurtz. Just-cared. About 
things that. happen. About the world;.5and the future, and fate1 ; 
and men. I can't expect to make myself. clear. 
KURTZ. Youyj jni• 
CHA,RLESTON~Well, whatever it was, ~"iVY I thank you? All of 
you. Because you've done me a very great fa~or. You've relieved ' 
me of my curse. I no longer care. Not a wh' ·e kneels at bis · 
suitcase. MELANIE and ANNE MARIE 'tu rom their cards. KURTZ 
do not believe you! _. 
---~---
I~~ 
l.To Doctor. 
2. He smiles. broa<Uy, turns· to PVer'hpdy ,,,j th a nl8.:VPd care-
··lessness. 
3.Tries to convince himself ari!tj;t:rggcarefree~ 
4. Crosses belo\oT the chair where. sits annemar1:e. 
5. Captain .comes down levell suddenly.; 
. 6.Charlest6n cros~es back to t:aptain; they ·fgce each other as · 
·Charleston whirls~Qaptain ansv.rers softly hut -v.ri th nePp kno1_.rJef!ge 
og the truth. There is the pause. Charleston can not· look in. -- . 
Captain's eyes, he lo-v.rers his head. · 
7. Captain crosses belo\v the p~atforms tTL,. het,·.reen 1\.nnemarie an<'l 
Kirby • 
. 8 .. Doctor moves couple ste.ps to centre. as Ch~r]c.8ton looks ~hto 
. hiS faCe SlOWly \•Thich SeeffiS mo~e ·. d'igrJ.ified: and _eVer! ~OClike •. 
9. Charleston nov1 st{Jmbles: :fe\-t ·ste'Ps t6 Doctor. He enters A.ma~ic 
spot ,.,hich encircles him ~wC! noctor into Tl1jsterious li.c;ht, ~ls t.')-le 
rest of stag.e fades into. Cl't~k._ 111hey f'?ce e~ch ather jn ~/4. · 
\, R>J'11S 
') ·. 
. :. ' {.;.;. \ . 
' ' \ ~Nf.~;x.. 
J ~\. .... < . )( /(,.,,, 
·CHI<teiKS1;} .. , · 
tlttd-17 . _...,; ' 
1'-V"'-1.,.- ·. . ,..,-•""'''' · ~...._ . ..,;l<,. .. :~l,;J.itllr.:~"i"''"",;at 
This is an inn~rly dia~oaue in ChailA~ton 1 s mirlrl rep~esent~d 
·. through imap;in8.ry man as his s(\ul one:ns UP,. hecominf; intP.nse 
and fast thinking. '!'hat is the. fip;ht fought ,.,f thin himsel'f; 
the problem has not yet heen 'c'lef'ined through these ogys snent 
in the lighthouse, thPref'ore- the s~rqmhles of thoughts h93re .. 
to be. put in a order, -expressed. in A. \~re11 ~r~ se<'l rihrR,Se. · 
10. Recognition beginns. -
-~ 
CHARLESTO~¥ou must. 
KURTZ. That is a frightful thing to thank us for. 
CHARLESTON. Oh, · no. If you could know my world, DoCtor-if 
you could know it!-(5'!1e.4Uatively 1Je sbakes 1Jis l'e~d-.) There 
isn't any question. In the world that I w~s born into, the quality 
of not caring is without doubt the greatest gift that a rhati can 
receive. 
KURTZ. I tremble. 
CHARLESTON. No. No. Please. E'JIJere's •l t~ryness i1r him, crntl 1n 
Jt;iug~sj I'm sincere. Believe me. Look at{fuy own life, ·I was a 
newspaperman. Some years ago, in a small war, I lost my detach-
~nt~ I began to care. And I had to leave my trade, (!He smiiC5.) 
{jN ell, you've. restored my employment. I'm leaving the island. I 
have no more need of. jf. I'm going back to my old trade. The 
· professional spectatondt'm free. I'm jr,~e for the first time in 
years. (An i11stcmt. 1/,en t;CI) s)e!~.'jJX!hat a magbificent mom-
. · ing. I do not give a damn. (eHARLES'fOH !feC5 ta a laek:el' a11d 
S~llP&'/;~~QHgW it.) . ,(:.,/"' . 
. CAPTAI ou lie . .(CHARLES'fOH whirls. Seftl)'~ill you never 
understand, Mr. Charleston, that you cannot lie to us? · · · 
CHARLESTON. ( 1dvrmdn~ te .!Ji1H-.) Goddarim you, Joshua-'-! 
Get out! Get out! · · .. ··' , ~ rbd 
CAPTAIN .. But I remain. I remain. Ay, and if it w~s true that you 
did not care, I would be gone. · . 
with his head doubled df:n!Jn ih any against his arm~!·on his 
knees. CAPTAIN meditates ;bver the e nat cigarette, thenAouches 
r. 
, . . Perhaps we too desire 
to go .. Qut .that door. To go out that door, in fullnept~nd satis-
faction, and rejoin the silepces from which We came~B sJ?ak~ 
his hea~ JHQN';; away). . · · ·. · •. · 
KURTZ ust men be always ·blind? (CIIARtrfS'fQ:If 1eaks Hfl 
~ What is the defect in men's intelligence, that it can never 
read the wor s f the w~iting hand upon the wall?· · 
CHARLESTO ' he writina hand!-M friend 
. ·we· run from. cou n t rea ·the· wor,ds _ .. _._ Oh, God! if I 
could 'be blintl!..:...__if orily I couldn't:read -the 'vrords, then· in: a,. kind 
· : ~f bli~d faith ·I could stand, arid· I could fight, and I could care, 
' . without pe:dl to niy sariity-.:.artd if iri. the .. end I was desrrdyed 
then what would it matter? In my ignorance I'd have to believe 
to the last in the happy ending. But· I cannot. It's that I'm not 
LIG-RTC" -4 7A 
-~ . 
. 1 .. G.ently .. 
2; An instant. 
4-. The central problem. 
· .blind; that I can see, that the words are apparent, apd I cau read 
them! -, J . · 
KURTZ~rmti:J'-1 But ·we also thought that the words were 
apparent. , 
CHARLESTON. This is no good, Kurtz. 
KURTZ. All that was revealed to you last night, Mr. Charleston-
all of our lives that you saw before you--
CHARLESTON. My intelligence, Kurtz. My cursed inteliigence. I 
know what you're getting at. . 
KURTZ. You saw UL.§:_S~!.l.J:.l!TY ag_o, desp~!!!~&"·_J:'.ou -~~\V__t::_con- : 
vinq!d that our highest dreams were impossib1e or achlevemenf:-· . 
You saw us flee, in our folly, aiiu\ve-we~STil-your 
eyes--
CHARLESTON. This is no good, !'ve tried--
KURTZ. Cannot you see--yourself-in another man's eyes? A man 
a century from now, when you are dead, who brings you to :his' 
• mind as you have brought us? Can't you see yourself as he would 
; ...:...s.ae:-yey1a-&i11~cbildish,.,:...ri.dic.I.IlaJ.IS-.fig.Y.u;, __ f.lee!pg_.@Oblems _ thlit , 
can never be solved and that for him are solved an4 forgotten? 0 / 
CHARLESTON. But, Kurtz. There's something you don't m'!derstand~ 
(:An itisti'IJ:lt;.,;i There may be no suchrman on the face oft th'e earth. 
KURTZ. That is impossible. :;;,.;~ 
CHARLESTON, Your problems were things like pain, and1ighorance . 
. What you caimot understand is that ours is of a diff~rent order. 
Ours is the end. 
KURTZ. The.end? :) :rP· 
. CHARLESTON. The end of all things. Of civilization. Of mankind, 
·perhaps, itself. .. 
, · KURTZ. I dO...)lO. understand. . 
' CHARLE T r?J ar Kurtz. War. A war that may start today, or 
.tomorrow, or the next day--
KURTZ. Such childishness. All this, from merely war? 
CHARLESTON. Merely war; 
KURTZ. Mr. Charleston, I fought on the fields of Austerlitz, and I 
saw my fatherland vanquished. But I lived to see Napoleon fali, . 
and the Continent survive. I repeat. Merely war. · 
CHARLESTON. 1. respect your experience. (9Te Jiy!J:j.) I respect it. 
··Brit from the experience of trying ti:J describe· modem warfare to 
a man who fought at Austerlitz-deliver me! {;4e meve:; te ~eer 
Wet)' IIIlA 1eeks eH* l'lt the: mater.) I don't say it will be this war, 
!:< 3 
1. In ·absolute jub~ latton.-
2. ·Complete astonishmemt. . 
3. ·Doctor talks to hirn like fa.th·er ,:1ith. ·t.h0 ·child leBCljng·him 
through various labirinths o:f thou~ght .making him ans'l.·rer the 
·questions,. thus arousing hdpe and ~Mgi tement;' ChB.rlPston as 
blind becomes lead thr.ough problem~ .· 
Kurtz But we have seen the writing hand. And .we have seen old 
wars flame up among new ruins, and new hatreds among old 
bones. And if it is not this war, then it will be the next. Believe 
me. The words are clear. And I can read them. (~4 silfl11Sf'.) 
KURTZ. David. I weep for you: · · 
CHARLESTON.· It's not what I ask. 
KURTZ. What do you ask? 
CHARLESTON. I suppose-for a logicat reasonable basis for belief 
that a future extsts. (Ll'le t11ms jrPm APor.) It's a simple thing, 
isn't it?. Who could ask for less? A future that a man can fight 
for, and a faith in it that my intelligence can't deny.-I tried, 
.Kurtz. I tried all night to see in your lives some answer. But that 
o ems were solved roves nothin . 
(1iu; te11~, $iri/~es Elh\:RLESTON. :An ms¥;mf) 
. Have yap: ,an i.p.tellige115e) Then use it! . 
CHARLES';L'ON: .Wl)at?'\7" · · 
KURTZ. D~:vidVJ'he work I did in Vienna. What is your word for 
it? } 
CHARLESTON. Anesthesia. 
KURTZ. Look at me. I gaye up. Because I ran away, does the 
world lack anesthesia? 
CHARLESTON. No. 
KURTZ. No! And if I had not given up? If I had. continued my I 
work in Vienna? What would have been the result? 
CHARLESTON. We'd have had anesthetics a few years sooner. 
·KURTZ. Exactly! (&4is Bxr;;it~<1111<Ht is intV'HSB. £II'"RI"I!gTQH do.O<,o 
rwt ttnclc. st .. mtl, lntt tbe eneitem~<nt eRkee£ /:Jim.) Whether or not 
I gave up, the problem would have been solved. \'V'hat was the 
power, then, that I surrendered? 
CHARLESTON. To solve it sooner. 
KURTZ. To solve it sooner.-Those young men· you mentioned 
last night! What were their names? The kinsman of Erasmus 
Darwin-- . <i 
.CHARLESTON. Charles Darwi~. · 
. KURTZ. What did he do? 
CHA~LESTON. Evolution. ;He developed a theory of life. 
KURTZ. If this Charles Darwin had given up.-- Think! Your 
·~ntelligence! If he had given up, would the theory still be un-
.known? 
...... 
··_. ·-, .. ' 
,<,I 
: .... ·' 
1. The solution. 
2, t-ioves afstep left, with nain. 
CHARLESTON. No. E:A !llel!1itifleeltt restle551!8;5;5 i5 ee§}i1111i11!f f£>' 
5'$ee~. J,im.) 
KURTZ. No! Someone else would have found it-lated-The 
young lawyer? 
CHARLESTON. Abraham Lincoln. . to 
KURTZ. What. did he do? :~J; 
CHARLESTON. He ended American slavery. ~th 
KURTZ. If Lincoln had failed-if he had run .a"{a.Y-would Amer-
ica still have slavery? · -"(l!l 
CHARLESTON. No. ?h .. 
KURTZ. No! And why not? n11 _,,_ •ii-:l"· 
CHARLESTON. Someone else wouldi:m111b.' ehqed .it later-· -· ! 
Kt:i:RTZ. And what was this Abraham Lincoln's power? 
. CHARLESTON, To endft sooner.-::-1ilria~for me, Kurtz! My brain 
is--.numb+biv::;U 1t~·.: :, J:->t .. ; ; :,~:~~ 9lf' 
l§URT.?I.d • 
"?:tl9il~t'f1Hfi!i· 
1o.se, .lhtit 
t ous :JC 
1. ngntly, tenderly. 
2~ Doctor turns full front~ h~s eves c~tchns the dist~nt noint 
and envj) for the living ones f}B.sbes .in h.is mind •• 
'3. Turns to Caar:mston s.gain, the light stqrt to -fo0e out o.s 
all chB.racters appear visihle in full light. 
4. Doctor crosses helow the stairs ·t.o his Fi-fe, v1ho rises up l:l.S 
Charleston stares at them· t:urning ovt. Docor touches rd s ;,rife 
t8nderly, looks at her .Fi th love. 
' /tMIJt/l..i~tL 
5. Vacantly. 
6. Captain crosses UL.to the sir'!e o:f the level 2 to val<e up 
Brigp;s who is sleepjng there. Af'tervrards G8.pta:i.n crosses hock 
. extreme DL. 
7. Briggs rises up, ya,.vns,. sc:r-atches. bnr'! stretchP.s himself.-
. . 
8~ Kirby rises up, smiles as she t81ks, then .-f8 ces "Rrig.gs +o 
call hi~. . . . · . 
- ' - ' . . 
. . 
9. Briggs comes doFn bet\•.reem Annemarie and Virby; Virby moves 
to level 1 as Briggs Jfl'olloFs h0r vii th a bip;p.:er curue, tP.kes 
· lEave from Charleston and then they htbth ·go dm the lPvel 2. 
lo. Briggs and Yirby turn rie;ht lookj np; at ChA.rlr->ston ;.•hen 
Annemarie crosses belb\•' Dr.Yvrtz, steps a.t right of him· on the 
level 1. Charleston move to p;rpup on· the statbr~gy. Vurtz srrj les 
a'ti him. C; l. 
l 
.I 
~-
i KURTZ, 
M RIE joins 
-~~~rfH--lfeBH"'':hhr-!~tt~-e;i--+tfm:'i'el~.) 
; CHARLEST·o~(11aeantly.) You go?· 
; KURTZ. We go. 
CHARLESTON. Then you a're sure of me. 
KURTZ. cu~ IH<~£, with 61 1it1~ £61~11~£s.) Last night, David--or was 
' it a century ago ?-I. cried aloud for leadership, and I failed to ; · 
look to myself.-We ihave confidence, David. You will not fail, ,/ 9 
)<.as did I. (Jfc fott.~esJ!RtfS'f:::~ arm, nnd tber: :·.: tt!d~tstc!::·/ "Xt~ 
. CAPTAIN. Mr. Bn0 gs 1 -tt;~ a -b61-5 ilept thf r g1r ~he ettitt e 
; scene, O'it£ HP 1iks 61 j')Wbili. tl:!e beJc a!lci Jttll cs nbout.) Mr. Briggs, 
· will you be good enough·. to scratch yourself and take thought of 
;·feaving? . · . 
· BRIGGS. Eh!-:r6fc yattli!J, aHd sc1 atehcs 19itHself ~i!fBt ottsly .) Eh! 
(:H~ ri£C<£,~14g and stretchin:J0 
, MISS KIRBy{jcood-bye, Mr. Charleston. I wish you success. And . 
i please do not remember me as an unhappy, battle-scarred old . 
warhorse. Remember this-that I went in peac f&IJe 1'110t'>'O" +a 
; ward the door, and hesitates, and · er umbrella· at BRIGGs, 
: r. Briggs. . 
BRIGGS. Eh, my Millie's about some placei she's an impatient 
, woman, she is! (He finishes 6l )'6l!l'H with 01 wlmff.~n:'i coming, 
Miss Kirbyi ()G):lOd luck to you, Mr. Charleston! Eh, what a morning~:fhe htM go attt, an&. as they ga, MISS IHR:BY ~Hk 
· bBr umbrB11R, /ik€1 R Jifi'l, otier I:Jtir .-boulcl'lr.) .·· 
; CHARLESTON. · (Jllaittti'~Yely.) People go out tAlt door1 and I have 
; nothing to do with it .. 
; KURTZ. We leave your mind because you no longer need us. 
CHARLESTON. But I do, Kurtz! I do! (Ue is Ia eking 01t lo!El:AHIEr 
wha sttma£ with h'lf be~ck t11rned looking o11t e~t th€! W61ttir.) 
KURTZ. No. There is_a time1 lpresu:I?e,:in everyman's life.when . 
JL TB 
1 .. Doctor looks at his \.Ji~e 1.ori ~h gent 1e tPnd erness, she 
touches his shirt lovingly, he Sh8.kes 'h'j,_s nEi~d, t8.1<AS hPr 
left elb011r under his right 8.rm 1 -looksat wHn shirt, smilPs 
again •• 
2. Annemarie stretcheP her right h8nd to 'MelBnie, Yith sar1 smile. 
Doctor turns to-Charleston~ f±rmly. 
);'\.\Captain out of the pocket pulls oi1:t the. -p'~ckge;e of Qtre~"f.er' s 
_cigarettes, looks at them~cEossesto the _ch8ir on lP:ft ond nJaces 
bA.ck where he took. them from;. Next 'he looks at 1--J.s w=> ss.en.gers ·on 
the stairways, smiles. As Yurtz rer,Jies on his hid,· hP. crossesfl>the 
stairs, t1irns to Che.rleston, hlinks his right eye ;i oki ngl y r.lnd 
goes upstairs as the rest follows himi · · 
5. Ap. people. on the stairs s_t!:lrt' to. move, Mel-=mi e rises FP f'rom 
bench DC and follos slowly~ · 
6 • Charleston crosse.s left and steps into h""r ,,;ay. 1•ri th thr- left 
h8.nd he touches her right :shoulder ~no turns her right. C:.he 1ooks 
at him trembling. Sudnenly he emhr~=~ces hPr ~nd kisses her 1i.,..,s 
tenderly. She sta-rs back, sighs: and looks at him oui0tly; Fe 'tf-l.kes 
her both arms in his:.·. She pull 8 his arms to her, prr.-ss'es to her· . 
right. >cheek tenderly and holds it for-· g while, th0n let th~m fgll. 
7. Melante stans smi1e : in 1· Pr f'g ce. 
.r 
; another jour-~ey . 
• ANNE MARIE. (S'be fumbler with hi.- G/~<eP.e..) Stefan. You have lost 
; a button. ·· 
'KURTZ. So I have. Well-- (1fe J111ile3 t~i')'b .) I shall )lOt need 
·it. (14B Jgg};,g snt tl.fl door.) . . . · . 
:ANNE MARIE. (She Hftr her flsRd.~me1 Melaniei my dear--
KURTZ. (Jiery so1»Br1y.) On the strength of our faith· in you1 
. David1 we go ou~ -+lotis Elssr. We die again. We go out~ 
Ge-a-r- (!He fa1h Jilwt.) ;7.. ../ 
j CAPTAIN. (1" CHARLES'fOH1 §rtt:ff/)'-~t ever you should see your 
! friend lvir. Streeter1 will you give him these? And my thanks. 
tlfe drops +be package of cigarette.- on thf?.-ta.Wd.) My passengers1 
• I ask a favor. May I take the lead? 
KURTZ. Capt · . . · 
CAPTAIN. I thank yo .;J~~-4!-'=>:se.o:-aw:.l.Lp.r.J~:UUI-4a.e.>:....a.1.L.t-l:w.t.IJ.LU.U... 
· backward glance, and R RTZ 
: eternity. CHARLESTON is t overcome with the emotion of their 
departure to speak, or to m e. MELANIE moves very slowly to 
the J-eer, :;?st•mas ~gohi?;g E>ttt. 
MELANIEyue only time-I've every felt young-and it comes 
now. c~~-~~.+~~~~~~~~~~~~~~¥r~ 
: embraces her, an 
' 
' CHAELESTON. Don't be afrai 
· MELANIE. Why did you never do . that before? 
. CHARLESTQN. It wasn't for us .iofEL\:IHE Heel~ fJE11')' sff!ll?l)', then 
'she steps 'frpm h' an_d looks out at the £ake, and the 
l'tleming, 
, JV\ELANIE. Papa envi~_Lou. I envy another. ~Sbe £maer a..1ittle, 
a& (heir eyes 171C?Ci't.\jlWben you meet her-some day-:-will you 
.. tell her? 
' CHARLESTON. What shall I tell her? 
MELANIE. Only that I envy her.-1 think1 David1 that I envy all 
111 
~.TARN LIGHTS JL 8 
:·.'Amr Sr'FND /L 11 f ... 12 
1~ Sge thinks of Ponderf'ull '·'orl d, existF>nce .l=lnr love; she · 
under:tands the mea~ing of life q~ the ~r~qt?~t Rift mqn nos-
sesses. '1'he she turns right qnr slm.rly !"10Vf>R UD. +he ~tarirs. 
· Fro:·r. the ·lAvel 3 she once· a:gain looks Rt f!harlP.ston .· !=ma ,.,~=~v~s . 
. hand. Charleston moves slowly_ to. sta±rs ·as- follo,,rirtg a yonderful 
vision. She sxits • 
. 2. For ·a while Charleston st1:mds still as t.he lights intPr.:... 
crosses; the lighthouse side visible.in full light a.P.:ain as 
imaginary playground slovTly dise.ppear and fades. T_he nlane 
sound becomes heard· in distance approaching, then 1B.nning t1ovrn.-
Charleston t-Javes both arms in.· huge gesture greeting 1i'lanning 1 s 
arrival. 
3.Charleston looks 8.rounc1. thP room; htj_rriPs 'up to the rR(1io, 
leal'S"' to it, $Y.ri.tches on e.nd \Jai ts;. The voice of t'lnnmmcE=!r he~ 
comes heard v.rith a meast,red restreJnt; Fe. is jnterested· in ra(Ho 
news.;· excited. 
4. Switches· out the. r8.dio C1uickly, r:l ses up <=>n<'l. moves stJ.entl :v 
DC·becoming in thouBhts. 
5. Flanning and Cassidy enetrs right. "'lanninp; crosses toR 
chair, Cassidy crosses UR corner to the ula~ue. ~lannjng looks 
at Charleston, speaks belligerently to him. 
6.As Charleston ans\·'ers rather involved with o\lrn thought reluc-
tantly, Flanning stares at him, thfln goes a.hm,t business. 
·7. pleasantly. 
1 CHARLESTON. 
' (CHJd1:LES'fBH toeb je1 
Jf;;~g;~[Zi? :j:;;;;:s ::,:r::l:;;:t;';!~::Wf ~n: . -
tatest u11,etins on the European crisis. Ladies an gentlemen1 it 
would see:in that today may be one long remembered in world 
history. From Berlin: Adolf Hitler delivered a speech believed to 
be the keynote to general war· in Europe. From Warsaw: Frontier 
reports say that Polish soil has been invaded by German motorized 
units. From London-· - -
, ment he stands silent. 'Jhen he mo the memorial plaque . 
. 'We hear voices outside. He does not turn from 
)<~ 4 , . c/ Sc~Y 
; FLANN 1 G. Kerosene outside! ~I'EJHHY stt1rts fg fl~~.~verything 
else in here! (ll!O'W¥ drop~ th'l crat'l ancl flees, hut :.;r 'MNT'TC is 
alre11d)' rzrfflsd. :Ne sees €IIARbESTOH. :Ne spr;q/:;.s PB11igsrrmt1)') 
. Cood morning! 
CHARLESTON. ~1i1tfl)'.) Good morning1 Inspecto 
goes on reading. INSPECTOR FLANNING stares at 
. his old suspiciousness and exasperation. CHAR STON's relief man, 
c l • • • ' ' • 
FLANNING. Your relief maP.tJvlr. Cassidy.-Mr. Charleston. 
, CHARLESTON. (PJeasclit~ly.)IGood. morning. 
I,IGH'J'~ 11 
S0Fl\T}) /( 1?. 
1. Cassidy hardly anS\•1ers. B.n<'l turns a~,ray ahrt,ntly ri,ght 
and FY,oes reacHng the pla.rqJe rip;ht ayay; r,hor1eston .1ooks !:It him 
astonished .. 
2. Flanning opens the brie:f'c~=tse, picks out the Clisch!:!r?(,q:e 
paper in right hand, nuts the C8,S8 dovm, Toolfs Qt 0,Q~Sidy-
and Charleston and looking over therigrt sgm,JC!er talks to 
Cassidy, who completely pays no attention to him hut.reads the 
plaque •• 
3. "Planning turns to Charleston,. who·· nodos his heao only·. 
4. To Cassid;. 
5. ~itterly. Ftannine ~oves·tipstag~'sh~wPng vneasiness an(! n 
guilt,_ then stares at Charlestont nulls himself together ano 
. goes on appologeticly. · · 
6. Hands the r'ischarge n!:Omer .to Charleston. 
\ 
7.ChBrleston in amusement ~ho joy 6p~ns un the n8ner, reaos 
the discharge beaming, not payirig attRntion ·to Walnning 1 s an-
pologies. Cassioy looks a.t them riot· ·unnerstqn(U ng, ho~8use he 
did not listen. ·· 
. 8. Flanning crosses to· stairs,. climbs, turns in left, a.ppiilii.Hngi ees 
again. 
~. Charleston just smil0s. Flanning exits right. 
' (!, 1-- . 
CASSID~rning. (Ci\SSIBY lttdt5 LIH:'cl) tillcl G!L'd'lf::tS'fOl~ 
b.Jek Fe 8is lnblef.) .t"'l _/ . ~ . 
PLANNING. (:Ej,·,;ttin§'lJ,V7f hope, Cassidy-! may say, I pray .• tfe- 1 
voutly-that you are the type that makes a few mistakes, tries to 
1 take mildly . dishonest advantage of me, and speaks when you're 
spoken to. - o 
GI!icF!f::ES'fOI:. ou likely haven't heard the news, Charleston. 
There's war in Europe. 
CHARLESTON. Yes. 
PLANNIN~(% eASSt5 t.) You see what I was trying to tell you? 
The kind of man-you say war in Europe to him and he says, 
Yes. (~e dnms 1Jis Iori ef N.-e PH tlw t.da,J,.. ) · 
CHARLESTON. I'm sorry, Flanning. I didn't mean to be rude. I was 
thinking. / 
PLANNING. -(?JiHet1) .>3-:Ae was thinking! >&~o::mrrt.<rl!J'lm~'lm" 
brief-case. 1hen he stops and stares down t the two 
cards lying face down on the table. 'Re picks the ace of hearts 
and looks at CHARLESTON, but now CHARLESTO is at t1Je door 
looking out at the .Lake.) Charleston! Who have yo been playing 
QMes vrith? 
CHARLESTON. H'm? Oh-- ('Re makes a vague gestw 
the .Lake, and again becomes lost in thought.) 
ELA NNT NG. ~.:.W..f4.B.~""Sfe+ti~-t'etref~-l:re-...;;l,f'&i;:r-H;e~:11"ti~f'H~~r;;.. 
lYle, e~ens his @riej ease, t11d §'ets eHt a ~~~~er.) The time eames, 
Charleston, I never like to do this, and when I do. it, I always do 
it badly. But-I'm a human being. Well, what I mean-we've got 
i to have the right type of man in the Lighthouse ~~7,e --
(:ff:e yta~es, the11 tlm1sl£ the ~ilper FTt' CIPRI>i~TQH~et's just 
say you're toq ~od for your job. · · 
CHARLESTO~m discharged? 
PLANNING. Without prejudice! It's honorabl I €H'AF!LESTOH 
smites just a little and folds the ANNING turns abruptly 
ii'P'ioos;.....,.*""~.,..... ...... ~~..,..a-rrmv· im the place. I'll. be above. We're . 
getting out of here in five ,.;p..~tes. (J*e stnrJ:s H~ t!Je stairs, llllcl i 
hssitiltes. 'Witk hwnadgr ).!fr haCI .to, Charle~ton. I can't' have!:-' 
man that I don't understand. It's natural i 't it? --
CHARLESTON, It's all right, Inspecto};;·~~4_-l.u..w.~>;~c.,..£j.i:JJ~~i:ane.._ 
CHARLESTON almost chuckles as he Pt ts the in his 
pocket.) 
l.'Cassidyhas been looking at them since finishP-d witt> rea<'~ing. 
2. Charleston looks amused at Gassidy, th e:O crosses upstap..:p to 
the dra\oJer, takes put typevrri tPr, start to clea,n it. · 
3. Very dimly. 
~. Listens cusiously continuing to clean tyneFriter. 
5. n.runts • 
. 6. Charleston turns in very sunrise ann. ~stoni shrrlPnt to 0.8 ssj rly 1 
crosses above table 1 l'fuoks close;ty into his f~lce. 
7. Cassirly laughs sunnressed. 
· 8. Charleston shrugs and chuckles. I1aughs, goes back· to the· 
drawer. 
9 .. Charleston goes on \"i th .·the type1•rri tE>r husi ness, interrunts 
to turn t6. c~ssicty, ~ith a broa~ gestur~ exnlains the ulace, 
then shows pla,..,ue, goes on looking :f'or his helnpo-inp;s 9.nfl g!:l.the-
. ring th ern. -·~· .··:•. . ,~· ··,·, •· 
10. Looks at Cassidy, tre~n on the stairs ·¥rhere T.'l qnni ng Ai se: 
apneqred and comn!:lres himself 1.•ith 0.assidy. Sudflen1y st!:!:C:bs to 
laugh. He feels looking >::l.t h]mself a.nd his 'immediB.te nast vTi th 
an max eye of another man. Cassidy makes p;rim lnnk an~ +urns 
a Hay. 
·'"'· 
____ ,...._- ---.--
~~ 
! CASSID~;:;s flpei~e~ tklil g:x;c'IJ>~ngs P)' going fp th p1>~rj111') 
' I'm sorry, old ~~n. , . ;..,L 
CHARLE§J.~· ~h. 
CASSID* don't envy you going back to 'the mainland riglit now. 
·I can think of no place that I'd rather be, from nowcoh, than 
here. ('He- look.~r:~<AJ.rfc.rt~e>m.) 
CHARLESTON.-{£ Mf!tdy ·J¥hY do you say that? 
CASSIDY. You weren't interested in Hanning's news. 
CHARLESTON. Yes, I was. 
·.•·"?·_:; 
CASSIDY. Well, it's obvious you don't know about war. 
CHARLESTON. I would~tz"iY that. 
CASSIDY. ~e :§lf!IHt&.!):/1 fought in Spain. And if it's all right with 
you, I'll just sit this one out. I'll take Thunder Ro~ly 
: CHARLESTON. {Jfe --s:i±s=-·dOH~H. 1fa is StHHI'!~·.~s it possible? 
(~DY i.s moPing about; toJ{(:bing things:.) Cassidy .. So you 
fought i~ $pain.-Did I know you? I was in Spain: 
CASSIDY'W'iou were!-That's hard tobeli~~/ . 
CHARLESTON. (Rii ihrugs .,:~~en perhaps I wasn't. 
CASSIDY. Like the old man ·says. You are an o~~~e. 
CHARLESTON . . Mm.-(Jliame-ntarily bntst{He.~ here's a kitchen 
back there. Sleeping quarters up the stairs. I don't think I have to 
show you. And that plaque--
CASSIDY. I've read it. 
GHARLES'fOH. Mw btn. (~e ri&s&.) 
eMS!]') I. By the \9 aymwho-tt7ere-yott~-s-vti~· 
Cill'!:ffLE8'f8!?. Oh . ed-1 "b:y ) ottrsel:f yeH'll ao all S9fts ef-4-ifl..g&, 
(SHeAifatively.) So you're going to make a life here. 
CASSIDY. To be frank, I can hardly wait for you to leave. 
CHARLESTON. e9fc. J tJ!J aill3 M:1 allltt5ement.) You'll be continually 
disturbed. The Inspector comes every month. 
CASSIDY. It's th.e only feature of the job that fails to appeal to me. 
·cHARLESTON. Mm-hm.-Wel11 you'll have no company here, no 
company at all. There used to be gulls on the island. I apologize, 
but I shot them all. ' 
CASSIDY. It's a matter ofindifference. 
CHARLESTON. (Sfswly:i' You take a very di~ view of the world, 
don't you? ·.. · · · · 
CASSIDY. I ~tpren care to discuss it. . ' 
CHARLESTO~lanningi. poor Hanning. (J+e 8-igiJs. 119en, ill ci kin#, , 
oj monder, be b~ins,ta laugh CASSIP~ gine£ him a grim lao}, and . 
-----.----- ·-- ....... -,-- ;.:;._:.__ ~·,. . 
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l.Charleston continues to lat1.gh jn exci t""ment, rnOVPS nm·rnst.-=t.c;e. 
2 .. s·~rdonically. 
3. Charleston stares at 0ass~dy~ turns chair ~ith hqck.to tqhle and 
sits, still excitedly~ then lapgh, aloud.· 
4. Cassidy shruggs turns left qn(l crosses upstage g,s 0h9.rleston 
laughs in extreme exci tAment and joy ,.rhilA himself he is comnaring 
his own immediate past and likeness of·that so much ~ ~ t;gssi-
dy reminds of •. 
5.Cassidy stops, turns at Charleston with an air of qn insu1t. 
6. Charleston rises up and. moves below t9.hle. 
. . ~:fLJlrtJNIN C, 
/ 
· .. /_~ .·~ //{ ~-- ' . . : 
.,.______ .l't -~· /,)). . lj 
'v ~ "-'-~ -~ t;,Mt.E?::~~ 
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7. Cassidy crosses to the ste.f±s,. as Charleston crosses re loe tc,h, e 
following him. Then moved by recollection he looks extreme stap.:e 
left about level 5, Sh§kes his head ann makes a g~sture: · 
·s. Cassidy turns in, being surprised at 
· · · crosses . · (\ 9 •. Flanning :Em:m:e:s: dm·mstage right above 
>'10. Flannine; comes dovm the stairs. 
Charlest6n's behavior: 
to table. 
11~ Charleston crosses beloH the te~ble to c'lra,·•er. 
12. Flanning picks un briefcase, turns to 0assiC!y and 0harleston. 
13. ~lan~ing· goes out. 
,I 
enters , 
flees. 
~ ~& 
of \YOnders. (:He 1ooks n! I:JiJ hcmds. 1-fe feels F.ii£ thighs) This is 
most disconcerting. I s:~to be a new man. 
CASSIDY. (~lll'a;~k::~Y conga~ations. , 
CHARLESTON. 0 ~ ;,.t Bi1'11~assidy. What jf I were to tell 
you that tpis is not a lighthouse, but a magical, ;magical tower? 
That things will happen to you here? That things have happened 
to me. That I listen :a ... ryur and I want only to laugh. 
CASSIDY. f-He slmt.q.-,3\You are-insulting, and probably insane, and 
in any case, it doesn't concern me. · -
CHARLESTON. But it may !-My friend, my inheritor. Y au may 
discover something while you're here. Y au may discover that 
there is . only one battleground where worlds are lost and worlds 
are gai~~~e touGh@£ his belly.) .The "j:J.attleground down here. 
CASSID~ ou're undoubtedly saying that I'm running away, and 
you're probably saying I'm a coward. ~HART ESTON shakes his 
head. §jrim1)'.1 It just so happens that I am not running aw.ay 
from fighting~ I'm running awp )rom losing. · ·, 
CHARLESTON. I know, I lcnomsK~\SSIWI. tttf'llS atV£1);, niTd CP 6 prES-
TON i.- torn by pity for the man-) How well I know, Cassidy! 
It's war today, and yesterday it was something else, and to· 
morrow--? You wonderi ·Cassidy, what'll be tomorrow'_s' hor" 
ror.--;You can be sure of only one thing. That we'll run from it, 
and be convinced that we're' lost. And that--despite us or because 
Q} us-with us or without' us-o-:-sooner or later-tomorrow or in 
a thousand ears-we shall ·win. -
CASSIDY. I detest all optimist 
CHARLESTON. Mm.-You may discover another little truth while 
you're here. That there's nothing so foolish, so vain, so blind, so 
exasperating-nothing so empty,. so pathetic, so unenviable-as 
yesterday's pessimist. {P-flil i£ mo!.'l1:.4 P)' reeo/lr;r;tiol1. 'Re l!?lllk& 
·~kout ~-) Kurtz. Oh, Kurtz! . · 
CASSIDY~o's Kurtz? ( CIIARHS'fOH sl3ake5 his Bell d . .,., 'NWNc;; 
·ccnH'S d~hv £tairs ) . . 
FLANNIN9.eady, Charleston?~ 
CHARLESTON.Jn~lllinut~.~ 
PLANNING. ~see you a lllOnth frolll today. Good 
lu~k. (9'o eii:I!:RL'':~ON.) I'll be down at the plane~ef!eeJ attt.) 
FARN J,JGFTS Jt 9 
t·.'ARN S0PJI1DS JL 13 
1; Charleston put~ion0tiis shi~t hesitatin~ly, lnnks aronn~ 
afifectione.telly. 
2 •. Cassidy moves above hetwe8n chair and tahle, wryly. · 
3. Now goes closer to Cassidy. 
· 4. ~·lith e;ood sensa of humo:b and· understanding looks a:b Casidy, 
sijakes his head,smiles and after ~hen crosses hack.to thP ~rawer. 
5. with respect.,· 
6. 0harleston nodds, picks up tvro cases -in the left anfl r1 f1e in 
right hand; turns to Cassi~y. 
1. Cassidy sh8.kes his head P.n0 crossPf:; a hove tah1e _'::lnr~ . rn~ir to DL 
8.Charleston ready to go, movP.s to stensdo¥rnst.aP.e R. 
9. Sudden turn in, rememe~±Lng. 
10. Cassidy Fi th tremendous pat'ience and expecta.n-cy. · 
11. Charleston crosses above thetahle '-lnd chairs DR 1 looks at 
Cassidy. 
12. Cassidy more impatient moves DC. 
13. Charleston looks around the room 1 i·ii th the. ri~le touches the 
chair and exits rapinly. Cassidy takes ClePp hreath of rP]ief' and 
crosses DC as light-s~ right start to 0im. After he_ :r_:pq_qh_es_,ben_ch 
on DC '1.nd leans on it ln ... thA sa.mP. manner 0.har1Pston 0id at Pnd of 
firsJtl act, the bluish lights hit his face,. hut thP _i- 7hoJe. 1i,o:";_~:::­
house area disappear in mist. The finale 4\otmrl___o:E-.::P~~-~1'\ec.omes · 
culminating as imaginary st!A±i>way ::rope8.r arflly visi hle. On the 
level 5 Captain annea.r. Ca ssidv stays f'pl.l f'ront. 8S thP. sm,nCls 
culmi.nates- and SU~f'lenly hr8.K8S off' \o7l trr the -~~i~htS. T!:lOiTif':o 
C u r t a·i n 
CHARLESTO¥seem reluctant to'-leave. (~" /<ic:>):u; aftectiMrqtely 
••k>eut Rt tl>~ reem~. / 
~ASSIDY.  rf I'm ~mpatient to see you go-pay no atten-
tton. I'll be h~y ong whtle. · 
CHARLESTO~Bt~1y.~ Gassidy. If you fought in Spain-then 
you know. ,A man who fights for an ideal-a man who fights 
a ainst · ove or i orance or the rule of tyrants-he doesn't ask 
er-assurance that he'll win. He wouldn't be ieve it i e got it. :_ 
All ch.e asks for is assurance that he has a chance to win. sn t 
that right? 
CASSIDY. fHg Hc>df) But if -he finds no such assurap.ce? 
CHARLESTo~mb R o:ertai11 humor) Then~it would seem in-
evitable-he arrives at Thunder Rock. 
CASSIDY. (.After just a s1ig1J_t pause, quite 1ow#ou were in Spain. 
CHARLESTON. (1-re nods.~nd I expect to be in a great many 
,more places before I die. , 
an old portable typewr· er from the bottom of the· J"ocker, 
~~t-+he--t!+!:'i4--~f....+·~ I have a feeling I'll • be seeing· you again 
some place, Not here. 
CASSIDY:~rX~ is araui'JJ te GIIAfFbB5T9H1 PHt kll IY1'11i1>'f aNd fhakes 
1Ji3 1Jee1ct~I 4?u)t it. 
CHARLESTO~s a lonely, magical place, Cassidy. Curious winds 
blow in off the Lake. You may he surprised. · · 
head. :They sbak:e. hands. CHARLESTON ga ers up his remaining 
b · · · h, say. In case you're 
bored. There's a ship's log back ther"e·.- The passengers on that 
ship that went down·. You might find it amusi g. · · · 
CASSIDY. eJ'atient/~11 remember .. 1 .l 0 / 
CHARLESTON. You might want to thin about the~ ' 
CASSIDY .. I might. It's an idea. (CIIARLES'fOH neas te .19ims~1f 1'1\ild 
smiles, and as CASSIDY goes to the plaque, he looks after him with 
. e.) 
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. ACT I 
On stage: 
ACT II 
·Strike:· 
On stage: 
1 report (on table) 
1 ~shtray (Dn t9ble) 
1 typewriter {on ~raw~r nc) 
1 bottle '·'hiskey n 
3 glass~s » 
MemoriC~.l plC~0Ue . (on ri~ht i•ra11) 
1 hriefce.se \<.rith n"pers anfl book qnf! 1 noncil (H'lanninr;) 
1 ca?e. Fi th sunnliPS, Potebook, r.fg-:>n'lttes, matches, · · 
paper money and radio (Streeter) 
1 pipe; pipe tohacc~ and rifle (Charleston) 
\•lhiskey and glasses,· book, money, ri~le 
Radio (on diravJer) 
Type~1ri ter( on· drawer) 
1 ·book an<'l pack of cigarAttes . (em stool DL) 
1 kerchief (Captain) · 
cracker· (Melarie) · 
Beret .. (Briggs) 
Strike: . Book on drawer 
On stage: Radio and typevrriter. 
· package of cigarettes (Captain) 
· beret (Briggs) . . . 
. Briefcase \•.rith Discharge (H'lanning) . 
. Suitcase, rifle and report (Charleston) 
·, 
~-/ 
/ 
/' 
/ 
1 
LHiBTING LAY*OUT 1i'QR. 'PP'(11':rn~R . ROCK 
-·J .- . 
1" 
I 
---------· -
D 
. 
, 
... 
Auto-transforP'l"rs: COVE'rS SR 
·COV"'rs SL 
• . . I 
V~'2 Sn"'r.i. r.> ls: 'Rench and Plaoue 
LIGHTS #1 V-1 to 1~0 (count five) preset nghost It in V-A 
LIGHTS 11-2 Senue V-1 to V-3 at oo 
v - 4 
LIGHTS #3 V-3, V-4 out 
preset Plaque in V-2; radio V-4 
L!QHTS 114 V..:..3 to full 
LIGHTS #5 V-4 to R.O 
LI~HTS #5A V-2 to 90 ( 11Thunder Rock,A. n.l90l
11 ) 
LIGHTS !J.5B V-2 out 
LIGHTS JL 6 V-'3 out (count 15, Charleston leaves, count 5) ,. 
LIGHTS lf6A V-4 out, V~3 
preset: 11ghost !1 in v-:il; hench in V-? 
LF~HTS .!t7 V-~ to full 
LIGHTS !17A· - V-3 to 60;-V~'2 to -~"ull 
LIGHTS !f'ltB V-3 to full, V-2 out (connt 1 \ o,
LIGHTS !!8 Seaue v;...3 to V-1 
LIGHTS (.tg Seoue. V-1 to V-3 at RO; V-4 at 02 
.. 
.. 
SR 
-
gelantine Jl.~ 
SL 11 lf2g 
Plaaue - 11 lbl7 
Radib II #17 
11ghost 11 - II 4ai 
11bench 11 - 11 --fl41 
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THUNDER ROCK !=10UND . CU"RS 
SOPND 
SOUND 
SOFND 
SOPND 
S0PND 
'#1 .,.. 
.f!-2 
'IJ.?. 
Jt~r 
#5 
~aves of s~a, ulan~ Iari~ing, hells 
and '~'a ter effects 
shot of th~=> ri:f'Je 
shot of th~ rifle 
shout from qshore : "Streeter" . 
Shout from <;)shore :"StreP.t""rfl 
SOUND #6 - ,last portion of £irst rno~Pment, 
"Karelian Suite~ Jan Sibelius 
SOUND ~7 
SOFND· #8 
SOUNE 19 
SOtTND #9A 
-
SOlTND .fflO -
SOUND 111 -
SOUND #"1? 
SOUND #13 -
. Second portion of.· first movement., 
\\Karelian 0..nite~ Jan SibPlius 
Wom!;lnJs.scream at chilnbirth 
\ . . ll ~.>Tal tz ,r Tales from Vienna yrooos; 
Johannn Strauss 
Radio announcing 
Motives.:from third movement, 
\I Karelian Sui te1~ Jan Slbeltiros 
nlane landing 
RADIO VOIC"R · 
last ti6rtion of first movement, 
· ,lKarelian Suite~ Jan ~ibelius 
